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IN'P'^ODUCTION 
Seventy-five mill ion acres of land are devoted to 
hay oroduction in the United :";tate3 anmially. Cor > is the 
only crop that occupies a larger acreafje, and corn and cotton 
are the only crops which exceed hay in total value. The hay 
croo is one of the three leading crops in each of' forty-three 
States, and ranks fourth in the other five. The g^-eat value 
of the hay crop and Its general distribution would seetn to 
justify its receiving the careful attention of investi.-ators. 
However, the investigational worv with this cr*or) has been 
largely confined to l;he manner and rates of soedin^ nr'd to 
the securing of strains and varieties of plants suitable for 
hay purposes. The problem of curing and storlnf^ the crop 
has received very little attention. 
Most bay is cared by the rule-of-t^iumb meti od. TViere 
is a rule telling v/hen to cut, when to windrow, and when the 
hay is ready for tVie mow, stack or baler. These rules oermit 
a wide latitude in their observance. The quality of tlie hay, 
Itowever, suffers materially if tV^e > ay eit^^er is not ready or 
is past the proper stage wlien placed in storage. The effect 
of such a system has been to make the curing of 'nay a hap-
Via^ard process largely dependent upon the weather. Many of 
the harmful effects of such a system of handling t is 
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Important crop are largely hidden. The loss resulting from 
over-curing of hay has been shown to amount to twenty 
per cent in the feeding value (18). The losses resulting 
from under-curing, also, are tremendous. These losses express 
themselves in hot, heating and moldy hay, with occasional out­
breaks of fire. Since most of these losses occur on the farm 
and are not reported it is impossible to even estimate their 
extent. The losses from this source which are laiov/n are those 
that interfere with the marketing of the hay or the extreme 
cases which result in the loss of the hay and barn by fire, 
started by so-called "Spontaneous combustion". 
A loss of $^30,000,000 annually in the United States 
is credited to fires resulting directly from improperly cured 
hay according to R. W, Dunlap, Assistant Secretary of Agricul­
ture, (9,p. 4), The Fire Marshall of Ontario, Canada, states 
that "spontaneous combustion" of hay was the major cause of a 
;|j;2,000,000 loss by fire in the one Province in 1927 (9> P'3G), 
Likewise, the i'lre Marshall of Iowa reports a loss of $102,292 
in 1928 due to "spontaneous combustion" of hay (9, p.75). 
To this loss by fire must be added the much greater 
loss in feeding value due to excessive heating in stacks and 
mows in which the heating did not proceed to the stage of 
actual Ignition. A survey of Laupper (40) indicated that in 
Switzerland, for each 25 cases of fire caused by under-cured 
hay, there were 167 cases of carbonization resulting fran the 
overheating of the hay. The hot, heating and moldy hay found 
3 
at our terminal markets represents a serious loss. At the 
Kansas City Market, 1,220 cars, or 12 per cent of the hay 
offered on that market in 1927, was graded "U.S.Sample Grade 
because of ita hot, heating and moldy condition. In 1920, 
3,573 cars or 17 per cent of those received, wore graded as 
"U. S. Sample Grade" for the same reason. At the Chicago 
Market, 6 per cent of the cars received have been out of 
condition because of heating (9, p.70-75). 
The literature available on methods of curing hay 
consists largely of popular articles in the Agricultural 
press. Moat of these reports reiterate the rules of hay 
making without ,f;iving evid mce to prove their value. Often, 
methods of handling the crop are advised which are decidedly 
questionable and cont^'ary to known physiological principles. 
The general recognition of the many problems involved in hay 
curing is indicated by the great diversity of xmtested 
theories and id as advised by people desirous, either of im­
proving the quality and ease of handling the hay crop, or 
of sellin,'^ sone special hay handling itiachinery. Some of the 
phases of hay curing concerning which experimental evidence 
is needed are mentioned in the following paragraphs. 
The moisture content of hay plants in the field has 
been considered an important factor in determining the best 
tirre of day to cut. Supposedly, hay plants contain a much 
lovfer amount of moisture in the afternoon and hence, if cut 
at that time, the curing process would be shortened. 
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Th© known physiological functionln.'^s of the leaf 
in the transpiration process of normal growin/' plants has 
been assumed to play an important role in the moisture loss 
from the nlant after It is cut for hay. The assumed appli­
cation of these phy3iolo;:;ical principles has led to the 
rather general acceptance of the idea that keepin ' the loaves 
alive by shadin/^ and protecting them from rapid drying 
hastens the curing of the hay, and to the recommendation of 
specific systems of curing hay in 3> ath, windrow and cock. 
Very little is known of the physical and chemical 
changes which take place in hay when stored. The r)rocess of 
saltin;; hay is used and rather extensively advised, but with 
very little evidence of the value of salt as a preservati^'o 
for hay. The Imov/ledge of how the moisture content of hay 
when placed in the mow influences the decree of heatin-r and 
the tendency to mold, or to produce the so-callod "brown hay", 
has many practical aoplications, with but little experimental 
data available on the subject. 
The introduction of machinery for mov;inn, loading, 
stacking or baling have made necessary a knowledge of the 
inaxlmu ; i i  moisture content at which hay can be safely stored. 
The problems involved in the proper curing of hay are becoming 
important with the more general use of large capacity machines. 
These machines, hay loaders, forks, slings, stackers and 
balers, tend to Increase the danger from heating. The use of 
such machinery enables one man to heap great masses of hay 
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In the mow or stack in a ahont time, thus interforin'; with 
the radiation of heat and of moisture v;hich could readily 
talce place if the hay were sorend out more as it was stored. 
The studies reported here were underta1<en to obtain 
expopiniental evidence on which to base reco-nnendotions 
re;';arding the field curing and the storage of hay and are 
grouped under: 
I. Kxperi:aent3 in the Field Curing of Hay, and 
II. Exporiments in the Storage of Hay. 
iCxpori ents in the field curing of hay include: 
methods of measuring the dei^ree of curin,'-^; the r-elative rate 
of curin,'^ in swath, windrow and cock; the influence of 
methods of curing on the quality of the product; and a phy­
siological study of the leaf in relation to moisture loss 
durin- the curing process. 
Experiments In the storage of hay includ'^: the effect 
on the quality of storing hay with varying moisture content; 
the influence of the moisture content on the do/^ren oT heating; 
the determination ol' the quantity of carbon dioxide and of 
oxygen as these may indicate the deu'ree of respiratory 
activity and possible chemical changes; and the effect of suit 
in varying quantities on heating, molding, and other condi­
tions influencing the quality of the product. 
I. EXPKRIVRNTS IN THTi: PIT^LD CURING OP HAY 
Historical 
Although the agricultural press contains man;; 
articles on hay curing and the expori/rient stations have 
Issued many popular bulletins on the subject, very fev/ exp-
ori.'r.ents on methods of curin^^ have been reoorted. At the 
time this st\idy was begun, no resca-^ch bulletin had been 
published on the sub.'joct, a rd in 1950 only a portion of one 
such research rooort is devoted to studies 1-; the curing of 
hay. Practically all of the recoimnendations on methods of 
curing have been based on observations rather than actual 
measurements. 
The literature on hay curing which tends to stross 
the general rules of procedure is rather extensive. Among 
the authorities to be noted are: McClure (46), (47), (48) 
and (49); Yerkes and McClure (85); Piper et al (63): 
Wallace (79); Vinall and McKee (77) and Rather (6.""))' General 
discussions of hay curing methods have been included by the 
authors of most texts which deal with Forage Crops: Piper (61); 
Hunt (30); Shaw (70j; Cox (18); Stewart (72); Coburn (13); 
and Hutcheson and VJolfe (31). A compilation of considerable 
experimental evidence was made by Hughes and Henson (29). 
The general recommendations regardinf^ the methods of 
curing legume hays vary somewhat with the section of the 
country for which they are made. The majority of the Eastern 
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v/riters quote Brooks (6) on Clovor Hay in Nev/ England and 
favor late afternoon cutting, handling the hay as little 
as possible afterwards, raking and, with good \veather, 
cocking in the afternoon of the second day. If the v/eather 
is not favorable the ha^/ is left in the windrov; over night 
and cocked on the afternoon of the third day. 
Very frequent reference to afternoon cutting is 
found with the suggestion that the hay is partially cured 
at this time and can therefore be expected to cui''e out more 
rapidly than if cut in the morning. 
The necessity of using care in the handling of 
leguminous hay has been emphasized repeatedly and experi­
mental evidence has shown serious loss from careless 
methods. Headden (24) found that the crude-fiber was in­
creased 12.3V per cent, the protein content decreased 7.70 
per cent and the nitrogen-free extract decreased 5,07 per 
cent, when hay was exposed to 1.76 inches of rain during a 
14-day curing period. Cooke (15) found a loss of from 5.1 
to 26.1 per cent in dry matter under ordinary methods of 
curing as an average of 8 tests with varying weather 
conditions. 
Shuey (71) reports a loss of dry matter In field 
cured alfalfa of 12.0 per cent when no rain fell on the hay, 
and a loss of 22.8 per cent when exposed to rain. He reports 
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the loss of leaves as 5,6 per cent, with no rain while the 
hay was curing, and a loas of 17.6 per cent when rain fell 
durln-' the curing of the haj, 
Willard (83) states that the loss by weathering 
durin/3 the field curing of alfalfa in Kansas is due to 
fermentation nrocesses, mechanical losses, and the dis­
solving out and removal of substances. Alfalfa exposed to 
three shov;ers, durln,^ which 1.76 inches of rain fell, lost 
60 per cent of its orotein, one-third of its fats, 41 per 
cent of Its nitrogen free extract, and :-8.7 per cent of its 
ash. The percentage of fiber increased. 
Kenney (35) found a loss in leaves varying from 6 to 
48 per cent, with an average loss of 12.43 per cent, in 41 
lots of alfalfa in Kansas. Salmon,Swanson and HcCampbell 
(68) fo\and that as an avera/-e of four maturity stages, 19.0 
per cent of the leaves, (9.2 per cent of the dry matter) 
was lost in harvesting. 
The only exporimontal comparison in v/hich the loss 
of dry matter was measured for different methods of erring 
the hay is that of Kiesselbach and Anderson (36, p.111). 
They found 90.7 per cent of the dry matter recovered in 
swath cured hay; 94.5 to 99.9 per cent in windrowed hay, 
and 95.0 to 96.3 per cent v/hen the hay was cured in the cock. 
•=  ^
The Idea of maintaining the leaf in a living con­
dition, for as Ion,!; a period as possible, is advocated quite 
generally in the oopular literature on the subject of 
methods of curing hay. 'i'he usual method advised for main­
taining the leaf in a living, functioning condition has 
been to v/lndrow the hay immediately aft or cutting. The claim 
is often made that this slow curing at first actually hastens 
the complete curing, because the more rapid withdrawal of 
moisture from the stems soon ovor-balances the rapid loss 
of moisture from the leaf which occurs in swath curing. 
Wallace (79) was one of the first to stress the value 
of keeping the leav<^s alive for rapid withdrawal of moisture 
from the stems in curing clover hay. Other writers placing 
emohasia on this point are: Rather(65), (66); Cox (IV), (18); 
Wing (84); Pieters (60); V/'aldron (78); McClure (49); Roberts 
and Kinney (67); Mohler (55); Carrier (12); and Stewwrt (7g). 
Many others mention this idea as important. 
Adams (1) in connection with the "Dain System" of 
making hay has been an earnest advocate of the idea. In 
practice, however, his Method of curing hay does nob involve 
such an immediate Avindrowing as to lose all of the benefits 
of the rapid drying that occurs in the first one or two 
hours in the swath. The value of early windrowing in oro-
ducing a good quality hay, and in preserving the leaves on 
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the plant, has been !;;;en0ra11y accented but the of 
the theory that the livin..^ leaf functions in the withdrawnl 
of ivator from t?.e ste.'/i durln/r, the curin/;^ p-^oceaa has boon 
questioned. 
Pipar et al (6;5^ state that there is serioiis doubt 
whether or not the leaves of cut plants co-itinuc to fiinction 
as "pumps" to draw water fron: the sterna of the plants. 
Vinall and McKee (77) give the results of an experiment in 
which s"'ath cured sorghum haj lost 11.1 per cent of its 
weight in 4 hours while sirilar hay v;indrov;ed at once lost 
only 6.6 per cent, V'illard (81), V.'estover (80), and 
Kiesselbach and Anderson (36) (37), have recently conducted 
experiments to determine the degree to which the leMves 
aid in drawing moisture fro'. the stems of curinr; hay plants. 
Villard concludes that, "In alfalfa, the lonvo.i have no 
tendency to dry the stems", but that "Soybean leaves had a 
tendencyto dry the atoms". Festover concludes that, "In 
every case where the leaves v/ero picked from the stems, 
the alfalfa dried out more rapidly than when allowed to cure 
in the natural state". Kiesselbach and Anderson conclude. 
"There was no indication in the tests covering a period of 
five years that the leaves fiinctioned materially in the 
withdrawal of the moisture from the stems during the curing 
period". 
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The obs'srvatlon of partially v/iltod nlants in the 
field in the afternoon has led many to holieve that; hay 
cut ot this time v;ould have wuch loss wate-p to lose in 
tlio curln^T D''''Oces3 than hay cut in the morning. This idea 
may be juatifi'^d v/ith certain plants, I^lvlngaton and Brown 
(41) \vorkin,f^ vith diX 'foTent plant species found f;rO"'lvi^' 
in the deaert have reported differences hetweon the hi^^ 
moisture content and the lov/. the decrease from the 
imaxi;-.U'.; ainoimt of water in a ;24-hour period in various 
Tilants was; 39.1; 33.6; 57.0; 56.5; 28.9; 16.0 and 14.5 
por cent, 
Maxlmov (45, p.222; reviews the literature on the 
diurnal water deficit of plants and shov/s that there is a 
ran^e of froin 40 per ccnt to less than 1 oer cent. Ke 
points out the fact that the difference botweoa the low 
and the hi.'rh ir.oisture contcnt will depond on tlse en^'iron-
ment. Wason and Maskell (44) found that the moisture con­
tent of the cotton plant at vnrious ti-iei of day was host 
deter.Tiined by using the residual dry wei^^^ht rather than ohe 
fresh weight of t}ie material as a hasis on which to fi/;ure 
the jnoisturc • per cent, 
Kiesselbach and Anderson (36,p.83) cut coMoosite 300 
to 500 grara aaitinles at hourly intervals, from 8 A.M. to 
5 P.T*!. The expori lent v/as first performed on August 5 and 
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repeated on August 6 and on August 8. As an average for 
the three years, tho high moisture content of 12,^ was 
found at 8 A.M. and tho low, of 69,5 per cent at 4 P. M., 
with a gradual loss from 3 until 4, They state that this 
difference urohably is not of sufficient ininortance to he 
considored a very material factor in the curing processes. 
Baklce and Henson (2) determined the moisture content 
of alfalfa plants in the field each hour, frora 8 A. M. 
until 6 P.M. on June 23, July 12 and August 5, 1927. In 
general, the moisture content of the plants decreased 
until 11 A.M. after which it rose slightly until 1 P.M. 
then docreased gradually until 4 P.M. after which it rose 
slightly. 
The behavior of the stomata of the alfalfa plant 
during the curing process has not been investigated fully, 
though some studies have been made on the plants in the field. 
Loftfield (43, p. 18) has pictured stomatic changes 
during a -;4-hour period. He finds the stomata of the upoor 
and lower surfaces of the leaf behaving similarly. The cycle 
of movement during normal growing conditions is as follows. 
The stomata close at 7 to 8 P.M. and remain in this condition 
until 10 or 11 P.M. when they may open slij^tly continuin,.3 in 
this condition until 3 to 4 A.M., at which time a slow iiut 
gradual opening ensues until full opening is reached at, 7 A.M. 
At times the stomates close at least partially at 10 or , 
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11 A.M., then open again by 1 or 2 P.M., afi^or v/liich tho 
openings gradually close vmtll completely closed at 7 P.M. 
Loftfield notes a daily variation in the time of opening 
or closing due to tawperatiire and humidity conditions, md 
to the supply of soil moisture, Und'U' unfavo^n'ole condi­
tions, such as protracted drouth, Loftfleld (43,p.45) notes 
that the stomata are open at night and closed throughout 
the day. 
'i'he question as to v>'hQthar or not the closure of the 
storaatic openings serves to regulate the rata of trsmspiration 
has been investigated by Darwin, Kohl, Lietgeb, Schwendener, 
Merget, Mohl, and others. All of these workers, according to 
Loftfleld, infer a considerable direct control of transpir­
ation by the closure of the stomatic openings. The work of 
Muenscher (56),Lloyd (42), and Trelease and Livingston (74) 
has tended to cast some doubt as to the regulatory action 
of the stomata on the loss of water vapor from the plant. 
Lloyd (42,p.31) points out the possibility that partially 
closed stomata may not influence transpiration owing to the 
increased rate of diffusion throu.ch the narrov/er openlnr,3, 
as has been shown by i^rovm and Rscombe (7). 
Loftfleld (43,p.101) believes there is a vnry close 
relation between the raoc of transpiration and the degree of 
opening of the stomata. He points out that the action of the 
factors of evaporation overshadow the effect of the con­
dition of the pores of the atomata when the pore is )nore 
than r)0 per cent open, but thnt when the closure is almost 
complete the regulation of the water loss by the degree of 
opening is very close, and even small charges In the dc^gree 
of opening ntay overshadow the other factors of evaooration. 
Darwin (£0), on the basis of results secured with a 
horn hygroscope Inferred a temporary opening of the stomata 
in the first threo to ten minutes after cutting followed 
by a slow gradual closing. 
Lloyd (42,p.83j measured the pores of the storaata 
at very short intervals after cutting and found them to close 
gradually during the first 15 minutes with no tendency to 
open wider durin,^: that period. Lloyd did not follow the 
stomata beyond this first closing period, 
Ma:tiniov (45,p.215) gives a critical review of the 
views of physiolo^;iyts in this and European countries. He 
believes that the closing of the stomata, the slov/ing down 
of transpiration, and the decrease of the water content of 
the leaf are not directly related, as causo and effect, but 
that all three are due to a common cause, which is the con­
dition of the water supply of the plant. 
Experiments in methods of curing hay have been rather 
difficult to complete as there has been no satisfactory 
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method of .judging the degree of curing in the fields. The 
usual method of determining the moisture content has been 
by the uae of shrinkage samples taken during the progress 
of the experiment, but yielding their information only 
after 4 to 48 hours delay. Only one extensive test which 
attempts to measure the progress of the curing in relation 
to time has been reported. This is the work of Kiesselbach 
and Anders on (36), 
In order to make an estimate of the degree of curing, 
or the moisture loss of the hay in the field as the v/ork 
progressed, Kiesselbach and Andarson filled tarlatan bags 
with hay, weighed them and placed thera in the windrov/, 
swath or cock. By assuming that the hay in the bags cured 
similarly to the loose hay, they could obtain an idea of the 
moisture content of the loose hay by reweighing the small 
bags at intervals and calculating the raoistur-^ loss. They 
also took representative shrinkage samples of the hay at 7 
and 10 A.f.J. and at 1 and 4 P.M. and determined the moisture 
content in the usual vray. The tarlatan bags were weighed at 
each time of sampling and then replaced. In summarizing 
their work, the hours required to reduce the moisture content 
of the hay curing under the various methods to 30 per cent 
has been calculated as given belowr 
1. Swath curing throughout. (27) 
2. Windrow curing throughout. (6i3) 
3. Cock curing throughout. (102) 
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4. Swath curing until beginning to wilt then 
windrow cured for romaind'^r. (^O) 
5. Swath curin^^ tmtil well wilted tJien windrow 
cured for remainder. (53) 
6. Swath curing xintil 2/3 cured then windrow 
cured for remainder. (44) 
7. S-vath curing until beginning to wilt then 
cocked. (45) 
8. Swath cured tmtil well wilted then coclred. (29) 
9. S"ath curing until 2/3 cured then coc'^ed. (?-9j 
Experimental 
The experimental work on methods of curing has been 
confined to alfalfa. This crop is more susceptible to 
injury either from under or over-curing than a-'e •"^rass mixed 
hays and the alfalfa crop is generally recognized as requir­
ing extreme care if the best quality of hay is to be produced. 
Methods of Procedure, 
The Field. 
An 8-acre field of alfalfa was seeded to northern 
grown, variegated alfalfa in the fall of 1926, for use in the 
study of methods of curing alfalfa hay. An excellent stand 
was secured, except a small corner of the field, which was 
reseeded in the spring with excellent results, so that after 
1927, a rather uniform 8-acre field of alfalfa was available 
for the study. The soil was rather fertile uniform bottom 
land on the farm of W, F. Templeton located about two miles 
southeast of the College. In addition to this field, plots 
of alfalfa in College Field were made available for use in 
the atudy of the moisture content of the plants in the field 
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at each hour of the day and for the observation of stomatal 
behavior and leaf function in the curing of hay. 
Methods and Materials for Studying the Rate of Curing. 
The usual method of d'etermining the moisture content 
or the degree of curing in experimental work is by taking 
shrinkage samples of the material. Three bags varying in 
size from about 5 pounds of fresh cut hay to 2 pounds of 
cured hay are usually used. These are weighed immediately, 
dried out completely and reweighed. Often the material is 
air-dried, weighed, then ground, and representative samples 
completely dried in an oven. The original moisture content 
is determined from the loss in weight. 
It is evident that considerable time must elapse 
from the time of sampling until the moisture content can 
be known. This delay renders the use of such a method 
impractical where the next operation in curing is to be 
introduced at a particular stage in the process. For our 
work it was necessary that the degree of curing should be 
known throughout the curing process. 
Construction and use of Weighing Device. 
Several ideas were tested in preliminary v/ork in 
attempting to arrive at a satisfactory method of determining 
the moisture content of curing hay in the field. The idea 
finally adopted involved the use of a device which enables 
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the oporatoT to aprive at the idoisturo content by wei^^hing 
tlie same, rather lar£5e aiaounts of hay at desired intervals 
v/hilo ?^Gavin^ t}iQ hay in its norinal exposure. By calcu­
lations baaed on the loss of v/eight, it is possible to 
aTTive at an approximation of the moisture content at any 
tiifie during the curing process. Three models of such a 
device have been used in our work. 
The first :nodel dosi-'^ned by the au.thor consisted 
of tv/o cornb-lilco frames, v/ith teeth five feet long, placed 
3 inches apart. The details of the construction of this 
device may be seen in the illustration Fi£i. 1. The long 
bamboo po.''e3 serve to prevent the downward tinoing of the 
teeth when a load Is being wei^^lied. The rack is lifted by 
a harness of ropes attached at four points on the frarno. 
In the use of this device, one of the racks is slipped 
under the hay from one side and the other from the opposite 
side. The two halves of the rack are lifted and lowered 
simultaneously in the weighing, ^-fter the weighing the 
racks can bo slipped from under the hay without disturbing 
its arrangement. This device was used for weighing single 
ten-foot S'vath sections, or windrow sections, and the 
lighter cocks of hay. 
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Figure 1. Original de\'lco used for estimating 
the degree of curing of hay in the field. 
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Tho first do vice o-r-ovod too f 7^0,3:17. e and was r-o-
olnced b;r one de -i Taecl by Profossor F. o. V.ilkina, 
The 3'^cond device v;a3 made 10 feet Ion: witli tocth 
lonf-; cnourh to slide under- t'.vo av/nths of hay at a time. 
The teeth were of fiT" inchos aqucre at the base and 
tapc3rinr; soincv/hai: towaT'd the outot end. For' Tiftiu;.;, 
a 1" "by 5"was placed under* the end of the tcQth after the 
T'sck had been slid und-^r the ha^r. The two outside beoth 
had holes in thern near ths ei\d and those v.'nro nlip;)cd over 
tv.'c studs in the end of the 1" by 5" piece. The hoist 
and !3ca?.e3 Vt'orc used as before. The rncV was a great i^iprove-
Kient in that it took a larger area, could bo rapidly in­
serted, weighed and rcraoved without changin[; the oo^ition of 
the hay In the sv/ath or v/lndrov;. Its sturdy coTistruction 
also permitted lbs use or_ larger cocks of hay. Three men 
could insert the rack, make the v/ei/^hin^- and reraove it in 
about half a rrdnxite. The const^-'uction of this rack is 
shown in Figure 2. together \^ith the harness and hoist for 
lif tinj;% 
The device in operation, weif^hing a s. ath of hay, 
ir^ shovm in Fi^. 5. 
Figure 2. The Weighing Device and Cart Hoist 
used in the Field Studies of methods of 
curing hay. 
Figure 3, The Weighing D'vice in operation 
weighing a swath of hay. 
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A t-hlfd weighing device of the sane general type 
was constructed, on a smaller scule, so that one man 
might operate and record the weights. This device has 
a rigid frame, rigid teeth 5 feet long and an iron bar, 
for lifting, connected solidly with the frame and bent 
over the load with suitable notches for the ad.iustinent 
of the scale. A two-legged rest, and a lever across the 
top with the scales on one end, enables one man to lift 
the rack and read the wei,7;ht on the scale. This device 
which is shown in Pig. 4., will weigh a 5-foot section 
of swath or windrow. 
The use of these weighing devices involves either 
an estimate of the moisture content at the tiie the hay 
is cut or an actual moisture determination at this time. 
The usual procedure adopted for these studies was to do-
terraine the moisture content of representctive samples 
of the hay to be harvested for several days in sequence, 
prior to the day of cutting. With this information in 
mind, the moisture content was estimated on the day of 
cutting with sufficient accuracy for the enrly part of 
the cur in/- work. Moisture do terminations v;ere made on 
the hay at the time of cutting by drying samples in an 
oven. The weights used in the experi-lental data 
presented are baaed on the known moisture content. 
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Figure 4, The Weighing Dovice designed to 
be used by one nan. This device weighs 
only 10 pounds. 
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The procedure in the use of the rack consisted 
of weighing three areas of hay at the start of the cutting 
and another sot of three at the end of the cutting. The 
loss in weight for these areas, as shown by weighing the 
samo areas at intervals throughout the period of curing, 
permitted rather accurate ostimates of the degree of 
curing of the hay at any time and a close d-Ttermination 
of the stage of one-fourth, one-half and three-fourths 
swath cured for the inception of new methods of curing. 
As soon as the cutting was completed part of the hay was 
windrowed. Areas were weighed in these windrows, and by 
subsequent weighings of these areas the moisture content 
of the wlndrov/ed hay could be known at any time. 
In order to facilitate the calculations of the 
moisture content at subsequent weit^ings, a chart, 
suggested by Professor F. S. V>'ilklns, was constructed 
which enabled one to read directly the moisture in the hay 
at any weighing. This chart was limited in scope of use 
as there were two variables, the moisture content of the 
hay at the start and the weight of a rack load of hay . 
The chart was conatructed for rack loads of hay varying 
from 30 to 14 pounds by two-pound Intervals and for 
moisture contents of from 68 to 73 per cent. In ordf>r to 
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Include all possibilities a very extended chart would 
have been required. 
The use of the rack was checked by the following 
procedure, Hay was cut and a portion windrowed at once. 
Throe areas v/ere weighed iiiraediately in both the swath 
and the v/indrow and three five-pound shrinkage samples 
taken in each. The v/elGhing. and the taking of the 
shrinkage samples was repeated every tVv'o hours during 
the curing of the hay. The results of this comparison 
are given in Table IT. The relationships between the 
two methods of arriving at the moisture content of the 
hay is shown in the graph in Figure V. 
A study of the data in Table II indicates that 
the weighing device gives a more uniform picture of the 
condition of the hay than is secured from shrinkage 
samples. Wlbh the shrinkage samples, gains of as much as 
four per cent occurred at succeeding samplings when one 
would feel certain that there had been a loss. It would 
appear difficult to sample half-dried hay in the windrow 
with accuracy; swath cured hay seeras to cure out more even­
ly and successive shrinkage samples do not appear so 
, •) 
erratic. Green hay may be samples"rather accurately by the 
use of shrinkage samples. Half-dried or windrow-cured 
hay is difficult to sample accurately, as shown by the 
extreme variations toward the latter part of the test. 
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Table II, porcent of moisture as estimated from weighed 
areas compared with determinations made on 
oven dried shrinkage samples, 1927. 
Time Swath Curing \'yindrow Curing 
Weighing : Shrinkage : Weighing Shrinkage 
Day Hour Device : Samples : Device Samoles 
Aug. 2'-: 9:00 69.70 69.70 
10:00 66.29 66.29 66.29 
124 00 62.50 65.29 63.50 66.22 
2i00 57.0 55.09 61.32 62.52 
4:00 53.0 51.21 57.5 57.96 
6:00 52.0 52.15 56.5 56.69 
Aug.23 1:00 46.5 42.24 54.0 55.47 
5:00 43.0 40.14 49.5 48.95 
5:00 39.0 36.42 45.0 44.05 
Aug.24 10:00 38.0 35.37 39.5 40.76 
12:00 31.5 31.72 36.5 44.02 
2:00 27.5 27.41 33.0 31.04 
4:00 24.0 24.54 29.0 33.26 
6;00 21.0 25.75 27.0 28.32 
Aug.25 11:00 19.0 19.37 25.0 25.23 
1:00 18.5 18.55 24,0 26.56 
4:00 17.6 16.31 22.5 18.25 
M0l3tUP« 
Per cent 
70. 
— Keishlng devise, swath om-lng, 
— Shrinkage aanples, snath ciirlng. 
-o— TleigMiis devlaa,"windrbaTcurlng, 
•*— Shrinkage aaaplea, windrow curing 
60 
50| 
40 
30 
20 
10 
Hour S 10 IS 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 IS 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 
Date 8/22 ^ g/gj 3/24 8/25 
Pig. 5. The weljShlng device as a mens of determining the 
moisture content of alfalfa haj curing In the field as 
conpared with the deternlnatlon of the aolsture by-
taking three shrinkage samples at two hour intervals. 
Series of August 22, 1927. 
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Shrlnkage Samples. 
Eight-ounce cotton bags were used throughout 
the teat for taking shrinkage samples. Samples were 
taken at the time of cutting, of weighing, of rnking, at 
the time of the inception of any new method of curing, 
at the end of each method in the series, and v/hen curing 
was discontinued. The i^rocedure fo''lowed was to tako 
samoles in triplicate and weigh at once. Samnles v/ere 
dried rapidly to a constant v/oight then representative 
ones were ground, weighed and dried in an oven at 100 
degrees C. for 48 hours and the original moisture calcu­
lated, The shrinkage sample moisture determinations 
were used as a check on the estimates made possibl^^- by 
the weighing device. 
Methods and Materials for the Study of Stomatal Behavior 
and Leaf j'^unction in Curing Hay, 
In the study of stomatal behavior, the method 
described by Lloyd (42), in which pieces of the eoidermis 
are torn off then placed in absolute alcohol, was used. 
The alcohol draws out the water quickly without appreciably 
changing the position of the stomatic openings. Attempts 
were made by the use of water screens to study the condition 
of the stomata relative to degree of opening with the whole 
leaf under the microscope in sunlight. This method was 
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not suitable on account of the difficulty in observing 
exact condition of the openin/r with so much extraneous 
matter present. 
Three separate methods were used in checking the 
influence of the leaf on the loss of moisture from the 
stem in the curing plant. A duplication of the experi­
ments of V/illard, Westover and Kiesselbach and Anderson 
was made by clipping the loaves from the stems of some 
alfalfa plants and exposing the stems and leaves along 
side of normal plants, weighing at frequent intervals to 
determine the moisture loss. A second test was made in 
which the leaves were removed from top or bottom oortions 
of the plant and the influence of the remaining leaves 
on the stripped portion and on the portions und'j;r the 
leaves compared with whole plants and with plants having 
the reverse portion stripped of leaves. A third test 
was made in which the rate of drying was studied in samples 
consisting of (a) top loaves, (b) top stems, (c) bottom 
leaves, (d) bottom stems, (e) top stems with leaves 
attached, (f) bottom steins v/ith leaves attached and (g) 
the whole plant. Screen trays with covers were used 
which could be weighed and replaced without danger of leaf 
loss. Weighings were made on a scale graduated to 1/500 
of a pound which could be read to 1/1000 of a pound. 
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Resxilta of Experiments 
Variation in the Moisture Content of the Alfalfa Plant 
at Different Times of Day. 
The moisture content of alfalfa in the field was 
dotorininad hourly from 8 A. M, to 8 P. M. Triplicate 
one-pound samples wore cut and weighed ImmedlatGly, taken 
to the laboratory, dried, weighed, ground and the remain­
ing moisture determined by oven drying. The average 
moistiire content of the three samples for each hour of 
the day is given in Table III. The experiment was 
repeated on four different days. On July 19 the plants 
were young, just beginning to flower; on August 5, they 
were about one-third in bloom; August 20 and August 21, 
one-half in bloom. The hourly temperatures and the 
humidity were high. A light rain fell during the night 
of the 20th. On August 21 a relatively high temperature 
and relatively low humidity, with a good breeze, provided 
good drying conditions. 
In the stvidy of the moisture content of the alfalfa 
plant at different times of the day, the low moisture con­
tent was reached at 11 A. M. on the tv»'o normal days. After 
this period there was a alight rise, then a downward trend 
to 3 p. M. in one case and 4 P. M, in.the other, from which 
points the moisture rose again to 8 P, M. The extreme 
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Table III. 
The Variation in Moisture Content of the 
Alfalfa Plant Growing in the Field at 
Hourly Intervals, 1928. 
Moisture Content of the Alfalfa Plant 
Und Hourly Teraporaturo. 
Time of 
Sampling 
July Id :Aug.5 : August 20 : .Auj-^ust 51 
MoisturerMoisture:T0inp. rivToisture:Te>np. .'Moisture 
per cent;per cent; F. :per cont; F. ;per cent 
8 A.M. 78.2 74.3 75 73 58 74.0 
9 A.M. 77.7 73.5 76 73 71 73.8 
10 A.M. 77.0 72.6 78 72.6 72 73.8 
11 A.M. 75.9 71.8 78 72.0 75 73.2 
12 A.M. 76.3 72.2 79 71.6 75 71.5 
1 P.M. 77.0 75.5 80 72 77 71.2 
2 P.M. 76.9 72.6 81 72 78 70.2 
3 P.M. 76.0 72.9 84 72.5 79 70. 
4 P.M. 76.4 72.5 85 72.4 79 71. 
5 P.M. 76.5 72.7 87 73.2 77 72.3 
6 P.M. 76.2 72.6 86 73.6 76 73.6 
7 P. M 75,8 72.8 80 74 75 72.8 
8 P. M 77.0 73.6 73 74.2 73 73.4 
lelative Hximidity, 12 noon 74 45 
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variatlon in moistxire from the lov; to the hl^h point, 
was 2.4 psT cont In the fl"3t and 2,3 per cent in the 
second trial, Tliis difference,which represents both 
loss of water and gain in photosynthate, is not an 
important factor in determining the time of day to cut 
the hay. 
On August 20 an increasing cloudiness and a high 
htunldity caused an earlier rise in moisture content 
in the afternoon, even with the high temperature prevail­
ing at this time. On August 21 the low point in the 
moisture content v/as not reached until 2 o'clock, 
probably because of a gradually lowering relative 
humidity after the light rain of the previous evening. 
These data agree very well with those obtained by 
Kiesselbach and Anderson (36). The low point in the 
moisture content of the plant did not occur in their 
studies until 3 or 4 P. M. yet in practically every case, 
the moisture content was lower at 11 or 12 than at 1 or 
2 in the afternoon. 
This fluctuation in moisture content may be due 
to the observed changes in stomatic openings which occur 
on days with rapid evaporation. Loftfield (43) has 
observed stomates open at 7 A. M. closing gradually until 
they are closed at 10 or 11 A. M. and then opening again 
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later In the afternoon, reaching their second open stage 
at 4 P. M., after which they close again by 7 P, M, 
He has also observed, with still more severe drying con­
ditions, a closed state at 7 A, M» which continued 
throughout the day, and an opening which started at 10 
P. M. and continued tojitil 5 or 6 A, M., at which time 
they began to close again. 
The time of cutting of other plants for hay nay 
be influenced by the onrtiRl wilting in the afternoon. 
The extrenely large differences observed by Haximov 
(45, p.225;, Livingston and Brown.(41) and others, 
betwoon the high and low moisture contents in a 24 hour 
period, would indicate that for certain conditions and 
certain plants the time of day to cut for hay might be 
determined by the tine of the low moisture content. Theae 
workers have shown differences of as much aa 30 to 40 per 
cent between the low and high moisture content of the 
leaves of the same plant in a 24 hour pe riod. 
The Influence of Method on the Rate of Curing of 
XTfalfa Hay." 
The experi ental work on methods of curing includes 
a comparison of twenty-eight separate methods of handling 
J, 
the hay. These methods of curing are grouped under the 
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followin^^ five experiments. 
A. The rate of curing hay v/indrowed Immediately 
compared with complete sv,*ath curing and v;ith 
cocking Immediately, 
B. Tiie rate of curing hay in the wlndror; coiapared 
with partial curing in the swath, followed by 
windrow curing, 
C. A comparison of the rate of curing of alfalfa 
hay in the windrow and in the cocic when the cocking 
is done after pi'^rtial 3^f<afch curing. 
D. The rate of curing hay in windrow with and 
v/ithout' turning. 
E. The rate of curing hay in the swath, with and 
without tedding. 
The first cutting of hay in the methods of curing 
experiments was made July 6, 1927. The hay cut at this 
'time ?/aa used as a preliminary series designed primarily 
to teat the weighing device with reference to the ti^ne 
required to make the v/eighlngs. In the preliminary v/ork 
the hay from 10 areas was weighed in each method of curing 
to be tested. This number of weighings was found to be 
too large as this necessitated 280 weighings every two 
hours when a complete series was being tested. 
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The field weighings from which the moisture 
content was calculated were made rather continuously 
throughout the study. The moisture content of the hay is 
calculated from the average of the three or five weighings 
made in each method of curing. In order to present the 
datSL in a reasonably compact table the original weights 
were used for the moisture calculations after which the 
moisture calculations were plotted on the graph. The 
figures presented in the tables, then, are the exact 
weights and the moisture content in cases where the weigh­
ing occurred on the even hour and an interpolated figure 
arrived at by calculation from the graph where the weigh­
ing was not on the even hour. The actual field weights, 
and the moisture determinations from which the calculations 
were made are given for each series in the appendix. 
A. The Rate of Curing Hay V/indrowed Immediately 
Compared with Complete S^'ath Curing and With 
Cocking Immediately. 
Pour series were completed comparing the rate of 
curing in swath, windrow and cock. The first series was 
started on July. .7, the second on July 8, the third on 
August 22 and the fourth on August 23. The weather con­
ditions for the period of July 7 and 8 is given in Table 
IV and for Axagust 22 and 23 in Table V. 
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Table IV. 
Weather Observations for the Period, 
July 7 to 11, Inclusive, 1927. 
Temperature - Fahrenheit 
Month Day: Mean: 
A.-M.: 
Mean : Maximum : Minimum : Moan 
PTM".""" r : : 24-hour 
July 7 72.4 80.6 87 62 72.9 
8 74.6 83.8 38 57 74.7 
9 78.6 86.5 89 64 77.3 
10 80.2 89.8 92 58 78.5 
11 90.4 96.8 95 69 86.0 
= RQlatl^ HumidityrPrec.: Wind ";Per cent" 
Month Day:7 A.M. :Hoon:7 P.M: in.' : Velocity:possi'^le 
I : : ; :Mi per hr: Sunshine 
July 7 74 55 50 0 7 to 12 66 
8 74 44 42 0 6 to 14 85 
9 60 38 33 0 7 to 14 100 
10 76 36 30 0 3 to 7 100 
11 58 28 21 0 a to 17 96 
Table V. 
Weather Observations for the Period 
Aiiguat 22 to August 26, 1927. 
Month Day:Moan : Mean Maximum: Minimtun: Mean 
:8-12 A .M:l-6 P.M: • 24 hr. 
Aug. 22 75 78.3 80.0 63.0 70.7 
23 S7.0 73.0 74.0 53.0 65.2 
24 66.0 73.3 76.0 44.0 64.1 
25 70.6 76.5 80.0 57.0 68.1 
26 70.0 77.1 79.0 50.0 67.6 
Relative Humidity; 
Month Day:7 A.M. :Per cent 
rper 
: cent 
:per 
: cent 
: per 
: cent 
:inches 
« 
:Wiles • 
per hr. 
;pos3ible 
;sunshine 
22 80 50 83 0 7-16 71 
23 84 47 49 0.04 7-12 93 
24 75 43 50 0 3- 6 53 
25 79 49 50 0 4-11 88 
26 83 34 48 0 6-18 100 
Aug 
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The general method of procedure sifter cutting 
the hay was to weigh the hay from three, 10-foot double 
swath areas immediately for the swath curing and rake 
two swaths into a windrow with a side delivery rake and 
weigh throe areas in this for the windrow curing. Two 
additional windrows raked at once after cutting were 
cocked, one-half of the cocks small in size and the others 
meditim. Three cocks of each size v;ere v/eighed. The small 
cocks were the typical western type of alfalfa cocks, 
% 
consisting, when cured, of one medium to small fork-fullo 
of hay. The medium sized cocks v/ere about five times as 
large as the small cocks. The hay from each area was 
reweighed at two-hour intervals and triplicate shrinkage 
samples of the hay taken at the beginning and at the end 
of curing by each method. 
Series of July 7. I'he procedure described above 
was followed for this series except that five instead of 
three areas were weighed in each method of curing. The 
hay was cut for this series between 7:50 and 8:10 A. M. 
Each method of curing was tested on two, five-foot six 
inch mower swaths, the areas totaling approximately 100 
yards of swath. The alfalfa for this series was of the 
previous years seeding. The plants were 18 inches high. 
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erect, leafy and sparsely branched. The stage of matur­
ity would be described as about one-tenth in bloom# 
The results of this experiment are given in Table 
VI. The data presented ai^e averages for the five areas. 
The method of calculation used consisted of determining 
the dry matter in the original weight of the areas, then 
at each subsequent weighing the dry matter was subtracted 
from the new weight and the remainder divided by the new 
weight to give the moisture content at that time. In 
ord?ir to further picture the relationship between the 
methods of curing, the moisture content of the hay under 
each method of curing Is shown graphically for the 
period of the experiment in Fig. 6, 
In the series of July 7, a study of Figure 6 
clearly shows that alfalfa hay loses moisture more rapidly 
if left in the svath than if windrowed at once. The swath 
cured hay reached 30 per cent moisture three hours before 
the hay in the windrow reached the same degree of curing. 
It will also be noted that the hay spread out in the 
swath overnight absorbs more moisture than hay in the 
windrow or in the cock when heavy dews form, A similar 
marked advantage in the rate of curing of hay in the wlnd-
rov/ as compared with hay curing in either the small or 
medium sized cock is noted. The small cocks lose moisture 
Table VI. 
The percentage of moisture in alfalfa at stated intervals 
as indicating the rapidity with which the hay gave up its 
moisture when windrowed i•mediately after cutting, as 
compared with complete awath curing and with cocking immed­
iately. Series of July 7, 1927, 
Windrowed Swath Cured : Hay Cocked at once 
; Immediately Completely ; Small Cocks Medium Cocks 
Month:Day;Hour;Weight rMolsture V/eight rMolsture eight rMolsture rV 'ei/^ht: 'Moisture 
: Pounds: Per centPounds; Per cent: Potinds ; Per cent:Pounds; Per cent 
Jul/ 7 8 29.9 67.00 15.9 67.00 31.4 67.00 79.1 67.00 
10 27.0 63.50 14.25 63.00 30.5 66.00 76.8 66.00 
12 25.0 60.5 12.2 57.00 27.7 62.5 72.5 64.00 
2 23.5 58.0 10.8 51.50 25.6 59.5 68.7 62.00 
4 21.5 54.00 9.9 47.0 24.1 57,0 64 .5 59.5 
6 19.7 50.0 9.8 46.0 22.8 54.5 63.7 59.0 
July 8 8 18.3 46.07 10.0 47.30 22.3 53.5 61.5 57.5 
10 17.1 42.5 8.2 36.0 21.4 51.5 60.0 56.5 
12 15.7 57.0 7.3 28.0 19.9 48.0 57.4 54.5 
2 13.9 28,99 7.0 24.71 18.4 43.5 54.9 52.5 
4 12.6 21.6 5.8 9.14 17.1 39.5 51.7 49.5 
6 5.8 9,00 16.1 35.5 49.7 47.5 
July 9 8 6.0 12.17 15.3 32.0 47.5 45.0 
14.7 29.5 47.0 44.5 
Moisture 
Per cent 
70 
ItinOroweA InraedJLate Ly. 
UK&th eurea^ 
Small coe cs loioAla ;el7. 
iledlim CO :ks ianedl itely 
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10 
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Flg« 6* Tho percentage of moisture in alfalfa at stated Intervals as Indicating 
the rapidity with which the hay gave up its moiature when wlndroved imcedlately 
after cutting, as compared with complete swath curing and with cocking Immed­
iately. Series of July 7, 
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at an increasingly greater rate than the medium sized 
cocks. The small cocks were field cured in two-thirda 
the time required for the larger cocks. The medium 
sized cocks of green hay heated to such an extent that 
the green color of the hay was lost in the center of the 
cock. 
Series of July 8, The alfalfa used for this 
series was a mixture of fall and spring seeding and had 
a slight mixture of oats. The oats wore in the milk 
sta/-e of development and the alfalfa was an equal mixture 
of plants, one-half of which vrere about one-tenth in 
bloom and the other half about 16 inches high with no 
flower buds showing. The test was identical with that 
of July 7 except that the hay from three areas v/as v/eighed 
for each method instead of five, and the medium sized 
cocks were not included. With five areas for each method, 
for the 28 comparisons of a complete series, 140 weld­
ings every two hours would have been required. This 
number of weighings had nroven to be too many. 
The hay was cut betv/een 9 and 10 A, M. The areas 
were weighed at 10 A, M, in each of the three methods. 
The averages of the three weights for each method of curing 
are given at two-hour intervals in Table VII. The moisture 
content of the hay under each method Is shown graphically 
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Table VII. 
The percentage of moisture in alfalfa at 
stated intervals as indicating the rapidity 
with which the ha:/ gave up its moisture when 
windrowed immediately after cutting, as 
compared with complete swath curing and v/ith 
cocking immediately. Series of July 8, 1927. 
: V/indrowed ; Swath Cured : Cocl?^ at once 
: Immediately ; Completely : Small Cocks 
Month;Day:Hour rVVeight :Molsture:Weight:Moisture :\7eight .-Moisture 
.•Pounds :Per cent:Pounds:Per cent;Pounds :Per cent 
July 8 8 
10 31.3 60.5 22.3 59.7 39.8 59.7 
12 28.3 56.32 19.4 53.66 37.1 56.77 
2 24.9 50.5 16.1 44.0 33.8 52.5 
4 22.2 44.5 14.1 36.5 31.1 48.5 
6 20.6 40.0 13.2 31.89 29.4 45.5 
8 19.3 35.96 11.9 24.45 28.5 43.72 
10 17.5 29.37 11.8 23.81 26.8 40.15 
12 16.8 26.50 11.4 21.14 25.7 37.50 
2 16.6 25.75 11.3 20.5 
4 
6 
for the porlod of the experiment in Fig. 7. 
In the series of July 8, the hay cured out much 
more rapidly than that of July 7 on account of a two 
d'>grefi higher temperature and 10 oer cent lower relative 
humidity. Both the sunshine and the wind were some­
what more favorable on July 8 for drying hay. The sv/ath 
curing hay was reduced to 30 per cent moisture in 9 
hours while the windrow curing hay required 12 hours of 
curing time and an overnight period. This 30 per cent 
moisture is near the upper limit for field cured hay. In 
calculating the time required for curing only the 
elapsed time between 7 A.M. and 7 P.M. is included as 
this is believed to represent most accurately the drying 
hours. The small cocks were 4 hours behind the windrow 
curing hay in reaching 40 per cent moisture. The relative 
humidity decreased toward evening and no marked increase 
in moisture on account of the dew is evident on any of 
the hay in this series. 
Series of August 22. The hay for this series 
was an excellent stand of leafy alfalfa 22 Inches high 
and about one-third in bloom. The sories was started on 
a clear morning but the sky became overcast and a light 
sprinkle of rain fell at 6:30 P. M., and which was 
foilowed by a light rain In the night. The series of 
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Pig. 7. The percentage of oolsture In alfalfa at stated Intervals as indleatin^s 
the raplditjr with which the hay gave up Its moisture when wlndrowed Innediately 
after cutting, as compared wltti complete swath curing and with cocking latned-
Ittely. Series of July 8. 
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methods compared were the same as those during July 7. 
The results of this study are presented in Table VIII. 
The moisture content of the hay for each method is 
shown graphically in Fig, 8. 
The v.'eabher conditions were not so favorable 
to rapid curing as foT' the previous series. Rain 
threatened during the afternoon of August 22 and a li^jht 
rain fell during the early morning hours of August 23. 
The swath cured hay had 53 per cent moisture in the late 
afternoon of August 22 and 63 per cent at 8 o'clock the 
next morning. The drying of the hay from this point 
on corresponded favorably with the series of July 7 and 
8 although the lower temperatures and higher humidity 
prevailing througjiout the period made the curing process 
much slower. The swath cured hay dried faster and 
reached 30 per cent moisture three hours ahead of that 
cured in the windrow. The delay in curing that results 
from cocking hay la well illustrated in this series. 
The hay curing in the small cocks was fully two days 
behind the swath cured hay in reaching 40 per cent 
moisture. The medium cocks cured at a much slower rate 
than the small cocks, having lost only 20 per cent of 
their moisture in four days. 
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Table VIII. 
The percentage of axoisture In alfalfa at st«ited intervals as : 
the rapidity with wMoh. the hay gave up its moisttire when windrow 
iately after cutting, as compared with complete swath curing and 
ing iramediatoly. Series of August 22, 1927. 
: : : Vs/iridrowed i Swath Cured t cocieedj 
s : t Immediately ; Completely ' Sagtll Coeka ; M« 
Month:Dayj Hour jWei'ght tiioistur e tWel'^r :Molsture :W^ei^t :Moisture :Wej 
: ; tPounds :Per cent :Pounda :Per cent :Pounds jPer cent rPpi 
August 22 
August 2S 
August 24 
August 25 
8 ie;s 69.20 
10 15.6 66.20 16,3 66.29 
12 14.4 65.50 14.7 62.60 29.4 65.0 11{ 
2 13.6 61.32 12.8 57.0 29.0 64.41 IK 
4 12;4 57.5 11.7 53.0 27.2 62.06 ii; 
6 12.0 56.50 11.5 52.0 26.8 61.5 IK 
8 14.1 62.77 14.8 62.77 27.9 63.0 ii: 
10 15.2 60.0 12,8 57.0 26.1 60.5 lOf 
12 12; 0 56.0 10.8 48.9 25.0 58.7 10^  
2 lO.B 51.5 10.0 44.9 24.0 57.0 101 
4 10.0 47.5 9.4 41.5 22.9 55.0 IOC 
6 9.2 43.0 8.8 37.5 22.0 53.0 9( 
8 9.4 44.0 9.0 39.0 22.2 53.5 9i 
10 9.2 43.0 8.9 38.09 21,1 51.0 9e 
12 8.5 38.0 8.0 31.5 20.6 50.0 9Z 
2 8.0 34.0 7.6 27.5 20.1 48.7 9] 
4 7.5 30.0 7.3 24.0 19.7 47.61 9] 
6 7.2 26.5 7.0 21.0 19.5 47.0 8£ 
8 7.2 26.5 7.0 21.0 19.7 47.5 86 
10 7.1 25.5 6.8 19.5 18.9 45.5 
12 7.0 24.5 6.8 18.5 18.3 43.5 8£ 
2 6.9 23.5 6.7 18.0 17.9 42.5 82 
4 6.8 23.5 6.7 17.76 17.6 41.2 32 
6 
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Table VIII, 
;ag© of moisture In alfalfa at stated Intervals as Indicating 
fith whioh the hay gave up its moisture when wlndrowed iramed-
mttlng, as compared with complete swath curing and with cock-
Ly, Series of August 22, 1927. 
, • ' Yfindrcwed t Swath Cured ; Hay Cocked at Once 
t Immediately ; Completely ;• Small Cooks ; Medixua Cocks 
[Weight eiioisture jWei^t jMtoi s ture: We i ^ t :Moi s tur e :Weight tMois ture 
iPounds;Per centtPoui^a tPer cent tPounds :Per cent zPounds ;P,er cent 
18;2 69.20 
15.6 66.S9 16.3 66.29 
14.4 83.50 14.7 62.50 29,4 65,0 118,2 65,0 
13.6 61.32 12.8 57.0 29.0 64,41 116.2 64,40 
12;4 57.5 11.7 53.0 27,2 62,06 113,5 63.55 
12.0 56.50 11.5 52.0 26.8 61.5 110.3 62.5 
14,1 62.77 14.8 62,77 27.9 63.0 111,8 63;o 
IS.2 60,0 12.8 57.0 26,1 60.5 108.9 62.0 
12; 0 56.0 10.8 48.9 25,0 58,7 106'. 1 61.0 
10.8 51.5 10.0 44.9 24.0 57.0 103,4 60.0 
10.0 47.5 9.4 41.5 22.9 55.0 100,9 59,0 
9.2 43.0 8.8 37.5 22.0 53.0 98,5 58.0 
9.4 44.0 9.0 39.0 22,2 53.5 98,5 58,0 
9.2 43,0 8.9 38.09 21.1 51.0 95,1 56,5 
8.5 38.0 8.0 31.5 20.6 50.0 93,0 55,5 
8.0 34.0 7.6 27,5 20.1 48.7 91,9 55,0 
7.5 30.0 7.3 24.0 19,7 47.61 91,4 54,64 
7.2 26.5 7.0 21.0 19,5 47.0 88,9 53,5 
7.2 26.5 7.0 21.0 19,7 47.5 88.0 53.0 
7.1 25.5 6.8 19.5 18,9 45,5 87.1 52,5 
7.0 24.5 6.8 18.5 18,3 43.5 85,3 51,5 
6.9 23.5 6.7 18.0 17,9 42.5 83,6 50.5 
6.8 23.5 6.7 17,76 17,6 41.2 82,7 50,0 
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Serles of August 23. Clear weather prevailed 
throughout with high relative humidity In the early 
part of the experiment. The hay for this teat was 
similar to that used on August 2S. The hay was cut 
between 1:50 and 2:'<50 ?. 11, The results of this experi­
ment are given in Table IX and the moisture content of 
the hay for each method is shown graphically in Pig. 9. 
The hay used for the series cut on A\igust 23 was 
rather heavy succulent alfalfa. The s^vath cured hay 
reached 30 per cent in approximately 14 hours, then 
dried rather more slowly during the following 18 hours. 
The windrow cured hay did not dry to 30 per cent moisture 
until 32 hours of curing time had elapsed. This wide 
difference in the relative speed of the s./ath ai"3d windrow 
cured hay arose from the fact that the swath cured hay 
had reached 30 per cent before the check in its rate of 
drying occurred on August 25, while the windrow cured hay 
did not reach 30 per cent until afterward. 'i*he reason 
for this check in tho rate of the loss in moisture on 
August 25 is not clear. The relative humidity was slight­
ly higher than on August 24 but the temperature was like­
wise hi^er. 
During this period of curing cocked hay did not 
dry out sabisfactorily. The small cocks had lost only 
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Tahle IX. 
lEhe percentage of nolsture in alfalfa at stated intervals as ii 
the rapidity with which the hay gave up its moisture when windrowe 
iately after cutting, as compared with cooQ)lete swath curing and v 
Ing immediately. Series of August 25, 1927. 
i t i wlndroweS 5 &5mtn~Z!ure3 t fiockod 
• • -t ^mediately ; Ccmroletely ; Small Cocto t II 
Month:Day« Hour jWelght jMolsture jwelght sMoisrure sWeight :Molsture :Wc 
: ; sPoundfl iPer cent :Pounds jPer cent^Pounds:Per centiPc 
August 23 
August 24 
August 26 
August 26 
12 
2 15,5 
4 14.4 
6 13.2 
8 13.2 
10 12,2 
12 11.0 
2 9.8 
4 8.9 
6 8,6 
8 8.6 
10 8,4 
12 8.2 
2 7.9 
4 7.7 
6 7.4 
8 7,4 
10 7.1 
12 6.9 
2 6.8 
4 6.6 
6 
68.36 13.5 
66.0 11,0 
63.0 9.9 
63.0 9,9 
60.0 9.3 
55.5 7.6 
50,0 6,6 
45,0 6,0 
43,0 5,4 
43.0 5,4 
41.5 5,3 
40,0 5,5 
38,0 5,2 
36,0 5,2 
34,0 5,2 
34,0 5,2 
30,9 5;i 
29,0 4,9 
27,6 4.7 
25,76 4,6 
68,36 35,2 
61.18 34,3 
57.0 33,8 
51.0 32,2 
54.09 31,4 
44.0 30,5 
35.5 29.3 
28,5 28,5 
20.5 27.9 
20.5 27.2 
20.0 26,5 
19.0 25.9 
18.5 25,3 
18.0 24,5 
17.5 24,0 
17,5 23.7 
16,27 23.5 
13,0 23.0 
8,5 22,5 
7,17 22,0 
68.36 11 
67.5 11 
67.0 11 
65.5 10 
64.5 10 
63,5 10 
62.0 10 
60,91 9 
60,0 9 
59,0 9 
58,0 9 
57,0 9 
56.0 8 
54.5 8 
53,5 8 
53,0 8 
52,60 8 
51,5 8 
50.5 8 
49,36 8 
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Table IX. 
fe of moisture in alfalfa at stated Intervals as indicating 
;h which tlie hay gave up its moisture when windrowed iamed-
;tlng, as coi[g)ared with coatplete swath curing and with cook-
Series of August 23, 19S7. 
Windrowed : Swath Cured ! Cocked at Once 
Immediately ; Campletely ; Small Cocks : Medium Cooks "* 
Weight ;i^ol3tupe :Wei^S tMoisture ight :Mol s tur e :WeipJh,t c^oisturb 
Pounds:Per cent:Pounds»Per cent aPounds >Per cent;PoundB;Per cent 
15.5 68.36 13,5 68,36 35,2 68.36 115,2 68.36 
14.4 66.0 11.0 61.18 34.3 67,5 113,9 68.0 
13.2 63.0 9.9 57.0 33.8 67,0 112,1 67.5 
13.2 63.0 9,9 51,0 32.2 65,5 108,8 66.5 
12.2 60.0 9.3 54.09 31.4 64,5 104,1 65,0 
11.0 55.5 7.6 44.0 30.5 63.5 102.7 64.5 
9.8 60.0 6.6 35.5 29.3 62.0 101,3 64.0 
8.9 45.0 6.0 28.5 28,5 60.91 99,2 63.26 
8.6 43.0 5.4 20,5 27.9 60.0 95.9 62.0 
8.6 43.0 5.4 20.5 27,2 59.0 94,7 61.5 
8.4 41.5 5.3 20.0 26,5 58,0 92,3 60.5 
8.2 40.0 5.3 19,0 2o ,9 57.0 91,1 60.0 
7.9 38.0 5.2 18,5 25.3 56.0 88.9 59.0 
7.7 36.0 5.2 18.0 24.5 54.5 87.7 58,5 
7.4 34.0 5.2 17.5 24,0 53.5 86,8 58.0 
7,4 34.0 5.2 17,5 23.7 53.0 85,8 57,5 
7.1 30.9 5;i 16.27 23.5 52.60 85,2 57,22 
6.9 29.0 4.9 13.0 23,0 51,5 84.8 57,0 
6.8 27.5 4.7 8.5 22.5 50,5 82.2 56,0 
6.6 25.76 4.6 7.17 22,0 49,36 81.5 55.28 
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18 per cent moiature while the medium cocks had lost 
but 15 per cent at the end of the fourth day of curing. 
The experiments on the relative rate of curing 
in the windrow, si/ath, and cock, show clearly that under 
swath curing the hay cures out much faster than in the 
windrow or cock. The time that elapsed betv/een the 
cutting and the point in the curing whore the hay has 
30 per cent moisture is indicated for each method of 
curing in the following figures. The rate of curing "by 
the different methods for the four series may "be summed 
up as follows: 
Metfioa or :Ela^^"d Time in Drying Hours in th^^Vies of: 
Curing ; • • ; 
WiYlurOWBa 
July 7 :July 8 ;Aug 22 :Aug 23 : Average 
iraiaediately 18 12 30 32 23 
Swath Cured 
entirely 16 9 29 14 17.0 
Small cocks 
immediately 24 20 76 81 51 
Medium cocks 
immediately 40 117 118 91 
The actual difference in hours varies with the pre­
vailing relative hiomidity and temperature, and with the 
mass of hay being handled. 
The reconunendation of windrowing at once cannot be 
rnad^ from the standpoint of hastening the curing of hay. 
In the work of Kiesselbach and Anderson a suimnarization 
from their experiments indicates 27 hours elapsed time 
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for awath curing to reach 30 per cent and 65 hours for 
windrow curing, but when calculated on the hours from 
7 A. M. to 7 P, M. the swath curing required 15 hours 
and the windrow curing 35 hours. In ,genera 1 this would 
Indicate that windrows cure faster in proportion here 
than in Nebraska, 
In view of this evidence, the theory that wind-
rowing immediately hastens curing would anooor to be 
incorrect. The method may be desirable on other grounds, 
but the claim that the windrowing would keep the leaves 
alive and therefore would aid in withdrawing moisture 
from the stems, with the result of hastening the curing 
of the hay, is not .-justified tinder central Iowa conditions. 
There ia a possibility that windrowing immediately 
may be advantageous in actually speeding up curing with 
extremely heavy windrows or with heavy stermued types of 
hay. It would appear that for speed of drying the 
greater advantage of swath over windrow curing occurs 
with the most rapid drying conditions and with the finer 
stemmed alfalfa hays. The difference between swath and 
windrow curing v/as the least during the one period with 
extra heavy hay and slov/ drying conditions. 
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B. The Rate of Curing Hay in the V/indrow Compared 
with Partial Curing in the Swath, Followed by 
Windrow Curing. 
The four series described as to weather and hay 
used in experiment A, included & comparison of complete 
windrow cixring with partial swath curing followed by 
windrov/ing. The four methods tested in this experiment 
include hay cured completely in the windrow in compari­
son with hay cured one-fourth, one-half and throe-fourths 
in the swath prior to the windrowing. Two swaths 100 
yards long were windrowed as soon as cut; two v/hen weigh­
ings indicated that the hay in the swath was one-fourth 
cured; tv/o when one-half, and the other tv/o when the hay 
wa.i three-fourths cured. For each method of curing, the 
hay for the different areaa was weighed as soon as it was 
v/indrowed. 
The v/eights and moisture percentages recorded in 
Tables X to XIII, inclusive, are averages for five areas 
in the July 7 series and three areas in each of the others. 
In the series of July 7 a study of Table X and 
Figure 10 shovra that hay which was allowed to cure one-half 
and three-fourths in the swath prior to windrowing gave 
up its moisture more raoidly than hay v/indrowed at once. 
Table X. 
Tlis percentage of moisture in alfalfa at stated 
intervals as indicating rapidity with which the hay 
gave up its moisture when v/indrowed immediately after 
cutting, as compared v;ith hay partially swath cured 
before windrowing. Series of July 7, 1927. 
: Windrowed : Ono-fourtE * One-ha If : Three-fourths 
: Immediately : Swath Cured : Swath Cured : Swath Cured 
: :then Windrowed : then V/indrowed: then 7/indrowed 
Month :Day:Hour:Weight:Moisture ;Weight :Moisture :Weisht :Molature :V\?eight;Moisture 
:Pounda;Per cent:Pounds:Per cent:Pounds:Per centrPovinds :Per cent 
July 
July 
July 
7 8 29.9 67.0 
10 27.0 63.5 
12 24.9 60.5 
2 23.5 58.0 30.7 57.5 
4 21.5 54.0 27.2 52.0 20.6 52.5 
6 19.7 50.0 25.3 48.5 19.2 49.0 
8 8 18.3 46.0 24.2 46.0 18.3 46.5 
10 17.2 42.5 22.9 43.0 15.8 37.5 14.2 41.5 
12 15.7 37.0 20.9 37.5 14.2 30.5 11.5 27.5 
2 13.9 28.99 19.3 32.5 12.8 23.5 10.5 21.0 
4 12.6 21.6 18,5 29.5 12.7 22.5 10.3 19.0 
17.4 25.0 1-2.2 19.5 10.3 19.0 
9 8 16.7 22.0 11.8 16.5 10.3 19.0 
9 16.6 21,5 11.7 15.5 10.3 19.0 
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Fig, 10. The percentage of moisture in alfalfa at stated 
intervals as indicating rapidity with which the hay gave 
up its moisture when windroved issnediately after cutting, 
as compared with hay partially swath ctired before wind-* 
rowing. Series cf July 7, 1927. 
Table XI. 
The percentage of moisture In alfalfa at stated 
intervals as indicating rapidity with which the hay 
gavo up its moisture when windrowed iamiediately after 
cutting as compared with hay partially swath cured 
"before windrowing. Series of July 8, 1927. 
: : One-fourtfi : One-haljT : Tliree-fourths 
: Windrowed : Swath Cured : Swath Cured ; Swath Cured 
: Iinraediatelv :then Windrowed j then 'Mndrowed:then Windrowed 
Month;Day:Hour:Weight:Moiature:Weigtit:Moisture rWeight rMoisture :?i'oight :Moisture 
:Pounds:Per cent .-pounds :Per cent:Pounds ;Per cent:Pounds:Per cent 
July 8 
July 9 
8 
10 31.3 60.5 
12 28.3 56.32 21.8 53.5 
2 24.9 50.5 19.1 47.0 
4 22.2 44.5 17.5 42.06 
6 20.6 40.0 16.5 38.55 
a 19.3 35.96 15.1 32.85 
10 17.5 29.37 14.3 29.09 
12 16.8 26.50 13.8 26.52 
2 16.6 25.75 12.9 21.5 
4 
18.3 36.11 
17.3 32.43 15.5 34.02 
15.5 25.06 14.4 28.96 
15.0 22.07 13.6 24.78 
14.5 19.38 13.0 21.31 
14.4 19.0 12.9 20.5 
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as compared vltb hay partially swath cured before wind-
rowing, Series of July 8, 1927, 
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Table XII. 
The percentage of moisture in alfalfa at stated inteirval 
eating rapidity with which the hay gave up its moisture whe 
ed Immediately after cutting, as con^jared with hay partial! 
curod before windrowing# Series of August 22, 1927. 
: 5 5 sunarowed 
: : • t lamediately 
MonthsDay: Hourj Weight I iSoisture 
: : i Pounds : Per cent 
:One-fourth Swath Cured:One-hal 
t Windrc^ed : then 
} Wei^t : Uoisture : Weight 
: Pounds t Per cent : Pounds 
August 22 
August 25 
August 24 
August 25 
8 
10 15.6 66.29 21.1 64.69 
12 14.4 63.50 18.0 62.0 
2 13.6 61.32 17.3 56.82 
4 12.4 57.50 16.0 53.27 
6 12.0 56.50 15.4 51.5 
8 14.1 62.77 19.7 62.0 
10 13.2 60.0 17.2 56.57 
12 12.0 56.0 14.5 48.5 10.3 
2 10.8 51.5 13.7 45.5 10.1 
4 10.0 47.5 13.1 43.0 9.7 
6 9.2 43,0 12.5 40.0 9.3 
8 9.4 44,0 12;6 40.5 9.3 
10 9.2 43.0 12.5 40.0 8.7 
12 8.5 38.0 11.4 34»5 8.3 
2 8.0 34.0 10.7 30.5 7.9 
4 7.5 30.0 10.1 26.5 7,6 
6 7.2 26.5 9.6 22.5 7.5 
d 7.2 26.5 9.6 22.5 7.4 
10 7.1 25.5 9.4 20.5 7.4 
12 7.0 24.5 9.2 19.0 7.4 
2 6.9 23.5 9.1 18.0 7.4 
4 6.8 22.65 9.0 • 17.0 7.3 
6 
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Tablo XII. 
oentage of moisture in alfalfa at stated intervals as indi-
Idlty with which the hay gave up its moisture when xvlndrow-
tely after cutting, as coii5)ared with hay piscrtlally swath 
re windrowlng. Series of August 22, 1927. 
Windrowed :One-fourth Swath Cured: One-half Swath (Jured 
lamecLlately ; then Wlxidrcyffed ; then Wladrowed 
liiTelght : Moisture : WelgEE : Jioiature : V/el^t : Moisture 
Pounds : Per cent t Pounds : Per cent : Pounds : Per cent 
15,6 66.29 21.1 64,69 
14.4 63.50 18.0 62.0 
13,6 61.32 17.3 56,82 
12.4 57.50 16.0 53.27 
12.0 56.50 15.4 51.5 
14.1 62.77 19.7 62.0 
13.2 60.0 17.2 56,57 
12.0 56.0 14.5 48.5 10.3 46.20 
10.8 51.5 13.7 45.5 10.1 45.0 
10.0 47.5 13.1 43.0 9.7 43,0 
9.2 43.0 12,5 40.0 9.3 40,5 
9.4 44,0 12.6 40.5 9.3 40.5 
9.2 43.0 12,5 40.0 8.7 36,5 
8.5 38.0 11.4 34,5 8.3 33.0 
8.0 34.0 10,7 30,5 7.9 30':^ 0 
7.6 30,0 10.1 26.5 7.6 27.0 
7.2 26.5 9.6 22.5 7,5 26,0 
7.2 26.5 9,6 22.5 7.4 25,5 
7.1 25.5 9,4 20.5 7.4 25,5 
7.0 24.5 9.2 19,0 7.4 25,5 
6.9 23.5 9,1 18.0 7.4 25,0 
6.8 22.65 9,0 • 17.0 7.3 24,5 

Kolstura 
Par oenfc 
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CJ 
?t8. 12. The percentage of moisture In alfalfa at stated 
Intervals as Indicating rapidity with which the hay gave 
Its moisture when wlndrowed Imnedlately after cutting, 
as collared with hay partially swath cured before wind-
rowing. Series of August 22, 1927. 
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Tabl© XIII. 
The percentage of moisture In alfalfa at stated inte 
rapidity with ^ Ich the hay gave up its moisture when v 
ly after cutting as conqpared with hay partially swath c 
ing. Series of August 23, 1927. 
Windrowed :dne-fourtli Sv/ath (^ ur-: one-half S 
Month Day 
3 ed then Wlndrowed ed then lii 
mr jWeight jMoiature: Wei^t : Moisture : Welglht : 
tPounds :Per cent: Pounds : Per cent : Pounds : 
12 
2 15.5 68.36 
4 14.4 66.0 
6 13.2 63.0 
8 13.2 63,0 
10 12.3 60,0 11*5 53.82 
12 11.0 55.5 11.2 52.5 
2 9.8 50.0 10.0 47.0 8.0 
4 8.9 45.0 8.9 40.5 7.4 
6 8.6 43.0 8,2 35.0 7.0 
8 8.6 43.0 8.2 35.0 7.0 
10 8.4 41.5 8.0 33.5 6.8 
12 8.2 40.0 7.8 31.5 6.7 
2 7.9 38.0 7.5 29.5 6.5 
4 7.7 36.0 7.3 27.5 6.4 
6 7.4 34.0 7.2 26*0 6.3 
8 7.4 34.0 7.2 26.0 6.3 
10 7.1 30.9 7.0 24,5 6.2 
12 6.9 29.0 6.8 22.0 6.0 
2 6.8 27.5 6.6 19.5 5.7 
4 6.6 25.75 6.3 15.71 5.6 
5.5 
August 25 
August 24 
August 25 
Atigast 26 

Table XIII. 
8 Of moisture In alfalfa at stated Intervals as Indicating 
ich the hay gave up its moisture when wlndrowed Inmiedlate-
as con5)ar0d with hay partially swath cured before windrow-
August 25, 1927. 
i?e3 :One-fourth Swath Cur-:One-half Swath (Jar-:Three-fourt!hs Swatii 
bely i ed then Windowed ; ed -feen Windowed tCured ^en Wlndrowed 
Lsture: Wel^t s Biolsture : Wel^t ; Moisture : Wel^t : Moisture 
f oentt Poxmds ; Per oent t Pounds ; Per oent i Pounds ! Per cent 
58.36 
56.0 
33.0 
33.0 
50.0 11,5 53.82 
55.5 11,2 52.5 
50.0 10.0 47.0 8,0 39.0 
i5.0 8.9 40.5 7.4 34.0 
13.0 8.2 35.0 7.0 30.0 
i3.0 8.2 35,0 7.0 30.0 
11.5 8.0 33.5 6.8 28.5 5.3 22 
iO.O 7.8 31.5 6.7 27.0 5.3 21.5 
58.0 7.5 29.5 6,5 25.0 5.1 19.0 
D6.0 7.3 27.5 6,4 24.0 5.0 17.0 
54.0 7,2 26*0 6,3 23.0 • 4.9 15.0 
34.0 7.2 26,0 6,3 23.0 4.8 14.5 
50.9 7.0 24,5 6.2 21.0 4.7 13.0 
29.0 6.8 22.0 6.0 18.5 4.7 12,0 
27.5 6.6 19.5 5.7 15.0 4.7 11.5 
25.75 6.5 15,71 5.6 12.6 4.6 10.2 
5.5 11.40 
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Pig. 13. The percentage of moisture In alTalfa at stated 
Intervals as Indicating rapidity with which the hay gave 
up Its moisture when wlndrowed lumediately after cutting 
as compared with hay partially swath cured before wind-
rowing. Series of August 23, 1927. 
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The one-half swath cured hay was reduced to 30 per cent 
moisture three hours earlier than the hay v/indrowed at 
once and one-half hour later than hay three-fourths 
cured in the swath prior to windrowing. For 35 me un-
loiown reason the hay one-fourth cured then wlndrowed 
did not dry as fast as that windrowed at once, espec­
ially during the second day of the curing. The hay 
windrowed immediately was dried to 30 per cent moisture 
two hours earlier than the hay one-fourth swath cured 
then windrowed. 
In the July 8 series, a study of Table XI and 
Figure 11 Indicates that hay windrowed at once lost its 
moisture more slowly than any other method. The hay 
cured one-half in the swath then windrowed, dried most 
rapidly reaching 30 per cent moisture three and one-half 
hours earlier than the hay windrowed at once; three hours 
earlier than hay one-fourth swath cured prior to windrow­
ing and one hour sooner than hay three-fourths swath cured 
followed "by windrowing. At the end of the test, one-
fourth swath cured hay contained 19 per cent moisture 
while hay windrowed immediately contained 25 per cent. 
The one-half swath cured hay was reduced to 30 per cent 
moisture in 9 hours after cutting while all of the others 
did not reach this degree of drying until the next day. 
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In the series of August 22, a study of Table 
XII and Figure 12 indicates that the one-fourth swath 
cured hay cured out most rapidly. The one-fourth sv/ath 
cured hay had dried to 5£ per cent moisture in 8 hours 
while hay in the windrow had 57 per cent. The advantage 
in drying of the one-fourth swath cured hay was main­
tained throughout the experiment and the hay was dried to 
30 per cent at the same time as hay one-half swath cured 
and tv/o hours prior to the hay v^indrowed at once. The 
hay curing in the svi'ath had 52 per cent moisture early in 
the morning of the second day. This meant that the hay 
one-fourth cured In the swath gained 11 per cent in mois­
ture on account of the light rain while the windrow 
curing hay gained but 6 per cent. 
The series of August 23 was the most regular of 
the four as will be observed from a study of Table XIH 
and Figure 13. The hay windrowed immediately cured out 
most slowly, followed by the one-fourth swath cured, then 
the one-half, while the hay three-fourths swath cured 
was first. The moisture content of the hay curing in the 
svath in this series was so much drier than was expected 
that the time for windrowing the three-fourths cured hay 
was overlooked. At the time the three-fourths swath 
cured hay was windrowed, it contained but 22 per cent 
moisture, while the windrow curing hay had 41 per cent at 
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the aame hour. The time required for drylhg the hay to 
'60 por ccnt moisture under the various systems waa, for 
tho windrowed iianjediately, 32 hours; one-fourth sv/ath 
cured, 24 hours, and tho one-half a-wath cured, 15 hours. 
The three-fourths awath cured Is estimated to have been 
down to 30 per cent of moisture in about 12 hours. 
The effect of partial swath curing then wlndrow­
ing on the rate of curing of the hay is shovm in the 
following summary of the hours of elapsed tine from the 
time of cutting xintil the hay has 50 per cent moisture. 
?/,ethod of rETap3e^a"~Time in HourT~rn the fii^ries erf""" 
curing 
July 7 : July G .• Aug 22 ; Aug 23 ; Average 
Windrow^ 
iraraediately 18 12 30 32 23.0 
Swath cured 
completely 16 9 29 14 17.0 
One-fourth swath 
cured then 
v/indrov.'ed 20 12 28 24 21.0 
One-half s..ath 
cured then 
windrowed 16 9 28 16 17,0 
Tliree-fourths 
swath cured 
then windrowed 15 9 — 12 14.0 
From the standpoint of time, the methods of curing 
ranked in approximately the same order in each series. 
Swath curing was most rapid, followed by the f, the ^  and 
the ^ swath cured, respectively, and last the hay that 
was windrowed immediately. 
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C. A CompRPlson of tlio Rnte of Curlnn of /.Ifalfa 
Ha:/- in tho IViTidrov/ and in the Code ^7hen the Cockl nr; 
is done after Partial S ath Curing. 
In this experiment full v/indrow curing is 
coinpared v/ith cocking: innediately in small and medium 
sized cocks; and vjith hay curod one-fourth, one-half 
and throe-fourths, respectively in the swath then coclced 
in s:aall and inedium sized coclcs. The general procedure 
consisted of weighing areas of tho swath at intervals 
until the ono-fourth sta,"e of curing was reached when 
four swaths were v^indrowed and cocked. The sa:ne p-"ocesa 
was repeated when tho swath curing hay had reached one-
half, and a^^ain v/hen three-fourths cured, 
A3 under A, four series of coriparisona were made. 
The hay and weather conditions v/ere as descrihod for 
identical dates undor A, Tho vrelchts and moisture 
porconbar-evS recorded in Tanles XIV to XVII inclusive 
are avorasos for the throe wei^hinj^s, 
Proi.i Table XIV, (Figure 14) It will he seen that 
for the July series hay cured in the windrow much more 
quickly than in eitht3r small or raedluni sized cocks even 
when the hay was allowed to partly cure in the swath 
before beinj, placed in the cock. The curing vmrj rather 
re.-^ular and consiv^tent, hay ono-fourth swath curod and 
Table XIV. 
The percentage of moisture in alfalfa at stated 
intervals as indicating the rapidity v/ith which the 
hay gave up its moisture when windrowed immediately 
after cutting, aa compared with hay cocked immed­
iately and with hay partly svath cured before cocking. 
Series of July 7, 1927. 
; Cocked : One-fourth Swatli : One-haIf Swath 
V/indrowed : Immediately :Cured then Cocked:Cured then Cocked 
Immediately : Small : Medium : Small : Medium : Small : Medium 
Month ;Day: Hour • ; Cocks t Cocks : Cocks : Cocks Cocks : Cocks 
Weight;Moi3ture rliloistxire iMoisture :Moisture rMoisture rMoisture:Moisture 
Pounds: Per cent :Per cent :Per cent ;Per cent ;Percent :Per cent:Per cent 
July 7 8 29.9 67.00 67.0 67.0 
10 27.0 63.50 66.0 66.0 
12 24.9 60,5 62.5 64,0 
2 23.5 58.0 59,5 62,0 56.5 56,5 
4 21,5 54,0 57.0 59,5 51,5 54,0 51.5 51.5 
6 19.7 50.0 54.5 59,0 49,5 53,0 50 50,0 
July 8 8 18,3 46,07 5o * 5 57,5 49,5 52,0 49,5 49,0 
10 17,2 42,5 51.5 56,5 45,0 49,5 46,0 46,5 
12 15,7 37,0 48,0 54,5 59.5 47,0 39,5 43,5 
2 13.9 28.9 43,5 52,5 38.0 46,0 36,0 41,5 
4 12,6 21,6 39,5 49,5 35,0 45,0 32,5 39,0 
6 35.5 47,5 31,5 43,0 30,0 36,0 
July 9 8 32.0 45,0 30,0 40,5 27,0 33,5 
10 29.5 44.5 29,0 39.5 25,5 32,0 
70 
—»— (flndrowed. InnedlatelT'. 
3nall cocki o^ter onB-^ourth s 
Medium coo £8 after oie-fourth 
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10 
10 Date 
7/7 
8 10 12 8 
7/8 
8 
7/9 
^ percentage of nolsture In alfalfa at atatad 
Intervals aa Indicating the rapidity with vhlob the hay 
gave up Its moisture when wlndrowed liroedlately after 
cutting, aa compared with hay cocked Inmedlately and with 
1987^* cured before cocking. Series of July 7, 
8 10 12 
7/10 
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then placed in medium cocks curing in 40 hours , v/ith 
medium cocks after one-half swath curinj^ in 30 hours, 
foTlowed by hay one-fourth awath cured and finished in 
small cocks in 24 hours. Hay put in the windrow immed­
iately after cutting had dried do^vn to 30 por cent 
moisture at the end of 18 hours while from 24 to 22 hours 
were required for hay to cure when placed in small cocks 
after curing one-half and one-fourth in the swath prior 
to cocking. It is perhaps rather surprising to find hay 
placed in the windrow curing more rapidly than hay one-
half sv,'ath cured and then placed in small cocks. 
In the series of July 8 {Table XV and Figure 15) 
the hay placed in small cocks after curing one-fourth in 
the swath, cured more slowly than that windrowed immed­
iately reaching 50 per cent moisture in 15 hourrs in the 
cock and 12 hours in the windrow. Hay cocked in small 
cocks after one-half swath cured, dried in 10 hours, while 
hay in medium cocks after one-half swath curing dried in 
12 hours, just the same as the windrow curing hay. Hay 
placed in small cocks after curing one-half in the swath 
had dried down to 30 per cent in 10 hours, while Ig 
hours wore required for hay in the windrow to reach the 
same degree of dryness. The rapid swath curing prior 
to cocking gave the cocked hay an advantage that the 
Table XV. 
The percentage of raoistTore In alfalfa at stated 
intervals as indicating the rapidity with which the 
hay gave up its raoiature when windrowed immediately 
after cutting, as compared with hay cocked immediate­
ly and with hay partly swath cured "before coclring. 
Series of July 8, 1927, 
One-fourth Swath : One-half Swath 
Cured then Cocked:Cured then Cocked 
'^mall Cocks ; Small : Mediiim" 
! Cocks ; Cocks 
Mo i 3 ture :Moisture:Moisture 
Per cent :Per cent:Per cent 
July 8 8 
10 31.3 60.5 59.7 
12 28.3 56.3 56.77 53.5 
2 24.9 50.5 52.5 50.5 
4 22,2 44.5 48.5 48.58 36.11 36.11 
6 20.6 40.0 45.5 44.36 30.83 34.02 
July 9 8 19.3 35.9 43.72 39.16 25.00 29.81 
10 17.5 29.4 40.15 35.96 23.00 28.0 
12 16.8 26.5 20.83 25.13 
2 16.6 25.8 
Month:Day;Hour 
: (jocKsu 
7/lndrow©d ; Immediately 
Immediately ;Small Cocks 
Weight:Moisture; Moisture 
Pounds:Per cent: Per cent 
Moisture 
"Per oent 
70 
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Date 7/a 
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8 10 
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12 2 4 8 IC 12 2 
7/11 
PIE. IS. The percentage of oolaturo In alfalfa at stated In-
,m rapidity with »hlch the hay gave 
up Ita moisture when windra*od Imaedlately after cuttlna. 
aa Mmpared with hay cocked lonedlately and with hay partly 
swath cured before cocking. Series of July 8,1927. 
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windrow cured hay could not overcome, although the 
windrow curing hay dried more rapidly than the hay in 
the cock. 
In the August 22 series (Table XVI and Figure 16) 
the loss of moisture for hay placed in the windrow at 
once, which may be regarded as a standard, performed 
rather erratically. In general it dried more rapidly 
than hay placed in cocks either immediately or after they 
were only one-fourth cured in the swath. Hay allowed to 
one-half or three-fourths cure in the swath before cock­
ing, cured more rapidly than the hay in the v/indrow. The 
longer the hay was in the swath the more rapidly it dried. 
The hay in all cases dried more rapidly in the small than 
in the medium cocks. Hay allowed to one-half cure in the 
swath and then placed in small cocks reached the oO per 
cent moisttire stage in 28 hoiors from cutting, while the 
same hay placed in medium cocks required 36 hours. Hay 
allowed to three-fourths cure in the swath was below 30 
per cent when it was placed in the windrow, while that 
placed in cocks when only one-fourth cured, or cocked 
immediately when cut, had from 40 to 50 per cent of moist­
ure at the end of the four days during which the hay was 
weighed. It will be noted that in all cases the rate of 
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Table XVI. 
The percentage of moisture in alfalfa at stated 
the rapidity with which the hay gave up its moistu 
lately after cutting, as coai^ared with hay cocked 
partly swath cured before cooking. Series of Augu 
: : : : Coc'ked !One-fov.-,»th Swat 
i t ! Wlndroiyed ; Jjmnediately tCured then Cock 
; : ; Iimedlately i Small i Medium » Small t Medlu 
Month:Day! Hour ;Weig^t;l8^oi8turet Cocks ; Cocks : Cocks ; Cocke 
s ; :Pounds:Per cent:Moiflture sMoisture sMoisturo tJiolsiu 
t ! : ? ;Per cent;Per cent i Per cent :>ey. ce 
August 22 
August 23 
August 24 
August 25 
8 
10 
12 
2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
2 
4 
15,6 
14.4 
13.6 
12.4 
12.0 
14.1 
15.2 
12.0 
10.8 
10.0 
9.2 
9.4 
9.2 
8.5 
8.0 
7.5 
7.2 
7.2 
7.1 
7.0 
6.9 
6.8 
66.29 
65. S 
61.3 
57.5 
56,5 
62.8 
60.0 
56.0 
51.5 
47.5 
43.0 
44.0 
4S.0 
38.0 
34.0 
3o;o 
26.5 
26.5 
25.5 
24.5 
23.5 
22.7 
65.0 
64.4 
62.1 
61.5 
63.0 
60.5 
58.5 
57.0 
55.0 
52.5 
53.0 
51.0 
50.0 
48.5 
47.6 
47.0 
47.5 
45.5 
44.0 
42.5 
41.5 
65.0 
64.6 
63.6 
62.5 
63.0 
62.5 
61.0 
60.0 
59.0 
58.0 
58.0 
56.5 
55.5 
55.0 
54.5 
53.5 
52.5 
52.0 
51.5 
50,5 
50.0 
62,0 
60,5 
60,0 
61.0 
59.5 
57.5 
55.5 
54.0 
52.5 
51.5 
50.0 
48.5 
47.5 
46.0 
45.0 
44.0 
43.0 
41.5 
40.5 
39.0 

Table XVI. 
of molstiire In alfalfa at stated Intervals as Indicating 
uiilch the hay gave up its moisture when wlndrowed Immed-
ng, as compared with hay cocked ImmBdlately and with hay 
before cocking. Series of August 22, 1927. 
Cocked :one-fov.y»th Swath i One-hali" i3wath jtoiree-^fourtihs Swatii 
Immediately :Cured then Cocked:Cured then Cooked: Cured then: Cocked 
Small : Ifedimn "*: Small t Isiediiimr"Small t Meditca~: Small s ^ediiM 
3oc^ ; Cocks { Cocks ; Cocks : Cocks ; Cocto ; Cocto t bocka 
j'is ture sMois ture :ilolsttJro :Moisture :Moi s ttir e :l^oi s tur e tMoisture iMollsture 
iv cent {Per oent i Per oent tier ceAtiPer eentiPigr oent:Per cent {Per oent 
65.0 65.0 
64.4 64.6 62.0 62.0 
62.1 63.6 60.5 61.5 
61.6 62.5 60,0 60.0 
63.0 63.0 61.0 59.5 
60.5 62.5 59.5 59,0 
58.5 61.0 57.5 58.5 
57.0 60.0 55.5 57.5 44.5 45,0 
55.0 59.0 54.0 56.5 41.0 42.0 
52.5 58.0 52.5 55,5 38.S 39.5 
53.0 58.0 51.6 54.0 37.0 38.5 
51*0 56.5 50.0 52.5 35.5 37.0 
50.0 55.5 48.5 52.0 33.5 35.5 
48.5 55.0 47.5 51.0 51.0 34,0 
47.6 54.5 46.0 50.8 29.0 33.0 27.0 27.0 
47.0 5S.5 45.0 50,0 28.0 32.0 26.0 S6.5 
47.5 52.5 44.0 49.5 27.5 31.0 24.0 26.0 
45.5 52.0 43.0 49.0 27.0 30,5 23.0 25,5 
44.0 51.5 41.5 48.6 26«b 30.0 21.5 24.5 
42.5 50.5 40 . 5 48,0 26.0 29.5 20.0 24.0 
41.5 50.0 39.0 47.0 26.0 29.0 18.5 23.0 
25.5 28.0 
i 
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. 16. The percentage of DOlsture In alfalfa at stated In-
tarvals as Indicating the rapidity with which the hay gave 
up its moisture when windrowed imnediately after cutting, 
aa compared with hay cocked Imnediately and with hay partly 
awath cured before cocking. Series of August 22, 1927. 
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lo33 of moisture was checked when tho hay was cocked. 
The check was more severe the larger the cock. 
The series of August 23 (Table XVII,Figure 17) 
Is consistent in that the partial swath curinj^ gave the 
cocked hay such an advantage that the hay curing in the 
Viindrow during the cool weather did not catch up with it 
in degree of drying. It will be remembered that swath 
cured hay had reached 30 per cent moisture on August 24. 
This unexpectedly rapid curing of the hay in the swath 
caused the three-fourths swath cured hay to b© reduced 
to 22 per cent moisture before It was cocked. Hay 
curing in the windrow was ctired out more rapidly than hay 
cocked at once in Glthr;r small or medium cocks, as a 
study of Figure 9 will show. Hay one-half cured, prior 
to v/indrowing and cocking in small cocks, has dried to 
30 per cent r.ioisture in 22 hours which is 11 hours 
previous to the windrow curing hay and 4 hours before 
the hay placed in raedlum sized cocks after similar swath 
curing. 
Cocking of tho hay always resulted in a very 
marked delay in the rate of curing. The larger the cocks 
of hay made the slower was the rate of curing. Green hay 
in medium to large cocks was inc''lned to settle compactly 
together, to heat somewhat, and to lose its gresn color. 
77. 
Table XVII. 
Hie percentage of molstxire in alfalfa at stated interval 
the rapidity with Tsftiich the hay gave up its moisture when \ 
lately after cutting, as compared with hay cocked inanedlat* 
partly swath cured before cocJcing* Series of August 23, 1^ 
Cocked 
Isnmedlately 
iSmall : Medt 
: One-hal^ Swati 
iOured then Cod 
Small ; 
Month iDayt Hour 
August 23 
August 24 
August 25 
August 26 
Wlndrowed 
3^diately xm 
Cocks ; Cocks ; Cocks 
tWeight sMolsture :Mol s tur e~:iioi'8'tur'e :Moistur isl :Mo£stri 
:Pounds!Per centjPer cent:Per oent:Per centrPer c€ 
8 
10 
12 
2 15,5 68,4 68.4 68,4 
4 14,4 66.0 67.5 68,0 
6 13.2 63.0 67.0 67.5 
8 13.2 63.0 65.5 66,5 
10 12.2 60.0 64.5 65,0 
12 11.1 55.5 63.5 64.5 
2 9.8 50.0 62.0 64.0 
4 8.9 45,0 60.9 63.3 
6 8.6 43.0 60,0 62.0 
8 8.6 43.0 59,0 61,5 
10 8.4 41.5 58,0 60.5 
12 8.2 40.0 57,0 60.0 
2 7.9 38.0 56.0 59.0 
4 7.7 36.0 53.5 58.5 
6 7.4 34.0 53.5 58.0 
8 7.4 34.0 53.0 57.5 
10 7.1 30,9 52,6 57;2 
12 6.9 29.0 51,5 57.0 
2 6.8 27.5 50,5 56,0 
4 6.6 25.8 49,4 55.3 
40.0 40,C 
38.0 38.£ 
36.0 37.C 
34.0 35.£ 
33.0 34.C 
31.0 33.C 
29.5 32.C 
27*5 30, C 
26.0 28,5 
24,5 27.C 
22,5 25. S 
20,0 23.C 
16.0 20.S 
11,6 17,C 
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Table XVII, 
centage of moisture in alfalfa at stated Intervals as indicating 
ty with nAiich the hay gave up its moisture v/hen vrindrowed iramed-
er cutting, as coiapared with hay cocked iinmediatoly and vrith hay 
th cxared before cocking. Series of August 25, 1927. 
5 Cooked : One-iialf STrath :teree-fo\irtiis Swatih! 
Windrowed : Immediately ;Cured then CockedtCured then Cocked 
I^ediately ; Small : ttedluBT': femall : fitediuST*: 3sall : Medium 
: Cocks : Coc^ ; Cocks ; Coc^ ! Cocks ; Coc:to 
Wei^t tMoiature rMols'tripe :Moisture :lioi8'ture :Boistupe iMoisture: Molstxire 
PoundssPer centtPer cent;Per cent:Per cent:Per cent:Per cents Per cent 
15,5 68,4 68.4 68.4 
14^4 66.0 67.5 68.0 
13.2 63.0 67.0 67.5 
13.2 63.0 65.5 66.5 
12.2 60.0 64.5 65.0 
11.1 55.5 63.5 64.5 
9.8 50.0 62.0 64.0 40,0 40.0 
8.9 45.0 60.9 63.3 38.0 38.5 
8.6 45.0 60.0 62.0 36.0 37.0 
8.6 43.0 59.0 61,5 34.0 35.5 
8.4 41.5 58.0 60.5 33.0 34.0 22.0 22.0 
8.2 40.0 57.0 60,0 31.0 33.0 21.0 21.5 
7.9 38.0 56.0 59.0 29,5 32.0 19.0 20.0 
7.7 36.0 53.5 58.5 27*5 ^.0 17.0 18.5 
7.4 34.0 53.5 58.0 26.0 28.5 15.0 17.0 
7.4 34.0 53.0 57.5 24.5 27.0 13.0 18.0 
7.1 30.9 52.6 57.2 22,5 25^5 11.0 14.5 
6.9 29.0 51.5 57.0 20,0 23.0 8.5 13.0 
6.8 27.5 50.5 56,0 16.0 20.5 5.5 10.0 
6.6 25.8 49.4 55.3 11.6 17.02 2.5 7.8 

70 
60 Wlndro»«d liwmllttrl' Ti 
SiULll eoel 'M *tttt 01 ••half awi th e«r«d. 
xedlon eO( k* dfter < ia«-lMaf airatb eured 
Simll ooc::a utter ti iree-fonrtl is swatb oircd. 
aedlua oo< k« after uree-four hs tnth (ured. 
so 
20 
10 
Honr.2 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 40 8 10 122 4 6 6 10 12 2 4 « 8 
"e/23 8/24 • 8/25 8/26 8/ 
Fig. 17. nie peroentags of nolstura In alfalfa at atated In­
tervals as Indicating the rapidity with which the hay gave 
«P its moisture when wlndroaed Isnedlately after cutting, 
aa sompared with hay cooked Imedlately and with hay partly 
awath oared before oooltlng. Series of Auguat 23, 1927. 
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except iri the outer 4 or 5 inches of the cock. If 
cocking is delayed until the hay is one-fourth or one-
half cured the delay in curing is not so marked as the 
piles of hay do not settle so compactly as to interfere 
seriously with the drying of tho hay. The hay cocked 
iimnedlately after cutting in the small cocks produced 
an excellent grade of hay iinder favorable curing condi­
tions, Where the curing was long delayed by poor drying 
conditions, the entire outside of these small cocks lost 
their color and the quality of the hay was not good. In 
poor curing v;eather the larger cocks of hay made after 
one-half swath curing seemed best. Under these conditions 
the hay in the center of the cocks made excellent hay 
while that on the outside became weathered. The percentage 
of this weathered hay was less than occurred in either the 
small cocks or in the hay cured in the windrow. 
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The elapsed }-!0':r3 of time from cutting to the 
point where hay with 30 per cent moisture was found 
is given for eacli of the series. 
Method of : ; ^ --
curing : July 7 ; Jvily 8 ; Aug 22 : Aug ;5 
Vvind rowed 
Immediately 18 12 30 32 
Small Cocks 
Iimnediately 24 20 76 81 
Medium Cocks 
immediately 40 -- 117 118 
^ Sv^ath cured 
then Small Coci-rs 24 15 62 
^ Sv/ath cured 
then Medium Cocks 40 - - 72 
^ Swath cured 
then Small Cocks 22 10 28 22 
J  S a t h  c u r e d  
then Medium Cocks SO 12 S6 26 
f Sv/ath Cured 
then Small Cocks -- - - 28 16 
" S' ath Cured 
then Medium Cocks M mm — 28 15 
These data show very strikingly the usual tendency 
for small cocks to cure out ahead of the medium ones and 
for hay cocked early before apDreciable drying has taken 
place to dry exceedingly slow. This green hay in medium 
cocks smashes itself into a compact mass throur^h which 
the air cannot circulate. The partial swath curinf^ 
prevents this packing and curing continues fairly rapid 
In this hay when cocked. 
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D. The Rate of Curing Ha;/" in \','indrow with and 
without Turning, 
The desirability of turning the "wlnclrov; v/ith 
the tall end of the rake was tested in each of four 
aeries of field experiments. In measuring the effect 
of turning tho windrov/, areas w,-Qre woighod in two vrind-
rov/3, side by side, one of "ivhich was turned once during 
the curinj^ process and the other not turned. The v.'indrows 
were turned "by driving the slde-delivory ralre alongside, 
so that the tall end of tho rnke caught tho hny and turned 
it just half over. Four series of comparisons wero raado. 
In the series of July 7 the effect of turxiln^j; the 
windrov/ was tested in hay wlndrowed at once, in hay one-
fourth swath cured, one-hrtlf av;ath cured, and three-fourths 
swath cured before v/indrov/ing. In each of the four com­
parisons five areas not turned v/ere compared v/ith five 
areas in which the windrov/ was turned. The series of 
July 8 was a replication of that of July 7 except that 
the three-fourths swath cured stage vms not included, 
and three areas were weighed in each trial instead of five. 
In the series of August 22 the general method followed 
was the same as in the previous studies but somewhat more 
extensive. Pour windrows were made irainadlately after 
cutting. One of these was not turned at ell; one was 
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turned when the hay in the windrow was one-fourth cured; 
one when the hay was one-half cured, and one when the 
hay vsag three-fourths cured. Three windrows were made 
when the hay in the awath was one-fourth cured, one 
was not turned at all, one was turned when the windrowed 
hay was one-half cured, and one when three-fourths cured. 
Two windrows were made when the hay in the swath was 
one-half cured. One of these was not turned at all while 
the other was turned when the hay was three-fourths cured. 
The series of August 23 was a replication of that 
of August 22. The wel^ts and moisture percentages re­
corded in Tables XVIII to XXI inclusive are averages for 
five weighings in the series of July 7 and three weigh­
ings in the other series. 
In the series of July 7, it will be noted that 
the hay cured out during the first day at practically the 
same rate, whether the v/indrows were turned or not. Hay 
that was windrowed immediately and not turned dried out 
practically at the same rate as that in the turned wind­
row. At the end of the test there was no difference in 
the moisture content of the hay in the two windrows. 
Where the hay asrs one-fourth cured in the swath then wind­
rowed the hay in the windrow that was turned dried to 30 
per cent moisture one-half hour before that in the windrow 
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not turned. At the end of the test the turned windrow 
had one per cent less moisturo than the one not turned. 
When wlndrowlng v/aa done after the hay was one-ha If 
swath cured the hay in the turned windrow dried to 30 
per cent moisture two hours before that in the windrow 
that was not turned. At the end of the experiment the 
hay in the turned windrow had 6 per cent less moisture 
than the hay in the one not turned. 
In the series of July 8, (Table XIX and Figure 
19) the hay cured completely in the windrow without 
turning lagged "behind the turned windrow very slightly, 
drying to 30 per cent moisture 15 minutes later and 
containing 1^ per cent more moisture at the end of the 
experiment, V/hen the hay was windrowed after being one-
fourth swath cured the turned windrow dried to 30 per 
cent mo isture two hours before that not turned although 
for a time after wlndrowlng it contained 5 per cent more 
moisture, 'i'his early difference is vory likely due to 
an error in weighing. Hay windrowed after being one-
half swath cured dried out as fast in the windrow not 
turned aa in the one that was turned. At no time was 
there a greater difference than 1 per cent moisture 
between the two methods. 
Table XVIII. 
The percentage of moisture in alfalTa at stated 
i n t e r v a l s  a s  i n d i c a t i n g  t h e  r a p i d i t y  w i t h  w h i c h  t h e  
hay gave up its moisture when the windrow was turned 
during the curing orocess as compared with hay 
windrowed and the windrows not turned. Series of 
July 7, 1927. 
Windrowed :One-fourth Swath One-hal'f Swath :Three-fourths Swatl 
Immediately : Cured V/indrowed Cured \'Jindrowed : Cured Vk'indrowed 
Not ; : Not : Not : : Not 
Month'Day•Hour Turned : Tiirned : Turned : Turned Turned : Turned : Turned : Turned 
Moisture:Moisture:Molsture :Moisture Moisture; Moisture :Moisture:Moisture 
Per cent :Per cent :Per cent ;P0r cent Per cent: Per cent :Per cent:Per cent 
July 7 8 67.00 67,00 
10 63.50 63.50 
12 60.50 60.50 
2 58.00 58.00 57.50 57.50 
4 53.50 54.00 52.02 52.02 52.50 52.50 
6 49.50 50.00 48.5 48,5 49,5 49.0 
July 8 8 46.93 46.07 46.00 46.5 47,0 46.56 41.5 
10 42.0 42.5 43.00 43.0 43.0 37.5 38,0 37,5 
12 36.0 37.0 37.5 36.5 38.0 30,5 30,0 27,5 
2 28.36 28.99 32.5 29.5 32.5 23.59 25,7 21.0 
4 21.64 21.6 29.5 25.5 28.0 22.5 21.5 19.0 
6 25.0 23.0 25.0 19.5 20,0 19,0 
8 22.0 21.0 23.5 16.5 18.5 19.0 
21.5 20.5 23.0 15.5 17.5 19.0 
I 
03 
I 
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Hour 8 10 12 2 4 6 e 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 
7/7 7/8 7/9 7/10 
Pig, 18, The percentage of moisture In alfalfa at stated In­
tervals as Indicating the rapidity with which the hay gave 
up its moisture when the windrow was turned during the cur­
ing prooess as oonpared with hay wlndrowed and the Hlndrowa 
not turned. Series of July 7, 1927, 
Table XIX. 
The percentage of moisture in alfalfa at stated 
intervals as Indicating the rapidity v;ith which the 
hay gave up its moisture v/hen the v/indrow was turned 
during the curing process as compared "wxth hay wind-
rowed and the windrows not turned. Series of 
July 8, 1927. 
: WindrowedT" : One-fourth Swath : One-half Swath 
; Immediately : Cured Windrowed :Cured V*lndrov.red 
; Hot " : ' ; Not : : Not ~ : 
MonthrDay Hotat! Turned .- Turned .- Turned ; Turned : Turned : Turned 
:Molature:li!oisturo:Moisture tSol'sture:Moisture :Molsture 
:Per cent:Per cent:Per cent:Per cent:Per cent:Per cent 
July 8 a 
10 60.5 60.5 
12 56.32 54.80 53.5 53.5 
2 50.5 48.5 47.0 51.5 
4 44.5 43.7 42.06 49.80 36.11 36.11 
6 40.0 37.7 38.55 37.25 32.43 31.13 
3 35.96 32.34 32.85 27.46 25.06 25.31 
10 29.37 26.77 29.09 23.94 22.07 21.06 
12 26.50 25.35 26.52 21.56 19.38 19.75 
2 25.75 24.31 21.5 19.80 19.00 19.5 
Kolatura 
; Per cent 
I 
70 
50 777^ >lndro»ed Lmedlatel 
'/Indrowed Lianedlatel r, turned, 
-o— t swath cu'ed, wlndr )ired, not ;iirned, 
-•— f swath cu'ed, wlndr )wed, tumid. 
-K— r swath cu 'ed, wlndr iwed, not wned 
^*ath_tu Lfid^.ilnor iHed,..turA id. 40 
30 
SO 
10 
» 
10 18 10 
7/9 7/10 7/il 
Pig, 19, The percentage of moisture In alfalfa at stated In­
tervals as Indicating the ropidlty with which the hay gave 
up Ira raolstwe when the windrow was turned during tlie cur­
ing process as conpared with hay wlndrowed and the windrows 
not turned. Series of July 8, 1927. 
-ea­
rn the series of Aiigust 22, (Table XX, i ig 20) 
the effect of turning the windrow at various times in 
the curing is comparod with the windrow not turned. In 
this experiment the moisture content of the liay in the 
windrow not turned, the one turned at one-fourth cured, 
and the one turned at one-half cured, did not differ more 
than two per cent during the first two days. On the 
third and fourth days the "behavior was erratic. The 
xvindrov? that was not turned lagged behind in rate of dry­
ing, being two hours later in reaching 30 per cont moisture 
than the one turned when one-fourth cured, and two ho^jrs 
earlier than the one turned at one-half cured. At the end 
of the ejcporiment the windrow turned at one-fourth cured 
had 19 psr cent moisture while the one not turned at one-
fourth cured had 22 and the one turned at one-half cured 
contained 29 per cent. Throughout the four days the hay 
in the windrow that was turned when three-fourths cured 
dried faster than the other three and had 16 per cent 
moisture at the end of the experiment. 
A study of Figure 21 shows that the three windrows 
made when the hay was one-fourth cured, the one not turned 
and the ones turned at one-half and at three-fourths cured, 
respectively, were erratic In their small variations. 
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le X)C • 
Oorr^^ai'lson of the Rates of Curin 
out the Windrow Being Turned Over. 
Month Day Hour 
• 
Windrowed Immediately I 
• 
• Turned at 
Not 
Turn 
Hot lOne-f ourth: One-half :Three-f ourths 
Turned : Cured : Cu3»ed t Ciired 
Moisture: 
Per cent J 
Moisture 
Per cent 
sMoisture: 
;Per cent: 
Moisture 
Per cent 
Moisi? 
Per c 
August 22 8 
10 66.3 66.3 66.3 66.3 64. 
12 63.5 65.5 64.5 63.5 62. 
2 61.3 64.1 63.5 60.8 56. 
4 57.5 58.0 59.0 56.0 53. 
6 56.5 56.0 55.0 53.5 52. 
August 23 8 62.8 62.8 62.8 62.0 62. 
10 60.0 58.5 59.5 56.0 56. 
12 56.0 53,7 55,0 50.5 48. 
2 51.5 49.5 51.5 47.5 45. 
4 47.5 46.5 48.3 44.5 43. 
6 43,0 43.5 44.5 42.0 40. 
August 24 8 44.0 43.5 44.5 42.0 40. 
10 43.5 39.0 40.0 38.0 40. 
12 38.0 35.5 37.0 33.5 34. 
2 34.0 31.5 33.5 30.0 30. 
4 30.0 28.0 30.5 26.5 26. 
6 26.5 25.5 29.0 23.0 22. 
Augvist 25 8 26.5 25.5 29.0 23.0 22. 
10 25.6 23.5 28.5 21.0 20. 
12 24.5 21.5 28.5 19.5 19. 
2 23.5 20.0 28.5 18.0 18.1 
22.7 18.8 28.9 16.5 17.1 

Talslo XX. 
Lson of tho Rates of Ctiring Alfalfa With and Wlth-
Indrow Being Turned Over. 
One-fourth Swath C\jred ! One-half Swath Cured 
; Taraed at ; sTumed at 
Not :dne-hali' :teire©-f ourths : Not :Three-four-
Turned ? Cy?ed ; Ci^ed t Earned :t^ Cured 
Moi s tore :Moi s ttir © s !rfol b tiare :M!ol3turet JUois'ture 
Per centtPer cent: Per cent :Per cent; Per cent 
66.S 66.3 64.7 
64.5 63.5 62.0 63.5 64,0 
53.5 60.8 56.8 61.0 63.4 
59.0 56,0 53.3 59.3 59.6 
55.0 53.5 52.5 57.0 57.5 
S2.8 62.0 62.0 62.7 62.9 
59.5 56.0 56.6 61.3 62.6 
55.0 50.5 48.5 51.0 53.5 
51.5 47.5 45.5 49.5 49.0 45. 0 44.5 
48,3 44.5 43.0 48.6 45.0 43.0 41.5 
44.5 42.0 40.0 42.5 41.5 40.5 39.5 
44.5 42.0 40.5 42.5 42.0 40.5 39.5 
40.0 38.0 40.0 38.5 36.5 36.5 34.0 
37.0 33.5 34.5 34.0 32.6 33.0 29.5 
53.5 30.0 30.5 29.5 28.5 29.5 25.0 
30.5 26.5 26.5 25.5 24.5 27.0 20.5 
29.0 23.0 22.5 23.5 22.0 26.0 18.5 
29.0 23.0 22.5 23.5 22.0 26.0 18.5 
S8.5 21.0 20.5 22.5 22.0 25.5 18.0 
sa;5 19.5 19.0 21*5 22.0 25.0 17;5 
28.5 18.0 18.0 21.0 22.0 25.0 17.0 
28.9 16,5 17.0 20.0 22.3 24.0 16.5 
mediately 
cie'd 
8-iialf :^bree-f ourths 
: Cured 
iatiare: Moisture 
p centt Per cent 
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—e—Llndrou6d InnedltiLely, not turn«d, 
^ Y.indrov.Rd lnt;edlnLi:ly, turr.fcd at J curtd. 
V.lndrotted Irtr.edlhtely, turned at J cured, 
i.'lndrorvcd lnj.'£dii_ttly, tui'ntd at J curi-.d. 
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Fig. 20. The percentage of moisture In alLfalfa at stated In­
tervals as Indlsatlng the rapidity with cfalch the hay gave 
up its moisture when the windrovf was turned during the cur­
ing process as compared with hay wlndrosied and the wlndroiss 
not turned. Series of August 22, 1927. 
Uolstiire 
Per cent 
70 
CO 
I—' 
I 
lOl 
JIln!l2!fivia(lJ.Baedlu Scly not_ turned, 
' ' J avfath cured, airidrow not turned, 
J auath ioured, wlridroa hurned at \ cured, 
J awath lourud, viiridrow turned at j cured. 
i 3tvatb icursd, .ilridroa not tjurned. ! 
a 3v/uth lovcred, vdridrow turiiod at f cured. 
L. 
HoxipS 10 
Date 8/22 
12 2 10 12 2 
8/23 
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8/24 
12 2 8 10 
8/25 
12 
Pig, 21. The percentage of moisture in alfalfa at stated in­
tervals as Indicating the rapidity with which the hay gave 
up its moisture when the windrow was turned during tha cur­
ing process as c ;mparod with hay wlndrowed and the wlndrov/a 
not turned. Series of August 22, 1927. 
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The windrow not turned dried rather consist-^ntly fast'^r 
than tho others although the difference wa-^ not great. 
During the first and second days of th'? test the wind­
rows that were not turned contained as rauch as 5 per­
cent less moisture than the others. On the third day 
the three were practically together, and at the end of 
the experiment the hay in the v/indrow not turned con­
tained 17 per cent moisture, while those turned when 
one-half cured and throe-fourths cured contained 20 and 
22 per cent moisture, respectively. Hay in a windrow 
mado after one-half swath curing and turned at three-
fourths cured, dried out much more rapidly than a similar 
windrow that was not turned. The hay in the turned wind­
row contained 7 per cent less moisture than that in the 
one not turned, and at the end of the experi::ent the 
moisture content of the turned windrow was 16 per cent 
and of that not turned 24 per cent. 
A study of the data in Table XXI. and Figure 22 
Indicates a rather marked uniformity through the experi­
ment, '-Che windrow not turned dried out slightly more 
rapidly than that turned at either one-fourth or three-
fourths swath cured, while the one turned at one-half 
swath cured dried slightly faster than the one not turned. 
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Table XXI. 
The percentage of moisture in alfalfa at statec 
the rapidity with wftiich the hay gave up its moisi 
txirned during the curing process as corapared ;viti 
windrows not turned. Series of August 23, 1927. 
Windrowed Immediately : One-
^Pumed at : : 
• • i Hot I One -fourth s One -half: Three -fourths : Not 
Month :Day: 
* • 
<• « 
Hotir J Turned : Cured : Cured : C\irod ; Turned s 
:Mcisturei Moistiore :koisture : Moisture jMolstUTG J 
tt • » • :Per cent ; Per cent :Per cent t Per cent sPer cents 
August 23 12 
2 68,56 68.36 68.36 68.36 
4 66.0 65.50 64.50 66 
6 63.0 63.0 62.0 63.5 
August 24 8 63.0 63.0 62.0 63.5 
10 60.0 60.0 57.4 60.4 53.82 
IS 55.5 56.5 53.5 57.0 52.5 
2 50.0 52.5 49.0 54.0 47.0 
4 45.0 50.5 46.1 50.9 40.5 
6 43.0 48.0 42.5 48.5 35.0 
August 25 8 43.0 48.0 42.5 48.5 35.0 
10 41.5 44.5 38.5 45.0 33.5 
12 40.0 42.0 36.0 43,0 31.5 
2 38.0 40.0 35 40.5 29.5 
4 36.0 37.5 34.0 38,0 27.5 
6 34,0 35.5 30.5 36.0 26.0 
August 26 8 34.0 35.5 30.5 36.0 26.0 
10 30.9 33.33 30.4 32.19 24.5 
12 29.0 21.0 27.0 30^0 22.0 
2 27.5 28.5 26.5 28.0 19.5 
4 
6 
25.75 28.5 25.1 25.0 15.7 

Table XXI. 
af moisture in alfalfa at stated intervals as indicating 
vdiich the hay gave up its moisture when the windrow was 
curing process as cornjared vdth hay windrowed and the 
3d. Series of August 23, 1927. 
tmmediateYy ; 6ne-fourth Swatli Cured :One»haif Swath Cured 
lyned at ; t Turned at :Turned at 
(ine-half jfhree-f ourths s Not : One-half tlPhree-^'ourths r Not :Three-four-
Cured • ; Tinned ; Cyed ; Ci^ed ; Tp?nod $ thsCuredL_ 
iioi'stiure: Libi'sture tMoisturo :Mois-bure: itbisture :feoi3'fcure: koisture 
Per centt Per cent tPer centsPer cent; Per cent ;Per cent;Per cent 
68,36 68,56 
64,50 66 
62,0 63.5 
62,0 63.5 
57,4 60,4 53,82 53,82 53,82 
53.5 57,0 53,5 50.0 49,0 
49,0 54,0 47,0 42,5 40.0 39,0 39 
46.1 50,9 40,5 37.0 34.0 34.0 34 
42.6 48,5 35.0 32,5 29.0 30,0 30.0 
42.5 48,5 35,0 32,5 29.0 30,0 30.0 
38.5 45,0 33,5 29,0 27.0 28.5 28.0 
36,0 43,0 31,5 27,0 25,5 27.0 26,5 
35 40,5 29,5 25,0 23.5 25,0 24.5 
34,0 38,0 27,5 23,5 22.0 24,0 23,5 
30,5 36.0 26.0 21,5 21.0 23.0 22,5 
30,5 36,0 26,0 21,5 21.0 23.0 22.0 
30,4 32,19 24,5 18.47 17.57 21,0 20.0 
27,0 30.0 22.0 15,5 14.0 18.5 17,5 
26,5 28,0 19,5 12.0 9.0 15.0 14,0 
25,1 25,0 15.7 7.60 2,20 12.5 10,0 
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The differences ware liot large a;ui the moisture con­
tent of three of the windrows was practically id-.ntical 
at the end of the experiment, while the hay in the 
windrow turned when one-fourth cured had 3 per cent 
more moisture than the others. 
In Figure 23 it will be noted that hay wind-
rowed at one-fourth swath cured and not turned dried 
more slowly than where the windrow wan turned when one-
half cured. The hay In the windrov/ turned nt three-
fourths cured dried out more rapidly than either of the 
others. There is quite an appreciable advantage In 
this series in time of curing In favor of turning the 
windrow. The windrov; turned at three-fourths cured dried 
to 30 per cent four hours before that turned at one-half 
cured and 8 hours before that not turned. Practically 
no effect of turning the windrow can be noted in the hay 
windrowed at one-half cured. 
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In all tv/enty comparisons of the rate of curing 
with and withovit the windrow being turned have baon 
made. The twenty trials of turning the windrow are listed 
below, in each case the hours required to reduce the 
moisture content in the not turned windrow to 30 per cent 
is given first and just below it is the hours required 
to bring the moisture contont to 30 per cent where the 
windrow was turned. 
:July l July : Aug.: Aug. 
: 7 : 8 : 22 : 23 Method of curing 
Windrowed immediatelv. Not turned 
turned at i cured 
turned at § cured 
turned at cured 
One-foiirth Sv/ath Cured.Not turned 
turned at i c\jred 
turned at ® cured 
One-half Swath cured. Not turned 
turned at cured 
Three-fourths Swath cured. Not 
turned 
turned at 4/5 cured 
18.5 
18.0 
18.0 
16.0 
18 
16 
14 
13 
11 
11 
10 
8 
9 
9 
9 
9 
30 
28 
30 
28 
28 
27 
27 
28 
26 
32 
34 
32 
34 
24 
20 
16 
16 
16 
In each test Ifchree areas in a windrow not turned 
and three in a windrow that was turned were used. In 12 
of the trials the turned windrow had an average advantage 
of 2,3 hours over that of not turning. In 6 cases there 
was no difference, and in two cases the "not turned" had 
an average advantage of two hours over the turned areas. 
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As an average of EO trials, the effect of turnin;^ v;r:.f3 to 
hasten the curing of the hay by 1,1 hours. This R-oDarent 
advantage in favor of turning the v;indrow may have been 
due, In part at least, to the loss of leaves as the iuolst-
ure content was calculated from the loss In weight of 
the areas undei' consideration, 
V/ith heavy windrows and good curing conditions, 
a decided saving in time was effected by turning the 
windrow. 7/lxen rains v/et the hay in the v;indrows, turn­
ing checked the excessive bleaching of the hay nnd 
hastened curiiig, 
E, The Rate of Curing Hay in the Swath, With 
and Without Tedding. 
The effect of tedding hay was tested in each of 
four series of experiments , Two sets of areas were 
weighed in the swath, then the hay of one set tedded, 
and both sets weighed at regular intervals to determine 
the effect of tedding on the rapidity of curing. 
Two tests v/ere raad^ with hay cut July 7, giving a 
direct comparison of hay that was tedded and hay that was 
nob tedded. Four swaths of hay were allowed to remain in 
the swath until one-fourth cured when five areas were 
weighed in each awath and two swaths tedded while the 
reraainlriis two were not tedded. V.'hon the hay wns one-
half cured the tv/o pairs of swaths v/er© windrowed 
separately for comparison. The hay from the different 
areas was weighed at re^^ular intervals af^er the wind-
rowing. Si!.i.'.lar methods wore used in a comparison be­
tween tedded swaths and those not tedded, with the hay 
v/indrowed when three-foiirths cured. 
The series of July 8 included four sv/aths of 
hay cured completely in the sv/ath, two of whicli v/ere 
tedded v/hen the hay was one-half cured, an:l the other 
tv.'o not tedded. Four other swaths were allowed to 
remain in the swat'n until three-fourths cured, at which 
time two were tedded while the other two were windrowed 
v;hen the hay was four-fifths cured. 
More extensive tests of the effects of tedding 
v/ere conducted in the series of August 22. Pour sets 
of paired swaths were allowed to cure completely in the 
swath. The first set was not tedded, the second was 
tedded when the hay was one-fourth cured, the third 
when the hay was one-half cured, and the fourth when 
the hay was three-fourths cured. Pour additional sets 
of paired swaths were allowed to cure until one-fourth 
cured when one set was windrowed and the other three 
tedded. One of the three tedded sets was windrowed when 
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the hay was one-fourt?i cured, the second when one-half 
cured and the windrow turned when three-fourths cured. 
The fourth set ivaa v/lndrov/ed when three-fouri;hs cured. 
The series of August 25 is a replication of 
August 22 with the addition of one teat. Hay tedded 
when one-half swath cuT-ed was coranared with hay wind-
rowed when one-half swath cured without tedding. The 
weirjhts and moisture percentages for the four series of 
comparisons as recorded in Tables XXII to XXV, inclusive, 
are averages of five vreighings in tho series of July 7 
and of three weighings for the other series. 
The effect of the use of the tedder was tested 
in the series of ^'uly 7 on the tv/o lots of hay shown In 
Table XXII, It will be noted that the rate of curing of 
the hay wns not raateriall;/ affected. The tedded hay had 
slightly more Moisture except in the last few hours. 
The tedding was done prior to windrowing the hay. In 
the second test a very slight advantage in rate of drying 
is indicated in the data. In the series of July 8, 
Table XXIII indicates a rather erratic behavior in that 
first the not tedded, then the tedded hay dries out the 
nore rapidly, 
A more complete study of the effect of tedding 
was conducted in the series of August 22, 
Table XXII. 
The percentage of moisture in alfalfa at stated 
intervals as indicating the rapidity with which the 
hay gave up its moisture when tedded at some time 
during the curing process aa compared with hay not 
tedded. Series of July 7, 1927. 
One-fourth Swath One-half Swath 
; One-ha If Cured Tedded Three-fourths Cured Tedded 
:Swath Cured Windrowed Swath Cured Windrowed at 
MonthrDay:Hourr Not Tedded at One-half Hot Tedded Three-fourths CiAred 
: Moisture Moisture Moisture Moisture 
: Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent 
July 7 8 
10 
12 
2 
4 52.50 
6 49.50 
8 47.0 
10 43.0 
12 38.0 
2 32.5 
4 28.0 
6 25.0 
8 23.5 
9 20.5 
52.5 
52.0 
50.5 
46.5 38.0 35.0 
41.0 30.0 28.0 
36.5 25.7 23.5 
33.0 21.5 20.0 
29.0 20.0 15.5 
23.0 18,5 12.5 
19.0 17.5 10.5 
Table XXIII. 
The percentage of molsttire In alfalfa at stated 
intervals as indicating the rapidity with which the 
hay gave up its moisture when tedded at some time 
d\iring the curing process as compared with hay not 
tedded. Series of July 8, 1927. 
: Swath Cured Completely; Theee-Fourths S»ath Cured 
; Not 1 Tedded at : Not -.Tedded Vtfindrowed at 
Month;Day:Hour; Tedded :One-half Cured; Tedded ;Four-fifth3 Cured 
: Moisture; Moisture ~ -.Moisture; Moisture 
:Psr cent: Per cent ;P©r cent: Per cent 
July 8 
July 9 
8 
10 59.7 59.7 
12 51.0 53.7 
2 42.5 44.0 
4 36.1 36.5 
6 36.2 31.9 
8 30.5 24.5 27.5 27.5 
10 20.2 23.8 24.3 22.5 
12 19.4 21.1 20.3 19.7 
2 18.7 20.5 18.5 19.1 
I M 0 
M 
1 
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The data in Table XXIV and in Pigxiro 24 indicate very 
clearly that tedding hay did not materially influence 
the rate of drying of the hay. The hay cured completely 
in the sv/ath dried out faster than that which v/as tedded 
when either one-fourth, one-half or three-fourths cured. 
The greatest difference in moisture cohtent is noted at 
the end of the experiment when hay not tedded had 18 per 
cent, that tedded at one-fourth cured had 24 per cent, 
at one-half, 25 per cent, and tedded at three-fourths, 
19 per cent. 
In Figxire 25 it will be noted that hay one-
fourth awath cured, not tedded, cured out more rapidly 
than hay tedded at one-fourth ciired and windrowed when 
one-half cured, or hay tedded at one-fourth and wind­
rowed when three-fourths cured. There was practically 
no difference between the tedded swaths, but the one not 
tedded was 10 per cent drier during the second day. 
Tedding tests made during the series of August 
25 are reported in Table XXV. In Figure 26 the effect 
of tedding swath curing hay is indicated. It will be 
observed that there is practically lio difference until 
the evening of the second day at which time the swath 
not tedded is the most nearly cured, followed in order 
by s.vaths tedded at one-foiurth, at one-half and at 
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Table XXIV. 
The percentage of molstiore in alfalfa at stated ii 
the rapidity ^ th ifMch the hay gave up its moisttire 
time during the curing process as congsared with hay 3 
August 22, 1937. 
: : ^ , sWath Qured : 
• • • •' Tedded When t ttntm • 
Sot .—a-72 ;;—575 :—372 . •W' 
• • • * J./t m i./£> .0/^
Month:Day: Hour x „ xeaaea . ^ 
: s tWeight :Molature rJrfoistiure :iloisture:!Woisiure :Molsture: 
: : ;Pounds;Pep cent;Per centtPer centtPer centtPer cent; 
August 22 
August 23 
August 24 
August 25 
8 18,2 69,7 69.70 69.70 69.70 
10 16.3 66,3 67.0 67.0 67.0 64.7 
12 14.7 62,6 64.0 62.0 63.5 62,0 
2 12,8 57,0 58,5 58.0 57,5 56,8 
4 11.7 53,0 55,0 55.5 53.5 53.3 
6 11.5 52,0 54.5 54.0 53.5 52.5 
8 14.8 62,8 62.2 63.3 62,3 62.0 
10 12.8 57,0 55.5 56.0 56,0 56.6 
12 10.8 48.9 48.5 51.0 51,5 48.5 
2 10.0 44.9 44.0 48.0 47,0 45.5 
4 9.4 41.5 40.0 45.0 44,5 43,0 
6 8.8 37.5 37.5 42.5 42,0 40,0 
8 9.0 39.0 39.5 40.5 39.5 40,5 
10 8.9 38.1 39.5 39,5 36.4 40,0 
12 a.o 31.5 35.5 34.5 33.5 34,5 
2 7.6 27.5 32.0 33,0 33.0 30,5 
4 7.3 24.0 28.0 27.0 28.0 26,5 
6 7.0 21.0 24.5 24,5 26.5 22,5 
8 7.0 21.0 24.5 23.5 24,5 22,5 
10 6.8 19.5 24,0 22.5 23,5 20.5 
12 6.8 18.5 23.5 21,5 22,0 19.0 
2 6.7 18.0 23,0 20,5 20,5 18.0 
4 
6 
6.7 17.8 22.7 18.9 19,2 17.0 

Table XXIV. 
of moisture in alfalfa at stated intervals as indicating 
¥toich the hay gave up its moiature when tedded at aome 
iring process as con^jared with hay not tedded. Series of 
nSnred ; One-fourth Swath C-ured 
Tedded Yflaen ; Tedded at One-four^ih Cured 
E73 5 37^  j 3/4 : sWi'ndrowed a^ :Windrowed at 1/2: Y/indrowed 
ped ! Cured ! Piped ; : I/8 Cured :Turned at 5/4 ; at 3/4 
Ls'thire ridoisture :Moisturo :Moistore i Moisture 1 !Moisture : 't^oistru'e 
? cent!Per cent:Per oent:Per cent; Per cent 3 Per cent ; Per cent 
39,70 69.70 69,70 
57.0 67.0 67,0 64.7 
34.0 62,0 63,5 62.0 60,1 60.1 60,1 
58,5 58.0 57,5 56,8 55,7 57.0 54,8 
55.0 55.5 53,5 53,3 54,4 51.0 52,0 
54,5 54.0 53.5 52,5 48,5 47.5 50,0 
32,2 63.3 62,3 62,0 62,0 62.0 60,5 
55,5 56.0 56,0 56,6 59,5 60.0 58,5 
18,5 51,0 51,5 48,5 58,0 58.5 56,5 
t4.0 48.0 47,0 45.5 55,5 56.0 55.0 
10,0 45.0 44,5 43,0 54,5 54,5 54,5 
57.5 42.5 42.0 40,0 51,5 52.0 53,0 
59.5 40.5 39.5 40,5 52,0 52,5 52,5 
59.5 39.5 36,4 40.0 45,5 45,5 47,0 
55.5 34.5 33,5 34.5 39.0 38.5 40,0 
52,0 33.0 33.0 30,5 33,0 32,5 34.0 
28.0 27.0 28.0 26,5 26,5 25.0 27,5 
24.5 24.5 26.5 22,5 23.0 22,0 23.0 
24,5 23.5 24.5 22,5 23.0 22,0 22.0 
24.0 22.5 23.5 20,5 22.5 22,0 21,5 
23.5 21.5 22.0 19,0 '22.5 22,0 21,0 
23.0 20.5 20,5 18.0 22.0 22,0 21,0 
22,7 18.9 19.2 17.0 22.0 21.5 20,5 
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Table XXV. 
The percentage of moisture in alfalfa at stated 
the rapidity with which the hay gave up its moistu 
time d\iring th© curing T)rocess as comnared with ha 
August 23, 1927. 
« 
• 
• 
« Swath Cured 1/g Swath 
« 
4 
« 
• : Tedded When 
5/4 
Cured 
: : Hot Tedded : 1/4 :  1/& :  Not 
Month:Day Hour : : Cured : Cured : Cured Tedded 
• :V/eight :Moisture zMoisture tMoisturetMoisture Moisture 
« :Pounds :Per cent •For cent tPor cent:Per cent Per cent 
August 23 12 
2 19.5 68.36 68.36 68.36 68.36 
4 11.0 61.18 61.1 60.47 62.53 
6 9.9 57.0 57.0 56.5 58.0 
August 24 8 9.9 57.0 57.0 56.5 58.0 
10 9.3 54.09 53.3 52.3 52.4 
12 7.S 44.0 44.5 42.5 46.5 44.0 
2 6.6 35.5 37.5 35.0 39.5 39.0 
4 6.0 28.5 30.0 27.5 32.5 34.0 
6 5.4 20.5 22.5 24.0 26.0 30«0 
August 25 8 5,4 20.5 22.5 24.0 26.0 30.0 
10 5.3 20.0 18.5 23.5 25.5 28.5 
12 5.3 19.0 18.3 21.0 23.0 27.0 
2 5.2 18.5 18.3 18.5 21.0 25.0 
4 5.2 18.0 18.3 16.5 19.0 24.0 
6 5.2 17.5 18.3 15.0 17.5 23.0 
August 26 8 5.2 17.5 18.3 15.0 17.5 23.0 
10 5.1 16.27 18.3 12.7 15.8 21.0 
12 4.9 13.0 16.0 11.5 13.5 18.5 
2 4.7 9.5 14.0 10.0 11.5 15.0 
4 • 4.6 7.17 11.5 8.5 9.5 12.5 
11.48 

Table XXV 
of moisture in alfalfa at stated intervals as indicating 
which the hay gave up its moisture when tedded at some 
ring process as compared with hay not tedded. Series of 
ed :1/S Swath 
•Redded W!hen : Cured 
1/4 Swatii C^ a»ed Ted-
ded Windrowed at 
1/2 Swath Cured 
Then Tedded 
: l/S : S/4 : Not 
d : Cured : Cured : Tedded 
1/2 : 3/4 
Cured i Ciired 
! V/indrowed 
sat 3/4 Cured 
Moisture; ii,ttir:: 
[Per cent: Per cent 
ureJMoisturesMoisture: i/Ioisturo 
entJPer centsPer cent: Per cent 
Moisture : iioisture 
Per cent : Per cent 
56 68.56 68.36 
1 60.47 62.53 
0 56.5 58.0 
0 66.5 58.0 
3 52.3 52.4 
5 42.5 46.5 44.0 42.5 
5 35.0 39.5 39.0 37.78 39 39 39 
0 27.5 32.5 34.0 31.0 34.0 34 34 
5 24.0 26,0 30.0 25.5 29.0 31.5 31 
5 24.0 26.0 30.0 25.5 29.0 31.5 31 
5 23.5 25.5 28.5 23.0 27.0 28.5 29 
5 21.0 23.0 27.0 21.0 25.5 26.5 28.5 
3 18.5 21.0 25.0 19.0 24.0 24.0 27.0 
5 16.5 19.0 24.0 17.0 22.5 21.5 25.5 
5 15.0 17.5 2o.O 16.0 20.0 19.0 24.5 
5 15.0 17.5 23.0 16.0 20,0 19.0 24,5 
5 12.7 15.8 21.0 15.6 17.5 17.5 24.0 
3 11.5 13.5 18.5 12.5 14,0 15.5 22.5 
D 10.0 11.5 15.0 9.5 10.5 12.5 20,0 
5 8.5 9.5 12.5 7.0 6.0 10.0 17.5 
11.48 
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Pig, 26, Tho percentage of nolsture In alfalfa at stated In­
tervals as Indicating the rapidity with which the hay gave 
up Its moisture when tedded at some time during the cuirlng 
pi*ocea9 as compared with hay not tedded. Series of August 
23, 1927. 
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three-fotu?ths cxired. The four swaths differ in 
moisture content by less than 6 per cent at the end of 
the experiment. It will also be noted that hay tedded 
after one-half swath curing dried at the same rate 
until the tedded swath was windrowed, after v/hich it 
dried out much more slowly. 
In Figure 27 an advantage is Indicated for 
tedding hay when one-fourth swath cured and windrowed 
at either one-half or three-fourths cured, when com­
pared with hay not tedded and windrowed at one-half 
cured. The tedded hay was dried to 30 per cent moisture 
7 hours prior to that one-half swath cured and windrowed. 
70 
Swatt) cored, not tedded. 
Ona-haj f swath oi red, not 1 edded. 
— ^ ma"fm rth awath o*®*! at w 60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
Hour 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 
8/24 • 8/26 8/26 8/ 
Pig. 27, The percentage of moisture in alfalfa at stated In-
tervuls as Indicating the rapidity with which the hay gave 
up ita molatiire when tedded at some time during the curl^ 
process as conipare'd with hay not tedded. Series of Axjguat 
23, 1927. 
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In summarizing the tedding experiments the 
following comparisons have "been made. The hours are 
the time required imder each method of curing of re­
ducing the moisture content to less than 30 per cent. 
- J 
! Tedded : Tedded 
Series of July 7 
One-half avmth cured 
Three-fourths swath cured 
Series of July 8 
Full swath cured 
Three-fourths swath cured 
Series of August 22 
Pull Swath Chired,Tedded at i 
Pull Sv/ath Cured,Tedded at -g 
Full Swath Cured, Tedded at f 
One-fourth Swath cured 
Vi/indrowed at ^  
One-fourth Sv-ath cured 
Windrowed at ^ turned at f 
One-fourth Svath cured 
7/indrowed at f 
Series of August 23 
Pull awath cured,Tedded at i 
Pull Swath cured,Tedded at § 
Full swath cured. Tedded at f 
One-half swath cured 
Windrowed at ^  
One-half Swath cured 
Windrowed at 4 turned at f 
One-half Swath cured 
Windrowed at f 
22 20 
14 16 
10 12 
10 10 
34 30 
34 30 
34 30 
32 31 
32 31 
32 31 
14 13 
13 13 
15 13 
16 16 
16 16 
19 19 
Tedding of hay was tested in 16 different com­
parisons, in 9 of which it delayed tho curing an average 
of two hours. In two, it gave an advantage of two, hours 
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and in the others there was no difforence in the time 
required to cure the hay. It seems evident that tedding 
13 not a dosirablo practice under the conditions of 
these tests. There is a possibility that tedding would 
be advisable in extromoly heavy swaths of hay if done 
about the time the top hay has wilted. In the heavy 
hay and with the slow curing that occurred in the series 
of August 23, tedding the hay early in the curing process 
seemed advantageous. 
The Quality of the Hay as Influenced by the 
Method of curing... 
The measxxre of quality in hay does not lend Itself 
readily to experimental methods. Two factors affecting 
quality have been measured in this experiment: "Color" 
and "Leaflness", 
Color, IJotes v;ere taken on the color of the hay 
resulting from the different methods of curing. Five 
degrees of color were recognized with values as follows: 
(1) Excellent, meaning full green colorj (2) Good'j allow­
ing a slight bleaching; (5) Medium, allowing considerable 
bleaching and a slight leaf loss; (4) Poor, some green 
color remaining but badly bleached or heated; (5) No green 
color, either gray or brown, weathered, molded or heated. 
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The standards for classification may have varied 
soraowhflt between series, but it is believed that in 
general the values given Indicate the relative quci.lity 
of hay cured by the different methods. The color estim­
ates which v/i-.re made at the time of the last weighings 
in the field are given in Table XXVI. Color estimates 
v/ere made after a study of the hay from the weighed 
areas and from the larger areas in the field cured by 
the same methods. 
Table XXVI 
Color values of hay cured 
by different methods. 
Method of Curing 
: July:July:Aug. :Aug7; 
: 7 : 8 : 22 : 23 :Totals 
Windrowed immediately 
swath cured completely 
i Swath cured, windrowed 
fe- Swath cured, windrowed 
t Swath cured, windrowed 
Cocked at once, Small Cocks 
Cocked at once. Medium Cocks 
^ Swath cured, cocked. 
Small Cocks 
^ Swath cured, cocked, 
Medium Cocks 
^ Svath cured, cocked. 
Small Cocks 
^ Swath Cured, cocked. 
Medium Cocks 
f Swath cured, cocked. 
Small Cocks 
f swath cured, cocked. 
Medium Cocks 
1 2 2 2 7 
2 2 2 1 7 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
3 
1 
4 
1 1 2  
2 3 18 
3 4 2 12 
2  2  1 7  
3 2 18 
3 3 2 11 
12 15 
2 2 
3 3 
2 
3 3 
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The color scorings indicate that the practice of 
cocking in small cocks immediately after cutting or after 
one-fourth swath curing, gave the best quality of hay. 
The hay cured one-fourth in the swath then windrov/ed 
ranked next, v/ith the hay windrowed immediately of' prac­
tically the same quality. One-half swath curing resulted 
in better color than the three-fourths swath curing or 
full s.vath curing. The latter two methods are not to bo 
recommended as means of producing high quality hay. 
The series cut in the afternoon had good color 
regardless of the methods of curing. This also was 
\ 
observed in other tesi-s In 1928 and 1929. This see;ns to 
be due to the re-absr:rptlon of the moisture by the dry 
leaves and their cons3quent softening during the over­
night period. As i result of this softening, the hay may 
be handled in the oarly hours of the morning without leaf 
loss. The stems on the lower side of the swath or v/indrov/ 
may be brought up to the sun v/hile those which had dried 
the previous afternoon are covered. If these stems and 
leaves, largely dried the previous day, are left exposed 
to the STin after the dew had dried off they will bleach. 
If the hay is largely in the windrow at this time it 
will not be disturbed v/hile if it is in the sv/ath, as 
would be the case v/ith afternoon cutting, the hay will 
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be windrowed as soon as the dev; is off and the bleach­
ing avoided. 
Leafiness. The loss of leaves was determined 
for three of the series of experiments on methods of 
curing. The weighing device v/as used to weigh a 
sequence of areas in the swath, windrow, and cocks. 
These areas were then weighed again when cured. The 
hay was taken out of the v/indrov/s with a hay-loader 
equipped with a pan and canvas to catch the leaves as 
the hay was lifted off the ground and elevated to the 
wagon. These leaves were weired and the percentage 
of the loss calculated. Table XXVII gives the percent­
age of the total hay lost as leaves when the hay was 
cured by different methods. The percentages are based 
on dry v/eight of the hay. In the series of August 22 
and August 23, 1927, amounts of hay varying from 50 to 
190 pounds were taken up by the loader for each deter­
mination. The determinations of August 15, 1928 were 
based on weighings of 25 to 50 pounds of hay each. 
Hay cured in the swath was taken up out of the 
swath with a hay loader, also the small cocks, while the 
medium sized cocks were forked onto the rack and weighed 
in order to arrive at the loss of leaves. 
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Table XXVII. 
The per cent of leaves lost from hay cured 
by the different methodsi 
:Aug 22 : Aug 25; Aug 
Method of Curing ; 1937 : 1927 : 1928 
Wlndrowed Immediately when cut 6.95 1.66 4,14 
Windrowed, turned when ^  cured 7.92 1.24 3.96 
Wlndrowed, turned when ^  cured 7.64 2.12 5.18 
Windrowed, turned when -4- cured 9,85 2.88 8.12 
Swath cured completely 9.30 13.20 7.32 
Swath ctired, tedded when ^  cured 10.40 15,92 7.64 
Svath cured, tedded when ^  cured 11,60 16.45 10.92 
Swath cured, tedded when f cured 12.00 19,66 13.12 
i Swath cured, then Windrowed 9.40 3.82 6.02 
^ Swath cured, Windrowed, 
tiirned when cured 9.30 3.98 
^ Swath cured, Windrowed, 
turned when f cured 11.10 3.07 
^ Sv/ath cured, tedded, 
windrowed when cured 12,50 3,19 
^ Swath cured, tedded, 
windrowed when f cured 13,8 4,39 
§ Swath cured, then Windrowed 9,34 5.04 5.23 
§ Swath cured, windrowed, 
turned when f cured 11.96 10.06 
§ Swath cured, tedded, 
windrowed when f cured 15,2 8,60 10,23 
f Swath cured, then windrowed 14.0 6.63 7.48 
Cocked immediately, small cocks 1.43 1,23 
Cocked immediately, Medium cocks 1.12 1.28 
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It is quit© possible that tlie Indicated losses 
are lower than actually occurred as any loss prior to 
the v/eighing just before loading would not be included 
in the loss. General observations would indicate that 
the leaves did not fall appreciably until the hay was 
agitated. The agitation incident to weighing in some 
cases may have resulted in an appreciable loss. 
It is evident that the smallest loss of leaves 
occurred when the hay was v/lndrov/ed immediately after 
cutting or placed in cocks imraediately. Cocking 
immediately is not considered a practical method of 
curing hay because of its cost and the time required for 
curing. Hay windrowed immediately and turned when one-
fourth ciired showed a lov/ leaf loss, as did also hay 
one-foiirth cured in the sv/ath and then placed in wind­
rows which were not turned. Turning the windrow v;hen 
the hay was three-fourths cured caused an additional 
loss of S90, 1.22 and 3.98 per cent of the total hay in 
the form of leaves when compared with hay cured without 
the windrov/ being turned. This loss is entirely too 
great to be justified by the small saving in time 
credited to the turning of the windrow. 
The effect on the lesLf loss of turning or not 
turning the windrow was measured 15 times of which 11 
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ahow an appreciable additional loss of leaves with the 
tiirnod windrow and four show a gain of less than 1 per 
cent. 
The toddlng of swath curing hay when the hay was 
f swath cured resulted in an additional loss of 2«70, 
6.46 and 5.80 per cent of the total hay as leaves, as 
compared v/ith hay entirely swath cured without tedding. 
Fifteen comparisons of tedding and not tedding were 
made in which tedding resulted in an additional loss in 
15 cases and practically the same loss in the other 2. 
A further study of Tahle XXVI indicates the 
severity of the loss under complete swath curing, three-
fourths swath curing and ono-half swath curing. Hay 
^ swath cured before windrowing had but slightly larger 
leaf loss than hay windrowed immediately,and not so 
large a loss as windrowed immediately and turned when 
three-fourths swath cured. 
A Study of the Functioning of Alfalfa Leaves 
During the Curing Process. 
In the first experiment three sets of 100 gram 
samples of alfalfa v/ere used. The first set consisted 
of 6 trays of alfalfa, three with whole plants and three 
with the leaves clipped from the stoma. This set of 
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trays was placed on a table in the laboratory out of 
any noticeable direct draft. The other sets consisted 
of two trays of whole plants and two with the leaves 
clipped from tho stems. One of these sets was exposed 
on a north window ledge, while tho other was placed In 
the sun outside the building. In all cases the clipped 
leaves y.'ero distributed around the stems in as nearly 
their normal position as posijible. The trays, which 
were 12 inches square and made of screen wire, with 
covers for those exposed outside, v/ere weighed at 
regular intervals. The experimental data are given in 
Table XXVIII. 
It is evident that the plants with the leaves 
cut off dried as rapidly as the whole plant in the 
laboratory. The two groups of plants exposed on the 
trays on the window ledge cured at practically the same 
rate, one showing a slight advantage for a time and then 
the other. When curing in the sun neither the whole 
plants nor the plants v/ith the leaves severed from the 
stems drying more rapidly than the others. 
In another experiment a study was made to deter­
mine the effect of removing the leaves from portions of 
the plant, on the moisture content of the different part 
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Table XXVIII. 
A Comparison of the Rate of Loss of 
Moisture in Whole Alfalfa Plants and in 
Plants v;ith the Leaves Cut from the Stems, 
as Measured by the Calculated Per cent of 
Moisture at Stated Titaes during the Curing 
Period. 
tOn Table in Lab.;On Window Ledge;In~the Sun 
Month .'Day: Hour; Whole : Leaves : Whole : Leaves :WEoTe~TEeavei~" 
:Plants:Cut off :Plants: Cut off;Plants:Cut off 
June 6 8 73.22 73,22 73.22 73.22 73.22 73.22 
11 67.3 68.6 69.3 67.3 63.0 62.6 
3 58.6 60.0 58.3 59.6 48.3 47.3 
5 55.3 56.0 54.2 56.3 43.6 43.0 
June 7 8 55.6 < 53.3 52.3 51.6 40.3 42.0 
11 52.6 51.3 52.0 50.3 31.6 34.6 
3 43.3 41.3 39.6 42.3 20.0 23.3 
5 41.6 38.0 (2) 37.6(1) 18,6 19.0 
June 8 8 42.0 43.0 38.6 " 20.3 20.6 
11 37.3 38.6 36.3 " 15.6 14.3 
3 29.6 31.6 29.3 " 12.6 14.3 
(1) Only one sample 
(2) Both samples destroyed 
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Five twelve-inch trays with screen covers v/ere used. 
The first tray contained 25 plants with leaves attached; 
the second, 25 stems from which the leaves had been 
clipped; the third, the leaves from the 25 plants in 
the second tray; the fourth, 25 plants with the leaves 
clipped from the top half of each stem; and the fifth, 
25 plants with the loaves clipped from the bottom half 
of each stem. 
The moisture content of the v/hole plants, top 
leaves, top stems, bottom leaves and bottom stems was 
determined at the beginning of the test. The same 
analysis was made of the plants in the four trays at the 
end of the test. The trays were exposed to the direct 
rays of the stjn on a bench In the greenhouse. 
The temperatures varied from 28 to 42®C. and the 
humidity varied from 30 to 42 per cent. The trays were 
weighed at indicated intervals and the moisture content 
of the material calculated as shown in Table XXIX. 
moisture more rapidly than stems alone, as would be 
expected. Apparently the leaves of the top half of the 
plant caused a more rep id loss of moisture than the 
leaves of the bottom half. This can easily be accounted 
for by the fact that there were more leaves on the top 
The data that loaves alone lose 
Table XXIX. 
The ijifluence of the leaves on the loss of 
moisture from the stems of alfalfa, July, 1930. 
'Leaves all ontLeaves all off .'Leaves alone:Leaves off top :Leaves off 
; ; ; ; half of pl^ t ; "bottom half 
;Weight :Mois- rU'eight: Mois- :Weight ;Mols- rWeight .'Moisture :Vjelght :Mols-
Month:Day:Hour: : ture : : ture : ; ture; : : : ture 
; Grams; % : Grama: % : Grams r % : Grams; % : Gr a-n s; % 
July 1 10 69,25 70,2 35.5 68,3 24,5 74.5 40.0 69,9 45,5 68.7 
2 33.7 38.8 21.5 47,7 6.5 3.9 21.5 44,0 24.0 40,6 
4 30,8 32.9 20.3 44,4 6.3 3.9 20.0 39,8 22,3 35.9 
6 28 .4 27.4 18.3 38,4 6.5 3.9 18.3 34.0 20.0 28.7 
9 28,0 26,4 18.0 37.5 7.0 10.7 18.0 35,1 19.5 26.9 
July 2 3 PM 25,0 17,5 15,0 25.0 6.75 7,4 15,3 21.0 17,3 17.3 
Pinal Moisture Content in Portions of Plant at the 
end of the Test 
Top Stems 23.0 S5,3 ^2 22. 6 23.4 
Bottom Stems 19,5 19,9 19, 0 17.3 
Top Leaves 6.11 4,8 6.2 
Bottom Leaves 2.3 4.8 3, 4 --
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half to dry out and as the leaves lose v/ater more 
rapidly than the sterna the quantity of leaves influ­
ences the rate of drying. A study of the final moisture 
determinations indicated a slight variation at times but 
there is no tangible evidence in these data which would 
indicate that the functioning of the leaves lowers the 
moisture of the steras. 
The presence or absence of the leaves did not seem 
to materially influence the moisture content of any por­
tions of the stem. There was a slightly greater loss of 
moisture in each, the to? and bottom portions of the 
stems, when the leaves were removed from these respective 
portions. No indication of the leaves "pumping" v;ater 
from the stems is indicated in this experiment. 
On July 8, 1930, alfalfa about one-tenth in bloom 
and 16 inches high was out at 7 A. M. and the moisture 
content of various portions of the plant determined as soon 
as possible. The sampling for this determination of mois­
ture was started at 7:30 and finished at 9 A. M, The 
extended period which was necessary accounts for the 
hi^er moisture content of some of the samples. The 
average moisture content as determined for triplicate 
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aamples was as f ollov;s: 
Portion of the Plant 
;V/elght of : Average Mois-
;sample usedtture content 
1. The entire plant 
2. Leaves from bottoin half of 
plant 
3. Leaves from top half of 
plant 
4. The top half of stripped 
stem 
5. The bottom half of stripped 
stem 
20 grams 
10 £;roms 
20 grai-is 
20 grams 71,2 
5 grac.s 72.2 
66 .2  
66.6 
68.0 
To determine tho rate of loss of inoisture froc the 
different parts of the plant, aanples were placed on 
screen trays and weighed at regular intervals. The trays 
were made of screen wire, 12 inches square, with a one-
inch flange turned up all around. A flat piece of screen 
served as a cover while the trays were being handled. 
'iV/o sanroles were prepared of each portion of the plants 
included. 
As the moisture samples for each mothcd were taljsn 
the trays were prepared and weighed. The size of samples 
used were as follows: The entire plant, about 30 grams; 
leaves from the bottom half of the plant, about 7 grams; 
loaves from the top half of the plant, 25 grams; the top 
halves of the stripped stems, 40 j^rams; and the bottom 
half of the stripped stems, 25 grams. 
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Ono sot of the trays was placed on I'acks In 
the greenhouse v/hich viere shaded from the suii with 
hoavy brov/n paper. The other aet was placed on top of 
the paper covered rack In the sun. IVlien the trays were 
in place some of the unused alfalfa plants wore spread 
on the benches near the trays for use in making lacisture 
testa during the course of the experiiiient. The trays 
were wei{5hed each hour from 10 A, Li, to 9 P. K. the first 
day, and at two hour intervals thereafter until dry. 
Moisture samples were taken to check on the moisture 
content shown by the loss of weight in the tray of 
ontiro plants. The moisture percentaces are ^iven in 
Tables XXX and XXXI. The temperatures as an average of 
four thermometers in each lot of hay, are given for each 
tirae of weighing. The relative huiTiidity varied between 
24 and 30 per cent. The moisture content of the planta 
in each of the trays is shown graphically for the dur­
ation of the test in Figure 28 and Figure 29. At 1 P.M. 
July 10, at the conclusion of the experiment complete 
moisture determinations were rnado on the trays. 
The sun cured plants dried too rapidly owing to 
the extremely high tamparature and the low relative 
h\imidity. The weighings should have been at intervals 
of 10 or 15 minutes in order to picture the rate of loss 
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Table XXX. 
The moisture content of different parts 
of the alfalfa plant as determined at regu­
lar interi'als when the plants were dried in 
the s\m« 1930. 
: FJntire :Bottom :Bottom : Top Top ; 
Sample : Plant : St eras ; Leaves : Stems Leaves 1 
Exposure ;Moist- ;Moi3- :Mols- rMois- Mois­ :Temp. 
Month;Day:Hour : ure : ture : ture : ture ture : C° 
.•Percent : Percent ;Percent .'Percent Pcrccnt 1 
July 8 10 71.2 66.2 72.3 68.0 72.3 57.0 
11 61.0 55.5 49.5 63.0 55.5 55.5 
12 52.3 46.0 24.4 56.9 41.2 57.0 
1 28.3 27.6 14.6 26.9 23.8 57.0 
2 22.5 15.5 14.6 15.5 14.0 56.5 
3 17.6 10.1 14.6 10.2 6.0 56.5 
4 15.8 10.1 1.8 7.5 6.0 46.5 
5 15.6 10.1 1.8 7.5 6.0 43.0 
6 16.7 10.1 1.8 7.5 6.0 39.0 
7 16.5 10.1 1.8 7.5 6.0 37.0 
8 17.0 10.1 1.8 8.0 6.5 32.0 
9 17.6 10.1 1.8 9.0 7.5 26.5 
July 9 8 8.2 10.1 1.8 12.7 13.3 35.7 
10 3.1 1.1 1.8 1.8 10.2 51,0 
12 3.0 1.0 1.5 1.8 6.0 66.5 
2 2.6 0.4 0.0 1.8 6.0 55.5 
4 0.6 0.4 1.8 0.0 6.0 52.5 
6 0.6 0.4 1.8 1.8 6.0 36.0 
8 3.5 2.0 3.5 1.8 8.0 31.0 
9 5.5 4.2 4.65 1.8 9.4 29.0 
July 10 1 0.6 0.4 1.8 1.8 6.0 39.5 
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Table XXXI. 
The moisture content of different parts 
of the alfalfa plsint as determined at 
regular intervals when the plants v/ere 
dried in the shade, 1930, 
.•Entire :Bottom .•Bottom : Top : Top 
Sample :Plant : Stems zLeaves ;Stem3 :Leaves ; 
Exposure :Mois- :Moia- :Mols- :Wois- rMois- : Temp 
lonth:t)ay :Hour ; ture : ture : ture : ture ; tvire : C° 
.•Percent: Percent rPercent rPercent rPercent: 
July 8 10 71.2 66.2 72.3 68.0 72.3 39.7 
11 67.5 63.0 70.0 65.0 69.0 40.2 
12 64»6 60.2 67.5 62.8 65.4 42.0 
1 55.8 52.8 49.8 53.9 49.8 42,0 
2 48.0 48.0 32.0 48.0 37.5 41.5 
3 35.9 39.9 21.1 39.1 22.1 41.5 
4 31.7 36.2 8.0 39.1 22.1 40.0 
5 31.5 36.0 8.0 37.5 22.0 38,0 
6 31.5 35.5 8.0 37.0 21.5 37.0 
7 31.5 33.5 8.0 35.0 21.0 36.0 
8 31.5 32.0 8.0 33.5 20.5 32.0 
9 31.7 30.5 8.5 32.3 20.1 28.5 
July 9 8 31.7 23.6 13.8 27.6 16.9 29.2 
10 19.5 12.8 8.0 20.8 16.9 38.5 
12 16.0 8.5 4.0 17.5 15.5 
2 12.8 4.8 1.4 14.6 14.6 45.5 
4 4.3 4.8 1.4 4.6 5.6 43.0 
6 4.3 4.8 1.4 4.6 5.6 37.5 
8 6.0 4.8 4.0 7.0 8.0 33.0 
9 7.7 4.8 8.0 9.1 11.0 32,0 
July 9 1 4.3 3,6 8.0 4.6 5,6 37.5 
Per oen 
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Fig. 28. The Influenae of ths presence of the leavaa on 
the rate of loss of molatura from the atema of alfalfa 
curing In tiie sun. 1930. 
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during the time that greatest loss in moisture occurred. 
The experiment indicates a more rapid loss In moisture 
in the trays containing the bottom leaves, followed in 
order by the top leaves, top stems and bottom stems and 
then the whole plant. The whole plant lost moisture at 
a decidedly slower rate than the various portions of the 
plant. This condition held true until all portions were 
practically air dry. After the air dry condition was 
reached fluctuations occurred v/hich are not believed to 
have a bearing on the problem. They are more likely to 
be due to slight errors in weighing or to differences 
in absorption of moisture during the night. 
With the plants cured in the shade, the trays 
containing the various portions of the plant dried out 
in the following order; bottom leaves, top leaves, whole 
plant, bottom stems and last top stems. The top stems 
lose v/ater more rapidly than the entire plant early in 
the test then for a short period the whole plant loses 
moisture more rapidly after which the two are about equal. 
If the leaves were a vital factor in the extraction 
of the water from the stems one would expect the whole 
plant to be consistently drier not just than the stems 
alone but drier than the stems averaged with the still 
drier leaves, which had been separated from these stems. 
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The fact that stems v/ithout their leaves are as dry 
as the whole plant indicates that the leaves had very 
little to do with the loss of moisture from alfalfa 
stems under the conditions of these experiments. The 
bottom stems dried out sli~htly faster than the whole 
plant after the plants v/ere reduced to 50 per cont 
moisture. 
There is no evidence in either of these tests to 
support the vievf that the presence of the leave a hastens 
the loss of moisture from the stems. The experiment 
should be repeated with a still lower evaporating en­
vironment. The whole plants in the shade experiment 
cured faster than the stems in the early part of the 
test. This tendency may be increased under still less 
favorable conditions for evaporation and for this reason 
it v/ould be desirable to repeat the experiments with 
various sections of the plants v;lth and without leaves 
under conditions of lov/er temperatures and higher rela­
tive humidity. In so far as the methods of curing hay 
in the field are concerned, all of the evidence presented 
here indicates that the leaf does not materially aid 
in the drying of the stem of the plant. 
The Stomatal Behavior of the Leaves of Alfalfa During 
the Curing Process. 
It was thou^t that sometldng of the function of 
the leaf in curing might be gained from a study of the 
behavior of the stomata while the plant was curing. An 
attempt was made to study the condition of the opening 
of the stomata in the field by the use of a water screen 
on the microscope to prevent the burning of the leaf. An 
apparatus was mad© which permitted observation of the 
leaf without burning, but only after considarable time 
could a stomato be recognized in the mass of the leaf. 
This method waa discarded in favor of Lloyd's (42) method 
in which a small section of the epidermis is stripped 
from the leaf and the stomata fixed by plunging the stripped 
portion into absolute alcohol, 
A large number of individual plants wore cut and 
the stomatal observations made at intervals during the 
drying process* Some observations were made in the sun 
and some in the shade. Only one observation v/as made on 
each leaf as it was observed that the second section 
made from a leaf showed the stomata either closed or 
practically so. This was credited to the effect of hand­
ling. The mature leaves were used for the san^jling and 
in the study of Individual plants there were not enough 
leaves to follow the curing process to completion. 
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In general. It was noted that the stomata when 
partially open on the living plant, closed in a very 
short time when the plant was cut. There was some vari­
ation in individual plants in the time of closing, and 
the different leaves of the same plant also varied. In 
one case, all of the stomata on the sections observed 
were closed in twenty minutes after the plant was cut and 
in another the majority were closed in 15 minutes, hut at 
no time were the stomata uniform in degree of opening. 
The opening of the stomata, after they had closed follow­
ing cutting, was not definite as to time. The behavior 
of the stomata of two individual plants, somev/hat typical 
of those observed, is given below. 
Plant A. The storaates were wide open at 9 A, M. 
on the growing plant in the field. The day was warm, 
with a moderately low relative humidity. Ten minutes 
after cutting most of the stomata were partially closed, 
and 15 minutes after cutting most of the stomata were 
closed; 20 minutes after cutting, practically all stomata 
were closed. This condition continued with observations 
every 5 minutes up until 70 minutes after cutting. At 
this time it was observed that a few stomates showed a 
slight degree of opening. The number of partially opened 
stomates increased slowly up until 120 minutes after cutting. 
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At this time the majority of the stomata were partially 
opened and a few v/ere classed as one-half open. No 
striking changes were observed from following obser­
vations. A rather large number of stoiaates did not 
open at all after having once closed. 
Plant B. Plant B was cut on a cloudy day with 
high relative htmiidlty. This plant varied from the above 
in that all of the stomata did not close after the plant 
was cut. The stomates closed slightly slower than in 
the case of Plant A. The opening, after having closed 
once, was likev;ise somewhat delayed. Some of the sto­
mates on this plant opened wide, but fully a third did 
not show any opening at all, while the majority were 
about one-fourth open. 
To study the relation between the moisture content 
of the plants and the condition of the stomatic opening 
two trays of plants were used, one of which was weighed 
at intervals to arrive at the moisture content, the other 
served as a source of material for stomatal study. The 
first study was made on July 7 and the observations re­
peated on the 8th. At the period when stomatal condition 
is given at least five sections were observed and, in 
general, each estimate of the degree of opening is based 
on observations of 25 or more stomates. "One-half" or 
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"one-fourth" open means that the majority of the indi­
vidual stomata were open to the degree mentioned but doi-s 
not mean that one-half or one-fourth of the storaates wore 
fully open. 
The study on the stomatal laovement indicates a 
prompt closing of the stomata after the plant is cut. 
The closing is practically complete in 15 or 20 minutes 
after the plant is cut. The "behavior of the stomata from 
this point on, during the curing process, ia somewhat 
irregular and uncertain. The majority of the stomata 
seemed to open slightly, a few one-half open. 
The stomata vrere first observed to be partially 
open when the average moisture content of the drying hay 
was 55 per cent. The leaf would be much lower in moisture 
content than the average of the hay. The stomata on the 
stems v/ere observed to be open before cutting but were 
closed within one hour after the cutting of the plants. 
The study of stomatal behavior is not complete. 
The indications from these observations are siifficient 
for use in making applications to the field curing of 
hay. The extreme variability of the plants and of the 
individual leaves -f the same plant call for an extended 
investigation with careful observance of other factors 
which may influence the stomata, if the exact behavior 
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Table XXXII. 
The relation between the moisture content 
of alfalfa plants exposed to the sun and the 
degree of storaatal opening. 
July 7, 1930 • July 8. 19S0 
Hour 
: Moisture; 
: of hay : 
:Per cent; 
Condition 
of 
Stomata 
Moisture; 
of hay : 
Per cent: 
Condition 
of 
Stomata 
8 A. K 75.6 f open 74.2 2/3 open 
S:05 — — - - § open 
8:10 -- — - - ^ stomata closed 
8:15 
8:20 All closed 
M •• practically all 
closed 
8:50 — - -
9:00 
10:00 
11:00 
68.2 
56.4 
Practically 
closed 
Pew Slightly 
open 
slightly open 
69.4 
62.0 
Pew slightly open 
l/s slightly open 
1 P. M 
3 P. M 
48.4 
44.2 
Majority slightly 56.3 
open 
Ko change 50.1 
^ about ^  open 
No further opening 
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of the stomata is to he known. A more careful stiidy of 
the moisture content of the leaf as it influences 
stomatic opening should be made. The influence of shade, 
such as occurs in the windrowed hay in the field, on the 
opening of the stomata, also the influence of the degree 
of opening of the stomata on the moii^ture content of the 
hay in the field should be studied. 
Discussion. 
The determination of the moisture content of the 
alfalfa plant at regular intervals throughout the day 
would indicate a gradual, though slight decrease in 
moisture from the early forenoon until 11 A. M., then a 
slight rise followed by a further decrease, reaching the 
low point for the day about 2 P, M., after which there is 
a rise during the evening. The fact that during the day 
there is an accumulation of newly formed carbohydrate 
material may in part account for this apparent loss of 
moisture at 2 in the afternoon since with the increase 
in dry matter the water per cent would be less even though 
there was no significant drying of the plant. The tempor­
ary check in the lowering of the moisture content at 11 
A. M. may be due to the closing of the storaates and 
consequent check in water loss between 11 A. M. and 1 P.M. 
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Th© rather limited chanses in the moisture content of 
alfalfa tlxroughout the day certainly would not justify 
cutting in the afternoon in preference to the morning, 
from the standpoint of rapidity in drying. 
The stomates of the leaves apparently close 
promptly v;hen the plant Is cut and begin to open irregu­
larly when the plant is about one-fourth ciired. The 
stomates of the stems and leaves psrmit a rapid rate of 
drying even if practically closed. The first hour after 
cutting, even with the stomates closed, the leaves lost 
more wator than at any other period. There does not 
seem to be any observable stimulation in the rate of dry­
ing of the plant as the stomates open. 
In Experiment A it was shown conclusively that hay 
tb-TOvm into a windrow immediately dries more slowly than 
hay left in the swath, the difference between the two 
methods being greater in good than in poor curing weather. 
The idea often expressed that v^in^row curing maintains the 
leaf in a protected living condition is perhaps true. A 
study of the cells of the plant indicated that life 
remained longest in the plant v.'ith the greater moisture 
content. The living cells of the leaf were supposed to 
pass off the water from the stems thus hastening the curing 
process. In developing this theory the fact that the stoma 
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close immediately after the hay is cut was overlooked. 
The results of comparisons between swath and windrow, 
shov/ing a much slower curing in the windrow, v/ould tend 
to disprove this claim of speeding the curing of the 
hay; as also would all of the v/ork reported under section 
4 on leaf function. The stomates of the leaves with 
windrow curing might tend to remain somewhat more open 
than in the swath curing in view of the work reported in 
section 5 on storaatic movement during wilting but the 
variation shown is so small.that any influence on the 
rate of curing night easily be overshadowed by other 
factors. 
The results secured in the field curing compari­
sons seemed to be in accord with the observed facts 
brought out in the stomat^ and leaf studies. There were 
three major methods of curing which were tested under 
comparable conditions, swath curing, windrow curing and 
cock curing, with numerous combinations between the three. 
The number of hours (7 A« M. to 7 P. M,) required to 
reduce the moisture content to 30 per cent as summarized 
for the different methods is indicated belov, 
(1) Swath curing completely 17.0 hours 
(2) f swath cured then windrowed 14. " 
(3) i" 3v/ath cured then windrowed 17.2 " 
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( 4 )  f s v/ath curing then small cocks 17. hours 
( 5 )  2- swath curing then small cocka 20.5 t i  
( 6 )  swath c\ired then windrowed 21. ri 
( 7 )  f swath curing then med. cocks 22. t i  
( 8 )  Windrowed iLimediately 23. If 
( 9 )  o- swath curin.^: then med. cocks 26. t i  
( 1 0 )  ^ sv/ath curing; then small cocks 31. ir 
(11) small cocks immediately 51. 11 
( 1 2 )  V swath curing then med, cocks 56. IT 
(13) Meditim cocks imjnodlately 92. V 
These results show that frcan first to last the 
more the material is piled together the longer the time 
required for curing. The hay in the swath cured first 
and Y/hen cured in other ways the longer the hay was left 
in the swath the shorter the period required to get it 
ready for storage. Removing hay from windrow to cock 
resulted in a delay in the curing process. Hay allowed 
to remain in the swath until one-half or three-fourths 
cured and then placed in small cocks reached a cured stage 
before hay windrowed at once reaches the same stage. The 
windrov/ cured hay is usually drying faster than hay in the 
cock hut cannot overcome the advantage given the cocked 
hay by the early,rapid curing in the swath. 
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Hay has been shown to be of better color when 
ciired in the windrow than in the swath. The ranking of 
the methods of curing on quality, or color of the hay 
produced, seems to be almost the reverse of the rank in 
time required to cure the hay. The cocked hays which 
did not heat were better from the standpoint of color 
than either windrow cured or swath cured hay. The ex­
posure of the hay to the sun, particularly after an 
exposure to a heavy dew or a light rain, tends to destroy 
the chlorophyll. From the standpoint of color, hay ^  
cured before wlndrowing was the best method next to cock­
ing, followed closely by full windrow curing, one-half 
swath curing, three-fourths sv/ath curing, and with com­
plete curing last. 
The cocked hay produced excellent color except 
in certain cases v/here heating resulted. Medium cocks, 
mado after one-fourth s.ath curing, or made immodiately 
after cutting, were inclined to heat. The small cocks 
suffer almost as much damage in rainy weather as windrow 
cured hay, while with the larger cocks the entire outside 
layer, three or four Inches in depth, may become dis­
colored v;ithout seriously damaging the bulk of the hay. 
V/here hay of good quality can be produced by a combination 
of svath and windrow curing, cocking the hay is not to be 
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recoraraendod. Tlie use of the medium sized cock after 
one-half swath curing produced an excellent quality of 
hay. If cocking was done before this time, the heating 
of the cock tended to destroy the color. 
While the time element is favorable for swath 
curing the leaf loss (Table >J<VI) v/as found to be severe. 
The leaf loss was greatest in the extended svirath curing; 
less in the windrow curing hay and least in the cocked 
hay. 
After having studied the rates of curing of hay, 
the quality as influenced by method, the fiinction of the 
leaf and ytomata, it seems best to recommend that alfalfa 
hay be cured in the swath until one-fourth swath cured 
then v/indrowed without tedding and allowed to complete its 
curing in the windrov/ without turning. One-fourth swath 
cured hay v;as shown to cure out in 21 hours in comparison 
with 17.0 with swath curing and 25 for full windrow curing. 
The appearance of the hay when one-fourth swath 
cured can be described rather definitely as well or complete­
ly wilted hay. The hay at this time is thoroughly limp 
and soft and is not appreciably damaged by raking. With 
further curing the loaves become crisp and break from the 
stems when raked. Tliis recommendation is in line with the 
experimental evidence gathered in this study from the 
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standpoint of time required to cure and from consider­
ations of tlie quality of hay produced. 
The recommendations and results of this study on 
methods of hay curing are in line with those of Kiesselbaoh 
and Anderson of Kebraaka, though the difference between 
the various methods were not so great in this stxidy as was 
the case in the Nebraslca data. 
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II. STUDIES IN THE c.TOMGE OF HAY. 
Historical. 
The exact cause of the heating of hay is not 
loiovm. Many theories have been advanced to account for 
the heating and "spontaneous" ignition of hay. 
Hildebrandt (27) and Browne (8) give an interesting 
•review of ancient observations regarding the heotlng 
of plant material. Columella is quoted aa saying, about 
100 A. D. that "if hay is gathered too green it retains 
too much of its Juice and rots on the scaffold and 
becomes hot and often ignites and catches fire." Pliny 
stated that "grass must never be stacked until it is quite 
dry or a kind of vapor will be seen arising from the rack 
in the morning, and as soon as the sTon is up it will 
ignite to a certainty and so be consvuned." 
Ranke (64) advocates the pyrophoric carbon theory. 
This theory is based on the fact that materials in the 
pyrophoric condition are capable of very rapid oxidation 
and that such materials condense enormous volumes of gases 
within their pores and on their surface. Upon the simul­
taneous condensation of oxygen of the air and of inflam-
able gases, ignition occurs. He believed that a 
temperature of 300°C. was necessary in order to transform 
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the material into pyrophoric carbon. Ranke demonstrated 
the capacity of pyrophoric carbon to ignite spontaneously 
in the air if it had in it the inflanunable substances 
produced while transformation to the pyrophoric condition 
was in progress, 
Cohn (14) demonstrated two periods in heat gener­
ation in barley. The first heating, which tended to 
stop at about 40 degrees C. he credited to the respiration 
of the living plant cells. After the first heating, a 
second period of heat evolution carried the temperature to 
about 65 C. IThis second heating period be credited to the 
development of thermophilic microorganisms, 
Miehe (53) demonstrated the heating of hay \'vhen 
inoculated with specific bacteria and fungi. No heating 
v/as observed in sterile hay. Miehe suggested the 
possibility of low temperature carbonization leading 
to the formation of pyrophoric carbon. He does not 
believe that temperatures in excess of 80^0. will be found 
in any stack of hay regardless of the size imless Ignition 
occtirs, Miehe believes that the heating of hay up to 
45°C, may well be due to plant respiration but at this 
point the heat kills the plant cells. Bacillus calfactor, 
he believes, develops at 40°C. and continues to develop 
rapidly, with a consequent rise in temperature, until it 
in turn is killed by the heat at about 70*^C. 
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Boekhout and DeVrlos (4) believe that micro­
organisms play no part in the heating of hay. They 
attribute the heating to atirely chemical oxidation 
processes. They conclude that iron acts as a catalyzer 
in the plant material and stimulates the oxidation 
process. They explain the influence of the water content 
of the hay on the heating, by saying that water converts 
the pentosans and nitrogen-free extract into a state of 
easy oxidizability, and causes a greater production of 
free iron ions. This increase in the iron gives rise 
to a predisposition on the part of the material to 
undergo spontaneous heating. 
Laupper (40) advanced the theory that the heating 
was due to pyrophoric iron. The seat of intensive heat­
ing was observed by him, to be a very limited "hot pocket" 
This pocket is covered by a layer of hay which has become 
very compact by the condensation of v/ater and the conse­
quent softening and dissolving of the soluble carbohydrate 
pectins, gums and albuminous materials which cement the 
whole into an efficient insulator of the heat being gener­
ated in the pocket. Within the pocket, Laupper recognizes 
three danger points, the first occurring at 110°C. at 
which time there is a transition from the early v/et to dry 
distillation. The second point is at 170®C., at which 
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point he obaepved the explosive ignition of a mixture 
of ammonium nitrate and hay carbon. The third danger 
point is at 280°C., the point at which iron becomes 
pyrophoric. 
Laupper has beon credited with the observation 
of more cases of spontaneous combustion than any other 
writer. Ho describes rather fully the "hot pocket" wibh 
its radiating smoke channels. When one of these smoke 
channels reaches the surface of the stack, there is an 
inrush of air and upon contact of the oxygen with the 
pyrophoric iron, ignition takes place. 
Tschirch (76) advanced the enzymatic-reduction 
theory to account for spontaneous heating of hay. The 
first step in the heating process involves oxygen con­
sumption through the action of oxydases and is stopped 
after a slight rise in temperature by the lack of free 
oxygen. The second step Involves the reductases, which 
attack the oxygen bearing organic compounds, such as the 
amino acids and the polysaccharids. These reductases are 
most active between 50 and He believes that the 
action of these reductases leads finally to an accumu­
lation of molecular oxygen v^ich cannot escape and leads 
to the explosion. He does not believe that bacteria are 
concerned in the heating process. 
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Burri (10) modifies the view of Tachirch to 
include heat resisting enzymes and to exclude the form­
ation of molecular oxygen by the action of the reductases. 
The heating and final ignition are due to purely chemical 
change s• 
Hildebrandt (27) believes that his experiments laave 
shown that enzymes have very little to do with the heat­
ing and that without microorganisms heating is impossible. 
BroTime (8) believes tiiat the microorga- isms func­
tion as a ca^ise of the heating only in so far as they 
produce unsaturated, highly unstable, intermediate 
fermentation products on the surfaces of the porous 
cellular material. The duration of these readily oxi­
dized products depends upon the quantity of air that can 
gain access to the fermenting mass. In small open heaps, 
the intermediate products are destroyed as soon as formed 
and the heating ceases vihen the microorganisms are killed 
at 70 to 80*^0• He believes that the heat production is 
caused by the oxidation of these unstable compounds at 
temperatures up to 150°C, or as high as is necessary for 
Ignition. In large heaps, v;ith the supply of oxygen 
limited, ignition may result, the unstable compounds 
persisting and the heating continuing after the organisms 
producing them are killed. 
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Truninger (75) has criticized severely the 
chemical technique and the results obtai ned by Laupper, 
He does not believe ajniuoniuiu nitrate Is formed as 
Laupper found nor that the temperature necessary for the 
forming of oyrophoric iron is reached until after igni­
tion has taken place. In many tests ilruninger ignited 
hay at temperatures ranging from 190°C to 22G®C, 
Truninger also notes, in Switzerland, a connection 
betv/een the agricultural region v/here cattle production 
is highest and the occurrence of spontaneous fires. He 
attributes this to the liquid manure fertilization 
prevailing in the section, Tr\inlnger had an opportunity 
to measure the temperatures of many overheating stacks 
and found that in most cases the temperatures in the 
hottest parts v/as 85 to 90®C, One overheating stack 
gave a temperature reading of 180^0. After the heating 
•^ad stopped this 3tack was cut open and a little pile of 
ashes I'o'und in the bottom of a hole indicating that 
ignition had taken place. 
The cause of the heating of hay up to between 40 
and 45°C, has been credited by Mlehe (53), Cohn (14), 
Laupper (40), and Tschirch (76),to the respiration of the 
living cclls of the plant, Hilbrig, H, (26) reports 
that the colls of the 3^^^ and Brome grasses were killed 
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between 40 and 45°C. Holdefleiao (28), Laupper (40), 
Iillehe (55) assume that micro organisms iiave tho ability 
to produce comparatively high temperatures, Srovme (8), 
Hildebrandt (27) and many others do not believe the 
respiration of the living plant cell raises the teimer'-
ature of the material. According to IJaxiinov (45,p.244j 
the work of physiologists would preclude this cause of 
the heating, aa tho cells of many plants die when the 
water content Is reduced, 
Haldane and Makgill (22) suggest that the first 
period of heating may bo due to chemical oxidation, and 
thfit this is followed by, or aided by, molds, then by 
bacteria, and finally, agr Ija, a pure cheai:! cal oxidation 
Carrie's the heating to the point of Ignition, They 
believe that the important work of the luicroorgaaiisms 
is in the formation of unsaturated fermentation products 
which induce an increased oxygen absorption. 
Bond (5) states that hay must "be mov/ed before the 
cells are dead or it v.'il] fail bo sweat properly. Hay 
which cures out so slov;ly that the cells are dead when 
placed in the mow passes through a "cool'' avjeat with a 
heavy development of mold. 
Actual, scientifically observed cases of fire in 
hay resulting from s.?ontrneous combustion are not numerous. 
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Ranke (64) describes a case which is typical of others 
and indiciitoa the preliminary stages very well. 22s 
tons of second-cutting hay apparently well cured was 
pilod In one pile in a large barn on Axigust 10« On 
October 17 and 13 a burnt odor was noticed which became 
so strong on the 19th that observers determined to 
remove the hay. In the upper part of the mow the normal 
green hay was sweating and drops of water were hanging 
to the stems of the hay. When a layer had been taken 
from the top, the hay underneath v/as dry and very hot. 
At a depth of five feet, several sparks were seen in the 
hay and on the wagon which was used to haul the hay away. 
This hay was a deep brown color. Prom this point, every 
forkful of hay began to glow as soon as removed and the 
stack was continually being drenched with water. Hay 
hauled and spread out on the grass outside re-ignited 
repeatedly. Gaa was evolved to such an extent that the 
Yforkmen could work only one or two minutes and then 
would rush out gasping for air. The loaas of burnt hay 
resembled carbon except that its original structure was 
retained. 
James, L. J., et al (32) have described a case of 
spontaneous ignition in a heap of stable manure at 
Arlington Farm, Va. The actual heating centers were 
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Vv'itMn six inches of the outside. The temperature at 
or near the haating center was found to be 167®C., while 
at a distance of three Inches the temperature was only 
80®C. Some of the hay in one of the heating centers was 
spread out on the ground. The straw was hot and steam­
ing. In about one minuto the stoani had changed to smoke 
and in three minutes the material be^an to glow a fiery 
red. 
James and Price (33) describe the conditions under 
which a hay barn burned from spont'ineous Ignition. Tlis 
barn, containing 50 tons of tnaadow and alfalfa hay was 
in the flood district in Vermont. The flood waters 
covered the hay to a depth of 17 feet. On the 5th of 
November, 24 hours after the waters receded, the hay v.-as 
steaming, and the barn burned on November 7, or about two 
days after the flood ivaters receded. The bai'n and hay 
stood in three feet of \vater when the fire brolce out. 
The air temperatures were low during the period and some 
rain fell every day, 
Truninger (75) reports a case of spontaneous 
ignition which destroyed a stack of supposedly well-cured 
hay 10 days after the stack was made. 
Some experimental v,'ork has been reported concern­
ing the influence of the moisture content of the hay at 
the time of stacking on the heating dovoloped in the 
stack and the clianges in the appearance and quality of 
the hay. 
Among the earlier attempts to measure the heating 
in hay with a known Jiioiature coutexit is thi. work of 
Miehe (5o). A stack of hay v/ith 51.4 per cent moisoure 
was made. The stack was tramped as it was "being built 
end tubes v/ere placed in the side and plugged so that 
thermometers could be shoved into the center of the stack. 
A maximum thermometer was placed in the center of the 
stack and left throughout the test. 
The daily maximum temperature in the center of 
the stack rose from 24 degrees at the start to 58.5®C. 
on the 0th day then fell to 54,8 on the 14th, rose 
slowly again reaching 61*^C. on the ISth day then fell 
almost regularly to 53.8° on the 45rd day. The outside 
temperature varied from 17 to 28 degrees C. during this 
time. Miehe describes the stac]: on the second day as 
being strongly steaming with tho outer part vei^y moist,-
the stems of the plants covered with drops of water. 
Miehe states that the bulking of hay with 36 per cent of 
moisture may reault in normal spontaneous heating. With 
a lov/or moistvu'e content, the heating will be less. Hay 
with 30 per cent of moisture is thought to be about riglit 
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for the development of brown hay accompanied by a 
normal course of spontaneous heating, 
Browne 18) suggests that the range of the mois­
ture content at which spontaneous ignition can take 
place is probably confined to somewhat narrow limits. 
If the moisture content is too high the heat is used 
up in the evaporation of the water, if too low, the 
course of the final rapid heat production is retarded. 
James, et al (52) found the moisture content in 
a heap of stable manure to be 5.7 per cent adjacent to 
the glov.'ing area and 50.2 per cent two feet away in a 
badly charred, area, while the uncharred material on 
top of the stack has 66 per cent of moisture. 
McClure (52) states that the moisture content of 
hay considered field cured, varied from 15.1 to 35.1 per 
cent. 
Vlnall and McKee (77) report the moisture of 
field cured alfalfa as ranging from 4.6 per cent to 50 
per cent, 
Truninger (75,p.529j sampled hay as farmers con­
sidered it cured and iuund the lioisturo to vary from 20 
to 59 per cent. He studied the course of the heating in 
several stacks of hay, 'ih.e maximum temperature in a 
normal hay stack in the upper layers was 53^0., in the 
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lower portion of the stack it was 48°G, In a stack 
which foruiad light brown hay, the temoerature rose to 
40®C. in the upper layers and 52®C. in the lower portion. 
Truninger, also, stacked hay with 40.1 por cent moisture 
v/hich was tmevenly cured and had heen exposed to rain, 
in a stack 4.8 meters high and 2.8 meters in diameter. 
The temperature rose from 30°C, on September 3 to 86®C. 
eight days later and remained above 80®^/. until November 
5 at which time the temperature fell, '•i'he stack was cut 
open and the hay described in successive layers, (a) The 
outer 10 cm. layer was yellowish bleached, stemmy hay. 
(b) the second 10 cm. layer was normal, yellow-green hay. 
Cc) The next 7 cm. was grayish-green and moldy, (d) the 
next 10 cm. was brownish yellow and heavily molded, (e) the 
next 10 cm. was a white, intersively molded, sharply marked 
zone, (f) The brown hay zone extended for :^0 cm. inside 
this. There was very little mold present. (g) The remain­
der of the hay vvas strongly overfermented and of a brownish 
black color. The overheated material lost 19.7 per cent 
of its nitrogen-free extract, gained 15,5 per cent in raw 
fiber, lost 6.5 per cent of its digestible protein and 
gained slightly in crude protein, 
Truninger summarizes his work and his suggestions 
on the care of hay in storage for each of the following 
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degrees of boating, (l) In normal v/ell-cured hay the 
rise in temperature may be expected to stop at or belov/ 
55®C. (£) Light over-heabing* with brown hay formation, 
occurs if hay heats to from 55 to 65°C. but does not go 
above this point. When this heating is in progress, 
holes should be bored into the heating areas with a hay-
stac]c borer, (5) Heavy over-heating: the temperature 
inay range froiu 61; to 35°C,, there is a large nutrient 
loss, the hay is a dark brown and has suffered a sevore 
loss in digestibility. Sections about one motor square 
should be cut out of the hay exposing heating centeri 
(4) Very heavy over-heating. Carbonization is taking 
place at the temperatures between 86°C and 95®C. This 
results in a total loss of the feeding value of the hay. 
There is danger of spontaneous, ignition. The stack 
should be covered v;ith wet blankets, and the heating 
centers should be flooded boforo the hay is exposed to 
the air. -^fter it is floodod, cut out the heating centers, 
(5) Beyond 95®C. fire danger is imminent. The fire fight­
ing equipment should bo in readiness, the heating centcr 
flooded and the, good hay removed. 
Grasemann (21) states that the protein of hay is 
rendered indigestible in proportion to the degree of over--
heating. Digestibility tests wore made on normal hay. 
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medlum overheated hay, and heavily overheated hay. The 
medium overheated hay was good brown hay. The heavily 
overheated hay was dark brown and had a stifling odor. 
The digestibility was determined by chemical extraction. 
In normal hay, 73 8 per cent of the protein was diges­
tible while only 45.1 per cent v;as digestible in the 
medium and 15.2 per cent in the heavily overheated hay. 
Grasemann believed the "starch-value" of the hay was 
decreased by half. 
a feeding test in v/hich normal hay, medium 
brown hay and heavily over-heated dark brown hay was fed 
to dairy animals, the ranking of the hays in digestibility 
of the protein was confirmod by production records. The 
belief of feeders that the brown hay is just as good as 
graen hay, Grasemann believes, is due to the fact that 
the animals eat more of the brown hay. 
Boekhout and DeVries (4) report a loss in protein 
of 1,2 per cent; pentoses, 15»8 per cent; and nitrogen-
free extract 22.2 per cent, when hay was heated from 95 
to 100°C. 
i^ ond 15) states that the losses In the making of 
hay vary from 10 to 20 per cent and that in overheating 
of the hay in storage, losses may amount to 30 per cent 
of the valuable materials of the hay. 
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Bethke and Kick (3) report that alfalfa exposed 
to the sun shov/ed a marked decrease In vltamin-A. 
Experimental work at the Kansas Station ^11) showed 
that gresn hay was more efficient from the standpoint 
of milk and butter fat production when fed to dairy 
animals than brown hay. The brown hay used in the experi­
ment was dark brown and somewhat crisp, 
Salting hay at the rate of 5 to 15 pounds to the 
ton of hay has been advised quite generally in this 
country. Hartwig ^23) states that a survey showed that 
between 60 and 65 per cent of the farmers questioned 
used salt on at least some of their hay. He also reports 
an experiment in which hay ranging in moisture content 
betv/een 20 and 40 per cent was salted with no beneficial 
effects when compared with some of the same hay stored 
without salting, Hartwig advises the use of 15 to 18 
pounds of salt per ton of hay. 
Truninger (75) states that the addition of one per 
cent of salt to hay has but little value. If sxifficlent 
salt is placed on the hay to make a crust, it mi^t check 
the development of fermentation organisms. However, he 
recommends the use of one per cent of salt on insuffi­
ciently dried hay. 
Hildebrandt (27) advises the use of stock salt on 
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Iraproperly cured hay. In one test, the moistened hay 
heated to 63^®C Vi/ithout salt and the heating stopped 
at 43°C. where 1.5 per cent salt had been used. -
Experimental. 
The studies in storage of hay were planned to 
secure specific information on the heating of hay in 
storage, and to determine the influence of the moisture 
content of the hay and the use of salt on the intensity 
of the heating. 
Methods, 'ihe hay used for storage was from an 
8-acre field on the W. t. Templeton farm. This field 
was seeded for the hay curing and storage experiments. 
By the use of the weighing device used in the rate of 
curing tests, it was possible to obtain hay with a known 
moisture content when it was placed in the mow. Shrinkage 
son pies were taken at the time the hay was cut. In the 
baling testa a similar procedure was followed. 
In the mowing studies, 6 experimental mows were 
used. These v/ere in tv/o sections of three mows each, 
mounted on sled runners to facilitate mowing when 
necessary. The mows were five feet six inches square 
and five feet deep, and built of tight fitting ship-lap. 
In order to make the sides as air tight as possible the 
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outalde was covered with heavy asphalt roofing paper 
and the inside was lined with ordinary black building 
prper. One-half of the roof was hinged and could be 
braced open while filling the mov/s. The hay was well 
tramped as it waa put in the mow. Toward the top of 
the movv', pressure was applied by means of an automobile 
jack. It was not possible even v/ith this pressure to 
put in the mov/ quite as much hay as should have been 
used to make the density of the cured hay equal to that 
fomd in a large mow. 
In the baling tests, the bales were of standard 
size, '-^'he baler used was mounted on a tractor and 
equipped v/ith a hay loader, ^his baler could be driven 
alongside a windrow, picking up and baling the hay v/hen 
the moisture content was reduced to the amoixnt desired 
for the test. Shrinkage samples were taken at the tipie 
of baling. 
Boxes, thermos jugs and large insulated galvanized 
iron cans were used for other studies on the storage of 
hay. These are described when the results of the tests 
are given. Temperature readings in the small containers 
and in some of the bales were made Y/ith ordinary Centigrade 
thermometers, -^n the study of the temperatures in the mows 
a portable potentiometer and copper-constantine 
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thermocouplea were used. The location of the thermo-
couplea Is indicated in eoch experi ient. 
The carbon dioxide and oxysen gaa present in the 
moT/ at verious times was deterinined. The Hayes gas analyzer 
was used for this work. In some of the earlier tests 
samples were taken through glass rods thrust into the mow; 
in the later tests these v/ere replaced by copper tubes. 
Results of Experiments. 
Evidence on the factors involved in the storage 
of hay has been secured from four general types of e>:peri-
ments; A. Experiments to determine whether or not there 
are living plant cells in cured hay; B. Studies on the 
heating of alfalfa in small containers; C. Studies on the 
storage of hay in experimental mows; and D. Studies on 
the baling of alfalfa from the field. 
A. Experiments to determine whether or not there 
are living plant cells in cured hay. 
The assumption of Miehe (53) and others that the 
plant cells are alive in curing hay and that the first heat­
ing that occurs in the stored material is due to the respir­
ation of the living plant cells has been questioned. The 
suggestion has been made by Maximov (45,p. 374j and others 
that plant cells of vegetative tissue die when deprived 
of much of their moisture. In order to test for the 
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presence of life in the cell, plants and portions of 
plants were allowed to di-y in the sun and in the shade, 
^^oistiire determinations were made at Intervals and 
sections of the stems were cut under water to test for 
the recovery of the turgidity of leaf and stem, iTiis 
recovery of turgidity would demonstrate the presence of 
life in the plant cells. 
In estimating recovery the percentage basis has 
been used, '•^he percentage of the number of stems or 
leaves tested that show a partial or complete recovery 
of turgidity is given for each test, 'JL'he recovery of 
the loaves is tested v;ith the leaves attached to the 
stems. The plants tested were drying in the sun in one 
case and in the shade in another. The results of the 
experiment on sun cured plants is given in Table XXXIII. 
It will be noted that the leaf and stem regain 
th^ir txjTgidity when the moisture content is reduced far 
below that of field cured hay. The leaves recovered 
when the moisture content had been reduced to 9.3 per 
cent in the case of the younger leaves of the top of the 
plant and 14 per cent for the lower, older leaves. 
Stems recovered after being dried to 10 per cent moisture 
or less. The younger upper stems and loaves show 
greater recovery than the lower old-r ones. 
Table XXXIII. 
The relation of the presence of living cells to the 
moistitre content of the alfalfa plant as shown by the 
recovery of tursidity when the partially sun-dried 
portion is placed in contact with water in a satiir-
ated atmosphere. 1930* 
Upper Leaves ; Upper St'eina ; Lower Leaves I Lower Stems 
."Moisture :Recovery .-Moisture :Recovery iMoisture :Recovery cMolsture {Recovery Portion of Plant 
MonthiDay;HourtPer cent:Per cent;Per centiPer centiPer centtPer centiPer cent;Per cent 
July 8 
July 9 
10 71 100 68 100 72.3 100 66.2 100 
12 41.0 100 56.9 100 24.4 100 46.0 100 
1 23.8 ioo 26.8 100 14.6 100 27.6 100 
2:30 9.3 75 12.1 100 14. 50 10.1 100 
3:15 6.0 35 10.1 100 4.6 4. 10.1 100 
4:15 6.0 20 7.5 100 1.8 0 10.1 100 
5:30 6.0 0 7.5 100 1.8 0 10.1 100 
9:00 13^3 12 12.7 100 1.8 0 10.1 62.5 
8:00 13.3 6 12.7 72 1.8 0 10.1 21.0 
10:00 10.2 16 1.8 50.0 1.8 0 1.1 16.0 
2:30 6.0 2 1.8 16.0 0.0 0 0.4 0 
4:00 6.0 0 0.0 0 1.8 0 0.4 0 
6:00 6.0 0 1.8 0 1.8 0 0.4 0 
9; 00 6.0 0 1.8 0 4.6 0 4.23 0 
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The results of the experiment on shade cured 
plants is given in Table XXXIV. The element of time 
seems to enter in to influence recovery. Apparently a 
reduced moisture content over a period of time tends to 
kill the cells as well as a lower moisture content. The 
upper leaves apparently were largely dead when the 
moisture content was reduced to 20,1 per cent and while 
the lower leaves recovered v/ith 8 per cent, the upper 
leaves showed some slight recovery with 5.6 per cent 
moisture. The upper stems recovered with as low as 2 
per cent of moisture and the lower stems with 4,8 per 
cent. 'A'his certainly shows that the cured hay plant 
normally has living cells in leaves and stems. 
Studies on the Heating of Alfalfa in Small Containers. 
In the study of the storage of hay, various con­
tainers have been used in an effort to approximate some 
of the conditions found in mowed hay on a small scale. 
Small, one-gallon thermos jugs were used in several tests 
of heating, '•^'hese jugs prevented the radiation of a good 
portion of the heat. However, the small mouth prevented 
the proper packing of the material so that in all cases 
heating was limited, Svifflcient information was gained 
from their use, however, to Justify the statement that 
Table XXXIV. 
The relation of the presence of living cells to the 
moisture content of the alfalfa plant as shown by the 
recovery of turgidity when the partially shade-dried 
portion ia placed in contact with water in a satur­
ated atmosphere. 1950. 
Portion of » • • J 
*lant : Upper Leaves : Upper Stems ; Lower Leaves : Lower Stems 
MonthIDay:Hour:Molsture :"ecovery:Moisture:Recovery:Moisture:Recovery:Moisture;Recovery 
tPer cent :Per cent :Per cent:Per cent*Per cent :Per cent: Per cent:Per cent 
July 8 18:00 72.2 100 68.0 100 72,3 100 66.2 100 
12:00 65.4 100 62,8 100 67.5 100 60.1 100 
1:00 49.7 100 53.8 100 49.8 100 52 . 8 100 
2:30 28.8 100 44.7 100 21.1 100 45.2 100 
3:15 22.1 100 39.1 100 21.1 100 39.9 100 
4:14 22.1 100 39.1 100 8.0 100 36.2 100 
5:30 22,1 90 37.3 100 8.0 25 36.2 100 
9:00 20.1 16 32.3 100 8.0 0 30.5 100 
July 9 8:00 16.9 4.0 27.6 100 13.8 20 23.6 100 
10:00 16.9 6.0 20.8 100 8.0 0 12.8 100 
2:30 14.7 10.0 14.6 100 1.4 20 4.8 100 
4:00 5.6 4.0 4.6 100 1.4 0 4.8 100 
6:00 5.6 3.0 4.6 100 1.4 0 4.8 100 
9:00 11.0 2.0 9.1 100 8.0 0 4.8 100 
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condltions other than moisture content may materially 
influence the heating of the material, particiilarly with 
hays of the hi£^er moisture contents, ^^ypical of the 
resul ts  of  several  tes ts  are  those  g iven in  Table  xxyy.  
The hay used in these Jars was good, green hay 
chopped into about one-inch lengths and water addod to 
give the moisture content shown. The hay lost;^ its 
green color in all of the jars. At the end of the test, 
it v/aa grayish brown in color, rather heavily molded. 
Those results are somewhat typical of results secured 
where no means of gas exchange is provided. The heating, 
regardless of the moisture content of the material, is 
low and usually the green color of the hay la destroyed 
by an accumulation of carbon dioxide even though the 
temperature may not vary more than 5 degrees from air 
temp era txire, 
In another test somewhat better results were 
obtained by using containers Vvhich consisted of a four 
gallon can placed in a second galvanized iron can large 
enough to hold the smaller can surrounded by a four inch 
layer of sawdust. Each can was equipoed with a ti^t 
fitting lid through which openings were made for the 
insertion of a thermometer and of a tube through which 
samples of gas could be drawn. The space bctvi/oen the 
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Table XXX7. 
Tlio influence on the temperature developed in the mass 
of adding different amounts of moisture to dry hay* 1930. 
Moisture 
• 
Content: 
Jar Ito, T: Jar Mo. ' l i t  Jar ni:Jar Ko. 37 
53,3 : 4*7.2' : 59.3 • * 28.6 
Month : Day : 0" CO flu • flU 
March 31 31.0 30.5 30.0 29.5 
April 1 31.0 32.0 29.5 29.0 
2 30.5 31.5 29.5 29.0 
S 30.0 31.0 30.0 29.0 
4 25.5 29.0 26.5 25.5 
5 30.5 32.5 29.5 29.5 
6 31.5 34.5 30.0 29.5 
7 31.0 33.0 29.5 29.5 
8 30.0 31.0 28.0 26.0 
9 32.0 32.0 31.0 28.0 
10 29.0 50.0 30.0 29.0 
11 30.0 31.5 30.0 29.0 
12 28.0 29.0 28.0 28.0 
13 26.0 27.0 26.0 26.0 
14 26.0 26.0 25.0 26.0 
15 28.0 29.0 28.0 29,0 
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two lids waa filled with cotton. Pour of these contain­
ers were filled with chopped hay to which water had been 
added to bring the hay to the desired moisture content. 
TI10 observed temperatures end the carbon dioxide present 
in these containers are given in Table XXXVI. The hay in 
the first three of the containers was brown in color v/hile 
that in IV was slightly green. There seems to be a direct 
relation between the moisture content, the heating and the 
carbon dioxide produced in artificially moistened hay. 
The material in container No. I had heated to 55®C. by the 
fifth day, while on the third day It showed 8 per cent of 
carbon dioxide. The carbon dioxide determination was 
secured by drawing samples of the gas from about four 
inches above the bottom of the container by means of a bent 
glass tube which extended down the side of the container, 
across the bottom, and ended about fotir inches above the 
bottom. Gas was drawn in througji the top to replace the 
aanple drawn out. Hay v/ith 48.5 per cent moisture and 
with 35.4 per cent moisture heated almost as much as hay 
with 45,6 per cent but the carbon dioxide content was not 
so high. Hay with 50.4 per cent moisture did not produce 
excessive amounts of carbon dioxide and did not reach as 
high temperatures as were notec in the other three con­
tainers. 
The galvanized iron containers were used for a 
Table XKiVI. 
The Influence on the temperature developed and the carbon 
dioxide present in the mass of adding different amo\mts of 
moisture to dry hay, 1930, 
• 
• Container I:Container II:Container III:Container IV 
Moisture Content: 40.6 : 42.3 : 38. 4 • • 30.4 
IMontn : Day ; CO : dtif> : (JO : dOQ : (JU : COs : C"^ : COf> 
M&j 1 51 4.0 50 2.5 47 2.3 42 0,5 
3 53 8.0 50 1.0 48 1,0 47 0,5 
5 55 55 54 47 
V 55 3.0 55 1.0 54 0,5 48 0,5 
9 52 1.5 52 0.7 50 0.5 48 0.5 
11 50 49 48 48 
13 48 45 45 45 
15 48 48 48 45 
17 47 45 43 43 
19 44 44 44 43 
21 41 41 40 39 
23 40 39 39 39 
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second test In which freshly cured alfalfa hay was 
stored« Containers ^^o, II and III were filled with hay 
of the same inoistxire content but salt was added to the 
hay in No. Ill at a rate of 1 per cent. The reailts of 
this test are given in Table XXXVII. In containers No. 
I and II the highest carbon dioxide content and the high­
est temperatures were noted on the fifth day. In most 
of the studies the greatest amount of the heating has 
occurred on about the fifth day after the mowing of the 
hay. The carbon dioxide content of container No. I was 
10.3 per cent which is the highest observed in any test 
of heating hay. 
A rather striking effect of the use of salt Is 
to be seen in this test. Container No. HI was salted 
and while the heating in this container was but sli^Jatly 
less than that in No. II which contained hay with the 
same moisture content yet the carbon dioxide content was 
substantially less in the salted hay. The hay in con­
tainers No I and II was brown at the end of the test while 
that in No. Ill and IV was green in color. 
A system of hay curing has been reported from 
England in which the hay was stacked green aroxind a 
central core and after considerable heat had been gener­
ated unheated air was blown through the hay, the air 
Table XXXVII, 
IRie Influence of the moisture content and of the use of salt 
on the teir^rature developed and carbon dioxide present in field-
cured hay stored in ti^t containers. 1930. 
~ tContalner I:Contalner II:Containor IlltContainer IVt Begg* 
Moisture Pe»> Cent: 44'*$ t 35«6 : 55,6 (iTt 2^,5 : Air 
Month : bay s CI6 : COp : Co o
 
o
 
•
 •
 1 
: C6o : "trs"- : OOo :2?em.CO 
June 15 35 1.1 33 1.1 34 0.3 32 0.5 27 
IS 44 42 40 37 24 
17 46 3.2 46 2.1 48 0.5 36 0.5 21 
18 49 48 48 35 25 
19 55 10.3 50 4.2 46 0.8 34 0.5 25 
20 54 48 45 33 29 
21 52 8.2 48 2.2 47 0.3 34 0.4 34 
22 50 46 48 34 35 
23 46 4.1 40 1.3 45 0.5 36 0.7 35 
26 47 38 41 35 28 
28 45 1.0 37 0.7 43 0.7 35 0.8 31 
July 1 40 34 37 33 25 
3 42 1.2 36 1.1 36 0.5 33 0.4 27 
6 42 36 33 33 33 
8 40 39 54 33 33 
« H 
-3 M 
I 
(1) salted 
carrying away the excess water. In order to secure 
infonnation on the possibilities of a method employ ng 
siiTillar principles unhep.ted air v;as blown through 
heating chopped alfalfa in 1927 v/ith the conditions as 
described: The hay was chopf:>ed into one-half inch 
lengths and placed in boxes 4' square and 4' deep, each 
of wiiich was provided v.'ith a raised bottom made of hard­
ware cloth and an openinr^ in the bottom connected with 
a 3" forge blower operated by a 1-h, p, electric motor. 
A blast of air was blov/n through the hay at intervals 
for periods of 30 minutes. Temperature measurements 
ivere made with long stemmed thermometers thrust deep 
into the hay. 
At each time of blowing, the steam rolled out of 
the top of the box in a dense cloud, collecting on the 
top hay and on the ceiling of the room. Each time the 
blower was started, the temperature rose rapidly in 
certain areas. These heating centers were rather sharp­
ly defined and at times a distance of three inches 
caused a difference of as much as 20 degrees in the tem­
perature. The material became Slimy, sticky and softened. 
When the experiuient was discontinued, the material was a 
rather unifonn gray color with an acid odor. The moisture 
content at the time of filling was 58,6 per cent in 
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Boxes I and II and 44.3 in Box III. In apite of the 
heating and of the apparently large quantities of water 
being given off, the hay did not lose moisture at an 
economical rate at all. At the end of the experiment, the 
moisture content was 50 per cent, 52 per cent and 30.3 
par cent, respectively. The course of the heating is 
indicated in Table XXXVIII. 
A study of Table X>iXVIII gives a rather striking 
illustration of the rapidity of heating in green material, 
it will be noted that after being cooled dovm to 24®C. 
by blowing cold air through the hay it heated again to 
54®C. in 10 hours time. Hay that had cooled in the 
afternoon of one day would be hot the next morning. 
Studies on the Storage of Hay in ExperliTiental Mows. 
The character of the experimental mov/s and the 
method of filling has been described under Methods. These 
T/ere filled on five different dates and the temperatures 
determined by means of the potentiometer and thermocouples. 
The temperatures were read every two hours in the early 
part of each test and leso often after the course of the 
heating was evident. Daily readings wore made over a 
period of from one to tv/o months. Where comparisons 
were to be made between salted and unsalted hay, tv;o or 
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Table XXXVIII, 
The influeiice of blowing air throu^ heating hay on 
moisttipe content and on the teraperatureo developed• 1927. 
Box I Box 11 Box 111 
Month 
Sept, 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Sept, 
Sept( 
Septi 
• 
• 
CO : 540 : CO : 555.5; CO 
7 9:00 52 49 52 
10:00 23B 526 52 23B 
8 11:00 A!,! 25 24B 547 24 
5:50 PM 35 30 37 
9:00 45 41 22B 
9 7:30 AM 52 522 41 541 32 
9:00 22B 508 49 35 
10:50 24 24B 530 34 
3:00 PM 27 26 46 
SJOO 28 28 23B 
10 8:00 Ail 41 503 41 40 
10:50 48 42 44 
1:00 PM 54 46 46 
3:00 24B 489 47 51 
6:30 26 52 23B 
11 9:00 AM 41 40 45 
5:00 PM 54 50 22B 
6:00 22B 54 22 
7:30 23 20B 22 
12 8:00 AM 35 33 32 
5:30 PM 52 41 45 
8:00 23B 455 46 52 
15 8:00 AF. 40 60 
9:00 41 61 24B 
11:00 43 23B 525 25 
3:30 PM 54 24 33 
14 8:00 AM 42 38 60 
9:30 45 30 23B 
15 7:30 AM 25B 441 56 36 
1:00 PM 30 24B 473 52 
558.5 
528 
525 
515 
499 
475 
461 
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Table XXXVIII {Cont*d.) 
Month Day Hoiir 
Box 1 r Box II : Box m 
Temp. :V;eight :l'e^. :Wel£^t :Temp. :Woight 
C° : 540 : : 555.5: CO : 558.5 
Sept. 16 9:30 m 58 28 24B 424 
Sept. 17 11:10 AM 40 60 SO 
Sept. 13 9:30 AM 40 32 30 
Sept. 19 10:00 AM 50 60 20 
1:00 PM 55 20 20 
B = Cold air blown through for one half hovir; 
ton^jerature at end of the blowing period. 
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rnoro mows were filled with hay of the same iHolsture 
content, one of which was salted at the desired rate. 
Mowing stiidies in 1928. 
The mows were first filled on June 2 6 ,  1928, 
One thermocouple, located near the center was used in each 
mow. As the hay settled somewhat, due to the softening 
of the hay, additional hay was added on the top and 
pressed down. I'he temperatures developed in the mows 
for the duration of the experiment are given in Table 
XXXIX. The temperature of each mow is shown graphically 
in Figure 30» 
A study of 'i'able XXXIX and Figure 30 show very 
clearly an immediate temporary rise in temperattore last­
ing about 2 days after which the hay cooled off for a 
very brief period then heated again, Mow I and II xvith 
54 and 58 per cent moisture rose to 60®C. on the fifth 
day Di'ter mowing. %is high temperature was held but 
o 
momentarily then the hay cooled to about 44 C, Mow I 
maintained this temperature for 12 days after which it 
slowly lowered to 30®C. at the end of the test. Mov/ II 
held a temperature of 44°C, for only 6 days then cooled 
to about 50®C. and maintained this temperature until the 
end of the test. The hay in Mows I and II was found to 
moldy and brown at the end of the test. 
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Table XXXIX. 
The influence of the moisture content of 
alfalfa hay and the addition of salt on the 
temperatirpe developed in the mow, 1928. 
: Mow : Mow : MOW : Mow : Mow : Mow 
: One : Two tThree: Pour ; Five: Six 
Moisture Content134•28:38.78:32•19:25,89 i25•89:20-2] 
Month :E)ay : Hour ! C6 : 'C'<i : CO : CO -: CO : 
June 26 8 PM 41 40 Salted 
27 8 AM 42 54 2 per cent 
12 M 45 50 
8 PM 48 52 
28 8 AM 43 48 
12 M 34 34 
8 PM 35 33 
29 8 ML 38 35 
12 M 52 51 
8 PM 54 54 
30 8 AM 55 55 
12 M 60 57 
8 PM 59 59 
July 1 8 m 59 63 
12 M 65 63 
8 PM 57 60 
2 8 m 50 50 
12 M 47 52 
8 PM 49 49 38 30 28 
3 8 AM 43 49 37 34 22 
12 M 40 43 33 29 22 
8 PM 45 48 33 35 32 28 
4'' 8 AM 41 45 20 29 26 18 
12 M 41 43 16 26 23 20 
8 PM 47 45 23 28 24 24 
5 8 m 41 47 24 24 22 21 
12 u 41 45 24 26 22 20 
8 PH 41 45 25 26 22 22 
6 8 AM 46 45 26 26 20 18 
12 M 48 44 28 25 21 25 
8 PM 50 45 29 26 24 26 
7 8 AM 45 47 31 23 23 24 
12 M 45 45 32 31 23 26 
8 PM 45 46 38 30 25 27 
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Table XXXIX. (Cont*d.) 
: Mow : Mow : Mow : Mow : Mow : Mow 
: One ; Two ;Thr©e: Pour: Five: Six 
Moisture 
Month:t>ay; 
8 8 AM 45 48 32 35 25 23 
12 M 38 49 33 38 26 23 
8 PM 36 49 40 38 24 28 
9 8 AM 55 48 37 42 23 23 
12 M 53 46 39 43 22 24 
8 PM 31 43 39 42 22 23 
10 8 AM 31 43 30 39 22 22 
12 M 29 43 29 38 21 22 
8 PM 33 44 28 39 23 28 
11 8 AM 30 42 30 38 21 21 
12 M 32 45 27 39 22 22 
8 PB 34 45 32 39 23 25 
12 8 AM 32 44 26 39 23 20 
12 M 37 45 26 39 23 23 
8 PM 41 45 34 38 23 24 
15 8 AM 38 45 26 35 20 20 
14 8 AM 33 40 21 29 18 18 
15 8 AM 29 58 20 29 18 15 
16 8 AM 34 S3 19 28 18 18 
17 8 AM 31 35 21 26 17 16 
18 8 AH 32 32 27 35 20 21 
19 8 AM 36 35 22 35 22 24 
20 8 AM 32 37 26 31 22 25 
21 8 AM 27 32 18 26 19 16 
22 8 AM 29 32 19 27 21 25 
23 8 AM 52 57 13 28 16 14 
24 8 AM 20 28 13 23 17 14 
25 8 AM 26 33 13 22 13 9 
26 8 AM 20 28 16 18 16 10 
27 8 AM 25 33 18 20 17 17 
28 8 PM 20 25 13 17 9 10 
50 8 PM 21 21 20 19 20 16 
1 8 AM 22 24 14 15 17 16 
7 8 AM 24 30 20 20 20 20 
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Mow III with 33 per cent moisture was heating at 
the time of the first measurement, from 30°C. the 
temperature dropped to 20°C, in one day then quickly 
rose to the highest point of 37®C. on the 6th day after 
mowing. Mow III cooled gradually to around 20°C, The 
hay in Mow III had an olive green color and was good hay. 
Mow IV and V each with 25. 89 per cent moisture 
gave the most striking difference in favor of salting 
hay that was obtained in any of the tests. Mow V was 
salted with 2 per cent stock salt at the time the hay was 
placed in the mow. The temperatures of both mows was 
high at the time of the first measurement but dropped on 
the second day to around 23°C. Starting on the fifth 
day the temperature in the unsalted hay rose rapidly to 
42*^C, while the temperature in the salted hay was 22°C. 
The salted bay did not heat appreciably during the entire 
test while the temperature of the unaalted hay was above 
30*^C, for 13 days. The hay in Mow IV was brown and 
moldy at the end of the test while the hay in Mow V had 
some good green color. 
Mow VI filled with hay with 20.2 per cent moisture 
heated sli^tly as it was mowed then cooled and remained 
cool throughout the test. The hay was good green hay at 
the end of the test. 
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In the late fall of 1928, a first years growth 
of sweet clover was cut and stored in tho experimental 
mows. Air temperatxires v/ere quite low during the period 
of the experiment. Mow I and II were filled with uncured 
clover having a moisture content of 55.2 per cent. Mow 
II was salted at the rate of 1 per cent while no salt was 
used in Mow I. ^ow ill was filled v/ith well cured hay. 
Mov; IV, V and VI were filled with hay having a moisture 
content of 19.5 per cent, ^ow V waa salted at the rate 
of per cent and mow VI at the rate of 1 per cent, i'he 
temperatures for the period of the experiment aro given 
in '•i'able XL. 
A study of the data in Table XL shows that the 
heating of the hay was not important except in Mow I 
and 11 in which hay with 55.2 per cent of moistui-e was 
stored. Mow I v/as not salted while Mow II had 1 per cent 
stock salt added at the time of mowing, 'J-'he temperatures 
in the tv;o mo*rs rose continuously, reaching a high point 
of 55°C. for Mow I and 54°C for ^w II on the fifth day 
after the hay was mowed. The temperatures of both mows 
dropped steadily until 1®C was reached in each on the 
17th day. following this low point the temperatures 
remained fairly constant at 12 to 19®C. \mtil the end of 
the test when the hay was found to be brown and moldy• 
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Table XL. 
Influence of the moisture content of 
sweet clover hay and tlie addition of 
aalt on the temperatxire development 
In the mow. 1928. 
Molaturo 
per cent 
Month: Day 
; Mow 1 : 
; 56.2 : 
:Mo salt;! 
Mow 2 : Mow S 
55.2 : £0.1 
Salt:No Salt 
: Mow 4 : 
: 19.3 • 
:No Salt;i 
Mow 5 : Mow 6 : 
19.3 : 19.3 : 
Salt; 15^ Salt: 
Air 
Temp 
C" CO C" C" c® 
Oct. 13 31 27 7 4 8 8 
14 36 36 7 6 7 8 13 
15 38 39 8 6 4 6 18 
16 42 45 13 11 8 10 19 
17 44 48 19 17 15 17 13 
18 33 35 24 20 21 19 12 
19 30 34 19 19 18 16 14 
20 22 23 14 14 12 14 13 
21 26 24 15 15 14 17 15 
22 25 25 17 15 15 16 8 
23 22 24 18 15 15 16 10 
24 23 25 19 18 19 19 11 
25 25 28 21 22 22 23 8 
26 24 24 22 22 22 23 4 
27 20 19 20 20 20 21 10 
28 11 12 15 15 13 13 7 
29 3 6 9 4 4 4 2 
30 1 1 5 1 1 1 4 
31 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
1 1 1 2 1 1 3 3 
2 14 15 15 13 13 12 3 
3 13 13 13 13 13 11 3 
4 11 12 11 13 13 11 4 
5 11 10 10 12 10 11 8 
6 11 10 11 10 5 12 8 
7 14 13 14 15 14 14 10 
8 13 15 14 11 11 13 3 
9 10 9 9 9 8 9 3 
10 12 10 9 10 7 10 6 
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Table XL. (Cont'd) 
Month: Day 
Mow 1 ; 
55,2 ; 
No Salt: 
C° : 
Mow 2 : Mow 3 
55.2 : 20.1 
Salt:No Salt 
qO J QO 
Mow 4 
19.3 
No Salt 
C° 
; Mow 5 
: 19.3 
\\io Salt 
: C° 
Mow 6 ; Air 
19.3 : 
1% Salt:Terap 
0° : 0° 
MOV, 11 13 11 10 9 7 13 10 
12 13 13 12 12 9 13 7 
15 13 14 15 15 10 13 7 
14 18 17 20 20 20 18 15 
15 19 19 17 19 19 19 12 
16 19 20 19 16 15 19 9 
17 18 21 19 12 11 18 4 
18 17 19 17 12 10 15 2 
19 15 17 15 11 9 15 1 
20 13 13 10 10 8 13 1 
21 13 13 10 9 8 10 5 
22 12 13 9 8 8 9 4 
23 12 12 9 8 8 7 3 
24 11 12 10 9 9 7 3 
25 10 12 12 11 9 7 1 
26 10 12 12 12 10 8 1 
27 9 13 13 13 10 9 3 
28 9 12 13 13 10 9 3 
29 9 12 13 13 10 9 3 
Color of Hay-Moldy Moldy Green Green Green Green 
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Mows III, Iv, V, and VI behaved similarly and 
no effect that could be attributed to the salting in 
Wov/s V and VI way noticed. Ths temperatures in these 
four iiiovv's rose gradually to about 22®C. on the sixth 
day, fell to about 1®C., then rose sli^tly toward the 
end of the experiment. The hay in all four mows was 
good, green hay. 
Mowing Studies in 1929. 
The hay for this test was cut Jxmo 21 and the 
mows were filled on June 25. Mows No. V and VI were 
filled with hay having 38 per cent moisture. Mow No. V 
v/as salted at the rate of 1 per cent salt, irlow No. IV 
was not filled in this test* A potentiometer borrowed 
from the Chemical Engineering Section was used throughout 
this experiment. The temperatures for the experiment 
are recorded in Table XLI and shown in i^'igure 31 for each 
of the mows. 
In Mow I-Jo. I which contained hay having 58.29 per 
cent of moisture the temperature rose rapidly and on the 
third day after mowing had reached 74°C., after which it 
3lov;ly and irregularly cooled to 50®C. The temperature 
of this mow was 50°C. on the 24th day after mowing. 
This mow produced a very dark hay although it would not be 
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Table XLI, 
The influence of the moisture content of alfalfa on 
the temperature developed in the mow, 1929, 
Mow I 
58,29 
low 11 
34,82 Moisture ;Outside 
• 
• 
Month:Day 
• 
« 
: Hour 
Top: Middle :Bot-60111: Top: Middle :Bottoin : Air 
0
 0 •* 1
 CO :Co : CO : C" :Temp,C" 
June 23 8 00 AM 49 43 35 26 
12 00 M 46 43 42 27 
8 00 PM 47 44 43 24 
24 8 00 m 51 49 39 24 
12 00 M 50 54 58 33 37 41 25 
8 00 PM 57 61 65 38 33 41 21 
25 8 00 AM 72 75 76 54 55 57 27 
12 00 M 47 50 65 28 
8 00 PM 63 62 67 51 54 57 24 
26 8 00 AM 73 76 65 52 54 59 24 
12 00 M 79 71 80 26 
8 00 PM 80 79 83 50 51 57 18 
27 8 00 AM 77 73 78 50 49 54 26 
12 00 M 74 69 74 29 
8 00 PM 69 67 71 42 42 54 19 
28 8 00 Ail 74 69 74 51 51 57 24 
12 00 M 65 63 71 25 
8 00 PM 67 64 65 41 38 54 22 
29 8 00 AM 69 67 69 47 50 52 28 
12 00 M 60 59 69 32 
8 00 PM 59 59 59 47 49 54 27 
30 12 00 M 62 59 59 42 45 49 31 
8 00 PM 63 59 59 42 42 49 27 
July 1 8 :00 AM 69 64 65 56 54 54 27 
8 :00 PM 62 59 58 47 47 49 25 
2 8 :00 AM 66 62 60 50 50 47 25 
8 :00 PM 58 56 52 21 
3 8 :00 AM 63 58 54 43 42 42 27 
8 :00 PM 59 52 47 2S 
4 8 :00 AM 65 55 50 47 47 47 25 
5 8 :00 AM 62 54 47 50 50 45 24 
6 8 :00 AM 60 54 47 45 49 44 24 
7 8 :00 AM 55 47 41 39 39 39 25 
8 8 :00 AM 55 47 39 39 41 41 25 
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Table XLI, (Cont*d.) 
Moisture 
Mow I Mow II 
Outside 
• • 
• • 
Month:Day: Hour 
;tf6p: 
;Z3o : 
Middle :BottQni:top :Mlddle :Bottom Air 
1 C6 : CO : C6 ItfeitiD.C" 
July 9 B:00 AM 60 50 49 59 41 39 24 
10 8J00 AH 55 56 59 36 35 55 25 
U 8:00 AM 55 49 47 34 35 34 29 
12 8;00 AM 54 49 47 35 35 55 29 
15 8:00 AM 59 56 55 44 44 41 25 
15 8:00 AM 47 44 45 33 53 53 20 
17 8:00 AM 47 50 50 41 41 59 25 
19 8:00 AM 42 44 41 33 53 52 24 
20 8:00 AM 42 42 41 35 55 55 24 
22 8:00 AM 58 58 35 33 52 52 28 
25 8:00 m 59 57 39 33 51 51 30 
27 8:00 AM 49 47 47 38 58 38 30 
30 8:00 AM 41 41 38 36 54 53 25 
Aug, 4 8:00 AM 47 47 45 38 58 58 24 
Color of Hay Dork Brown Brown 
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Table XLI. (Cont'd.) 
: Mow 111 : Mow V : ttow VI 
Moisture : 36.87 : 38.08 : 38.08 
Salt ; l^ one • • 1% : Hone 
• 
• • 
• sTop :Bottoni:Top :Bottom:ToT) rBottom 
Month:Day • » Horn* : C" • C" : CO 
Jtine 26 8:00 AM 50 55 49 53 
27 8' :00 AM 39 41 45 46 42 45 
28 8:00 AM 42 42 51 52 49 52 
29 8:00 AH 48 52 51 52 42 47 
30 8:00 AM 54 56 50 51 50 51 
July 1 8 00 AM 63 63 56 56 51 54 
2 8 00 AM 61 67 51 51 45 52 
3 a 00 AM 57 63 47 47 43 45 
4 8 00 AM 53 63 47 47 45 49 
5 8 00 AM 57 64 53 53 47 53 
6 8 00 AK 48 49 47 48 43 45 
V 8 00 AM 40 41 39 39 35 39 
8 8 00 AM 39 40 39 39 36 39 
9 8 00 AM 39 45 41 41 39 43 
ID 8 00 AM 36 37 38 38 35 35 
11 8 00 AM 35 35 39 39 34 34 
12 8 00 AM 34 35 36 37 34 35 
13 8 00 AM 40 43 43 43 40 40 
15 8 00 AM 34 40 35 35 34 35 
17 8 00 AM 40 41 46 46 46 46 
19 8 00 AM 34 35 35 35 34 34 
20 8 00 AM 35 35 34 35 33 33 
22 8 00 AM 31 33 34 35 33 34 
23 8 00 AM 34 35 35 35 34 35 
27 8 00 AM 36 39 40 40 37 37 
30 8 00 AM 34 37 33 35 30 35 
Aug, 4 8: 00 AM 36 57 35 36 35 39 
Color of Hay Clean Bpown Brown Brown 
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classed as black hay. There were certain small almost 
burned areas which indicated a very irregular heating. 
In the early part of the experiment the temperatiire in 
the bottom of the mow was higher than that in the top, 
indicating a heating area here. The highest temper­
ature recorded in any test was the 83®C. in the bottom 
of Mow I on the evening of the fourth day. 
Mow II filled with hay containing 34,82 per cent 
moisture heated to 54°C. on the first day then cooled to 
44®C. after which the temperature fluctixated througji a 
range of 8^0 becoming somewhat stationary at 33®C toward 
the end of the experiment. The highest temperature was 
540c. The hay produced was clean, aromatic, brown hay. 
Mow III, filled with hay containing 36.87 per 
cent moisture, heated rapidly from the time of mowing 
reaching its highest temperature of 67®C on the 5th day 
after mowing. After this steep rise the temperature 
remained above 60®C. for four days then fell to slightly 
below 40®C for the remainder of the experii.ient. The hay 
in the mow was clean brown hay of the best quality 
produced in any of the tests. 
Mow No. V and VI were heating above 50®C at the 
start of the measurements, the temperatures fell slight­
ly in each mow and then rose to the highest temperature 
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recordod for the mows on the fifth day. The temper­
ature in Mow V reached 56^0, while that in VI was 
54®C» From this point the trend in temperatiire was down 
T/ard • 
The carbon dioxide and oxygen in the air of the 
mow were determined at intervals throughout the experi­
ment, The per cent carbon dioxide and oxygen in the air 
of each mow is given in Table XLII. It will be noted 
that the carbon dioxide content of the hay is quite high 
in Mow I, which has a moisture content of 58.29 per cent 
The rapid rise in carbon dioxide from the first agrees 
well with the temperature developing in the mow. It is 
thought that channels were formed which tended to permit 
the escape of the gas toward the last of the experiment. 
The 9 per cent carbon dioxide foxmd in this mow is the 
highest concentration of this gas found in the mowing 
tests. A hiiiher carbon dioxide content would have been 
expected in Mow III in view of the heating in this mow 
but in all of these tests it is rather difficult, v/ith 
well-cured hay, to pack it in the mow tight enou^ to 
prevent the diffusion of the gas. Hay that is green 
as was the case in JS^ow I packs ti^tly together and 
prevents the diffusion of the gas» Ho appreciable 
difference can be noted between the carbon dioxide 
Table XLII, 
The influence of the moisture content of alfalfa hay on the per­
cent of carbon dioxide and of oxygen present in the mow. 1929, 
: Mow I Mow 11 Mow III Mow V Mow Vt 
Moisture Per Cent: 58#2^ 34.82 36.87 38.08 38.08 
Month : Day s CO2 s 62 COc> i Oo COi> : Of* CDs : Op COp : 02 
June 
July 
23 4*9 X6.3 
24 3.5 16.5 0,8 21.0 
25 5.8 15.6 0.8 18.8 
26 8.0 13.2 0,8 18.8 
27 8.2 12.0 2.0 19.8 
28 9,0 11.6 2.6 18.0 
29 
30 3.5 19.0 1.0 19.8 
1 3.5 19.0 2.5 18.7 
2 1.8 19.6 0.4 20.0 
3 
4 
5 1.2 18.0 
6 
7 
8 
9 2.0 19.1 1.8 19.4 
1.4 
3.0 
Salted 
19.6 
18,0 
18.6 
0.6 
1.0 
2.2 
20.0 
19.2 
18.4 
0.6 
1.2 
19.0 
19.9 
3.5 18.5 3.2 18.8 
1.8 
0.4 
19,7 
20.4 
1.9 
1.8 
18.4 
19.4 
1.2 19.2 2.0 18.8 
1.7 19.0 1.0 19.4 
1 
H 
to 0 1 
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evolved In the salted Mow V in comparison with the un-
3a1ted Mow VX, 
The mows were filled a second time in 19ri9 on 
August 15th with hay cut on August 14. Mows I, II and 
III were filled with uniform green hay v/ith 31 per cent 
of moisture. Mow I was not salted; mow II had •! per 
cent of salt; and mow III, 1 per cent of salt. 
The temperatures for the duration of the experi­
ment as given in Table XLI'II indicate a general lack 
of heating in any of the mows. The tendency of so many 
mows to produce brown rather than green hay led to the 
filling of these mows with hay v/hich might be expected to 
cure out and retain its green color. Mows 1, II and III 
did not heat excessively and no difference could be noted 
in the tendency of the hay in the salted mows to heat 
less than that in the unsalted ones. 
Mows IV, V and Vl did not heat excessively. 
Mow IV heated immediately to 59®C then cooled at once. 
The highest temperature was reached in Mows I and II on 
the 2rd day, in Mow III on the second day, in Mow IV on 
the first day and in Mow V and Vl on the 9th day. The 
hay in Mows I, II and III were light brown at the end of 
the test with a alight mold development. The hay in Mows 
IV, V and VI was green in color and graded U.S.Ho. 2 hay. 
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Table XLIII, 
Thfi influence of varying moisture content of alfalfa 
hay and of the use of salt on the ten^jerature developed 
in mows, 1929, 
: 'Mow Icteow lltteow IIItMow iVtMow VtMow VY 
Moisturo Per cent; 31.2 : 31,5 ; 51,2 ! 28,6 ;24,i5^s gO.O"" 
Salt Per cent : 0 : O.S : 1.0-: 0,0 : b.ci t 0,0 
Month : Day : C ; C : C : C i C : c 
August 16 25 15 16 23 21 
17 19 29 16 23 21 
18 23 23 12 25 20 25 
19 20 23 17 30 19 20 
20 26 26 18 39 29 23 
21 26 30 24 31 26 20 
22 23 24 20 26 22 18 
23 33 33 23 22 29 15 
24 18 24 20 22 19 14 
25 16 18 16 22 18 7 
26 18 19 14 21 21 12 
27 18 26 22 30 28 17 
28 30 35 22 26 33 25 
29 26 24 20 25 26 16 
30 24 25 22 23 25 18 
31 16 20 15 19 18 14 
Sept. 1 16 17 16 18 19 10 
2 18 20 18 21 20 15 
3 19 20 20 18 20 15 
6 14 14 14 16 14 10 
10 21 22 26 24 25 21 
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Mowlng Studies in 1930. 
As in the studies of 1928 and 1929 each mow was 
filled with 400 to 500 poiinds of hay. The hay for this 
study was leafy alfalfa cut in the l/lO bloom stage. 
Three thermocouples were placed in the center of each 
mow, one near the top, one near the center and the other 
near the bottom. The temperatures were read every two 
hours vmtil they became steady, then two or three times 
daily thereafter. A portion of the data collected on 
the temperatures in the mow is given in Table XLIV. The 
temjjeratures at the middle of the mows are shown graphi­
cally for the duration of the experiment in i'ig. 32. 
It will be observed that as a general rule the 
temperature rose during the day and was higher at 8 P.M. 
than at the S A.^l, reading. '-Temperature determinations 
wore made at top, middle and bottom points in each mow. 
As a general rule the top of the mow was the warmer and 
the bottom the cooler of the three locations. Generally 
tJie spread between the top and the bottom was very small, 
however in mow Iv a spread of 12®C was observed between 
the top and the bott<»n of the mow over a period of three 
days • q£ the mow being the warmest throughout 
this jM((a«lod. 
Table XLIV. 
The influence of the moisture content of alfalfa hay on 
the temperature developed in top, xaiddle and bottom of the 
mow# 1930, 
; Mow One ; Mov iJumber Jfao tMow iHumber Three"" 
Moisture Contentt 59.04 : 53»75 t g5«7g 
:^op tiliddle rSottoin :*llop :isiiddle rfeottom ;lt?op :Middl© :]^otta]n 
MonthsDiiy: Hour GO : C<^ ;g^t 0^ ; ti^! 0*^ t 
1^ Salt 
20 12M 40 39 37 50 50 47 50 51 48 
8PM 39 38 35 48 47 43 48 48 46 
21 Qm 38 38 38 46 45 44 48 47 45 
12M 35 35 33 45 43 42 44 43 43 
8PM 35 35 34 43 42 40 43 41 40 
22 8M 39 44 48 39 41 43 40 41 40 
12M 39 44 48 39 41 43 40 41 40 
8PM 50 54 59 45 49 52 43 49 49 
23 3AM 53 51 51 52 54 54 53 53 52 
12M 53 53 54 50 53 53 52 52 52 
8PM 54 56 55 52 53 53 53 53 54 
24 BAM 52 52 52 53 52 52 52 53 52 
12M 52 51 50 52 51 52 50 54 50 
8PM 52 51 53 48 53 52 52 52 52 
25 SAM 49 52 54 50 51 52 55 56 55 
12M 52 51 52 49 50 50 54 54 53 
8PM 52 50 50 50 50 53 50 52 53 
26 8AM 52 50 52 54 53 53 55 57 55 
12M 52 51 50 53 52 51 54 55 54 
8PM 50 45 50 49 50 50 54 54 53 
Table XLIV. (Cont»dJ 
• Mnyhber One ; Mem lhamber Two iMoir ^^ber Three 
Molalnire Content: 59,64 ; g5«*g3 t $5.^5 
: : jTop :Middle tBottonisVop r^ilddle :Bottom:¥op riliddie :Bottam 
Month;Day; Hotir QO ; go 
27 8^ 53 51 51 50 50 51 54 56 54 
12M 54 53 54 51 52 52 5S 54 55 
8PM 54 58 65 53 55 55 55 57 57 
S8 8AM 55 54 55 54 53 52 55 55 54 
12M 54 54 54 51 50 50 53 53 52 
8PM 54 53 53 50 49 49 52 52 52 
29 Qm 50 49 50 45 45 45 50 48 48 
12M 48 48 49 44 45 45 50 49 48 
8PM 48 48 48 44 47 47 51 50 50 
30 8iUl 48 46 47 47 47 46 51 51 50 
12M 50 48 50 49 50 48 52 52 50 
8PM 48 46 48 50 50 48 51 50 50 
1 8AM 48 43 45 48 50 47 49 50 48 
12M 47 43 43 49 50 46 47 47 47 
8PM 47 44 45 51 53 49 49 50 49 
2 SAM 49 45 44 45 47 44 40 43 43 
12M 48 44 45 46 48 44 43 45 43 
8PM 50 48 50 47 50 49 48 48 45 
3 8AM 50 47 49 45 45 45 41 43 41 
12M 52 49 49 45 44 44 42 42 40 
8PM 50 49 50 45 49 48 46 43 41 
4 8AM 50 49 49 48 49 48 46 43 41 
12M 51 49 49 50 50 49 46 43 41 
8PM 49 48 50 50 48 47 45 44 45 
5 8AM 49 47 48 48 49 47 50 46 42 
12M 50 48 50 50 48 47 52 47 43 
8PM 52 51 51 52 48 47 53 49 43 
6 8AM 53 53 54 51 49 49 52 50 45 
12M 53 53 54 53 50 49 51 52 48 
8PM 52 52 53 54 55 49 55 54 50 
Table XLIV, (Cont»d.) 
' ^f^ber One ; Mow !Wum.ber ;Movr Nyriber Three 
Moisture Content i " ^*7^ *_ _ 
: : :Top iMiddle tteottomtTop :Middle jBottomstfop :Iiiiddle :Bottom 
Month:Dayt Hour igo ! CO : fl" GO ; CO ; flO 
7 8AM 52 50 50 50 49 48 52 52 48 
12M 51 50 51 50 48 45 52 50 48 
8PM 50 50 48 52 50 47 52 51 48 
8 Sim 50 50 48 49 47 45 51 49 45 
128 49 49 47 47 45 43 50 48 44 
8PM 47 48 48 49 47 44 50 48 44 
9 8AM 48 47 45 43 41 41 46 45 41 
12M 48 48 48 46 43 43 48 48 43 
3PM 49 53 50 49 47 44 51 50 46 
10 SAM 49 50 47 42 40 39 46 44 41 
12M 49 51 48 45 43 42 49 46 43 
8PM 50 50 52 48 44 43 5g 49 47 
11 SAM 49 50 46 42 40 39 47 43 41 
12H 49 51 48 45 41 48 48 44 40 
8PM 47 48 45 45 40 39 51 43 39 
12 12M 48 50 46 44 59 38 47 42 40 
14 12M 43 40 37 37 31 30 38 35 32 
15 12M 35 30 25 30 24 23 28 26 24 
16 12M 35 25 21 24 20 19 23 22 21 
17 12M 29 25 21 23 19 18 23 20 20 
18 12M 37 38 27 25 21 21 35 23 23 
20 SAM 43 43 36 37 30 29 32 29 
22 SAM 37 36 36 37 32 29 33 32 
29 8AM 34 36 34 32 32 34 34 34 
Table XLIV. (Cont'd . )  
: Mow Hmaber Pour : Mow Kuinber Five t Mow tibnber Six 
Moisture Content; 52.80 t 
: I tTop ;lltlddle :Bottom:Top zMlddle :Sottam:Top :Mid(ile :Boitam 
MonthtDay; Hour 0^ . go .g-Q^. go . go 
20 8MI 
12M 48 48 48 50 49 46 43 42 32 
8PH 43 42 42 43 44 43 40 40 32 
2X SAM 45 44 41 42 43 4£ 37 38 31 
12M 44 42 40 41 40 39 36 35 29 
8PM 38 38 37 37 37 35 36 35 32 
22 SAM 39 39 30 35 34 35 35 35 31 
ISM 39 59 59 35 34 35 35 35 31 
8PM 39 42 43 38 38 36 36 37 
23 SAM 44 49 50 32 35 35 33 35 33 
12M 44 47 47 52 35 36 35 38 34 
8PM 48 50 50 m 34 38 S3 58 39 
24 SAM 53 50 49 37 43 45 * * 39 
12M 52 50 50 38 43 44 38 39 39 
8PM 53 53 55 40 43 43 40 42 43 
25 SAM 52 53 50 42 47 47 40 42 41 
12M 49 49 46 41 45 44 40 42 40 
8PM 47 48 47 42 47 45 40 44 43 
26 SAM 52 53 51 45 48 47 38 42 39 
12M 49 47 46 44 45 43 40 41 40 
8PM 47 47 48 45 48 46 4S 45 43 
27 SAM 54 53 51 47 49 48 40 39 36 
12M 50 47 49 47 49 47 40 38 36 
8PM 49 51 51 47 49 49 43 41 40 
Table XLIV. (Cont'd,) 
! teoff ITtmibep Fotup ! Mow Hiuriber S'ive : Mow Nuaibey fe'ia:' 
Moisture Content t ' ^ 
t : 
Month :Dayt Hour 
:top 
:Co 
tMiiddle :Bottom;Top iMid^le jfeottomrTop ziiiddle :Bottom 
: CO : CO :C^: CO : CO :C0 : CO : CO 
Jtme 28 8M 50 49 47 46 48 46 38 37 32 
12M 50 49 49 48 51 48 40 38 35 
8PM 50 49 48 48 50 48 39 37 29 
29 8AM 47 45 43 45 48 45 39 38 33 
1215 48 48 46 45 49 47 41 42 38 
8PM 52 51 50 49 52 49 43 43 41 
50 8AM 50 48 44 48 49 47 40 40 34 
12M 50 49 45 48 50 47 41 40 56 
8PM 48 49 44 45 47 44 41 41 38 
July 1 12M 48 45 39 44 44 40 38 38 32 
2 12M 49 45 37 40 38 34 36 34 28 
3 12M 45 40 32 34 34 32 32 32 26 
4 12M 45 45 33 32 33 31 33 33 32 
5 12M 42 37 32 33 34 32 35 35 29 
6 12B 43 43 40 39 42 40 39 38 51 
7 12M 45 45 39 40 42 40 35 35 32 
8 12M 45 42 39 38 41 39 33 53 30 
9 12M 41 43 40 39 40 38 33 34 32 
10 12M 40 40 38 38 40 38 34 33 32 
11 12M 40 40 36 37 40 38 32 33 32 
12 12M 38 38 35 35 38 36 31 31 30 
15 12M 5.3 34 32 32 34 32 26 28 27 
Table XLIV. (Cont'd.) 
: Fcmr :' ^ow Wtcn^r Five ; tfow yupfcer ^1:£ 
MolBtqre Conteiafc: 52^ 0^ ; 
; ; :tl?op tMiddle :l3ottom:tfbp riifiddle :Bottonitfop ttllddie :Bottoja 
Month!Day! Hour »C^t CO ; CO 
14 12M 29 29 26 26 29 26 23 24 22 
15 12M 20 20 19 19 23 21 18 19 19 
16 ISH 19 19 10 18 19 19 18 16 19 
IV iSM 19 Id 20 19 20 22 19 19 
18 12M 21 22 25 22 21 22 23 22 22 
22 8AH 25 25 28 27 28 26 24 24 22 
rtrCSnt® 
70 
-PA* rriC.'i-B, r.o rait, 
-few li,3!^ j?3pcr cfr.'. rr'st-u-e, wi^  
- Kew C'r.t rrtlTt-j-*., r- r^lt* 
-t^9 rr>lrt'x-«, £-i3t, 
- J»» V, 3^^^;.*- cent nr*.sture, no salt, 
f<r e-^t 3SlaV-r«, nc stlt. 
Pig. 52, A stu;^r Of •tar*£« coaditl-.r.« in no»9 fill*-! dth 
h*7 Q{ iot&m aaljS\c« cont«nt and th« l.ifluene« at th« 
aot9tur« content of the hay and of salt on the t«»^arat-jra 
lar»lop«d li> th« SXM, lft30. 
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All of the mows Vt^ere heating at the time of 
the first temperature determination and cooled in one 
day's time then heated again reaching the highest temper­
ature of the experiment within 8 days. Mow I, II, and 
III remained close to 50®C. for 18 days. At the end of 
this time all mows cooled strikingly below 25°C due to 
a cool, moist period. The temperatures of all mows, 
ivith the exception of Mow I roso to aroxind 50®C after 
the cooling and remained at this level until the end of 
the experiment. lOie tejiiperature in Mow I rose to 4o®C 
after the sudden cooling. 
The three mows, Jfow I with 59.04 per cent mois­
ture and Mow II and III with 35.73 per cent each behaved 
almost identical In degree of heating for the first 20 
days. Mow IV with 52.20 per cent moisture heated on the 
fifth day to above 50®C and remained heatin^^ moderately 
until the low point was reached on July 16 after which 
this mow did not again become hot. Mow V with 29,76 per 
cent moisture resembled Mow IV very closely in the course 
of its heating and produced good green hay In the end* 
Mow VI with 18,65 per cent moisture heated to 42®C at the 
time it was being packed in the mow cooled v/ith the others 
then heated again to 43®C. after which it cooled and did 
not again heat during the experiment. 
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Tho hay In Mows IV and V was good, green hay. 
The salted hay In Mow II produced hay that was slightly 
green and decidedly not so moldy a a the brovm hay In 
Mow III. The hay in Mow I was gray and very moldy. 
The carbon dioxide and the oxygen present in 
the mows as determined at varying intervals throughout 
the period of the curing in 1930 are indicated in 
Table XLV. As in previous tests the carbon dioxide 
content is greatest in the mow with the highest per­
centage of moisture. The carbon dioxide content rose 
to 6 per cent on the third day after which it maintained 
a rather high concentration until the end of the experi­
ment. The carbon dioxide content of Mow II was some­
what lower than Mow III which had the same moisture 
content (33.73 per cent) but no salt. This was true 
throughout the test. The carbon dioxide in these mows 
runs higher because there was less leakage due to the 
fact that the mows were newly lined with black building 
paper before being filled. 
The carbon dioxide content of Mow IV and V is 
practically the same, likewise the moisture content of 
the hay and the temperatures developed were practically 
equal. These mows did not appear so compact at the end 
of the test as Mows II and III. 
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Table XLV. 
Tlie influence of the moisture content of 
alfalfa hay on the amount of carbon dioxide 
and of oxygen present in the mow. 1930. 
-MOW HUWP6P una MOW Niuflbftp I'm MdW NUfflOaP TnPfte 
33773 Moisture t 59.04 
Month:Day: COg i 5F 
33.73 
w 02 w "W 
Jxxly 
tPer CenttPer Cent:Per Cent:Per Cent:Per CenttPer Cent 
21 3.0 19.0 2.5* 18.5* 2.7 19.0 
23 5.0 18.0 3.5 18.5 3.5 18.0 
24 6. 16. 2.9 19.1 5.0 16.5 
25 4.75 17.0 4.3 17.7 4.3 17.7 
26 4.9 16.6 3.6 17.9 5.5 16.0 
27 4.5 17.0 5.0 16.7 5.9 16.1 
28 4.0 18.0 3.0 19.0 5.8 16.0 
29 3,1 19.3 1.5 20.5 5.0 17.0 
30 3.0 19.4 2.1 20.4 3.1 19.3 
1 3.1 19.3 3.0 19.4 2.1 20.3 
2 3.1 18.3 2.2 19.9 2.1 20.0 
3 3.0 18.5 2.0 19.5 2.5 19.0 
5 3.5 18.0 2.2 19.9 3.0 19.0 
6 3.9 18.1 3.0 19.0 4.0 17,5 
8 3.0 18.5 2.1 19.4 2.5 19.0 
11 8.1 20.0 1.1 21.4 1.2 20.0 
14 1.0 21.0 1.0 21.0 0.8 21.0 
*" Mow number two salted. 
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Table XLV (conttd) 
OThe influence of the moisture content of 
alfalfa hay on the amount of carbon dioxide 
and of oxygen present in the mow. 1930. 
: Mow Number Pour:Mow Huraher Five :Mow Number Sljf 
Moisture : S2i75i5 : 5^775 : ItTBS 
Month;Day; 
« 
• 
002 ' 
Per Cent; 
02 : 
Per Cent; 
662 
Per Cent 
: O2 : 
:Per Cent: 
COg 
Per Cent; 
60 
Per Cent 
June 21 2.5 18.5 2.2 20.0 
23 3.0 18.5 2.5 19.0 1.5 20.0 
24 3.5 18.0 4.0 17.0 1.75 19.75 
25 2.0 19.0 2.0 19.0 1.5 19.5 
26 4.1 16.9 4.5 16.7 0.2 21.0 
27 3.7 17.8 4.0 18.0 2.9 19.1 
28 3.8 18.1 4.0 18.0 2.6 19.4 
29 3.9 18,0 4,0 18.0 2.2 19.1 
30 2.5 19.9 2.3 20.1 1.0 21.0 
July 1 2.1 20.3 2.0 20.4 1.0 21.4 
2 2.1 20.4 2.0 20.5 1.0 20.0 
3 2.1 19.4 1.5 20.0 1.0 20.0 
5 2.7 19.3 2.0 20.0 1.4 21.4 
6 2.5 19.5 2.2 19,5 1.1 21.1 
8 1.5 20.0 1.7 19.8 0.5 21.3 
11 0.75 21.2 1.2 20.1 0.5 21.3 
14 0.5 21.4 0.7 21.1 1.0 20.8 
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Mow Vl did not heat and only a limited carbon 
dioxide production was evident. In practically all 
cfises the high carbon dioxide content comes during the 
time of the highest temperatures. The gas analysis was 
not made during the extremely lo?/ drop in the tempera­
tures of all mows occxirring on J^uly 16« 
Studies on the Effect of Baling Alfalfa Hay from 
the Field 
The influence of the moisture content of alfalfa 
hay on the heating and quality of the hay when baled has 
been tested in four experiments. Alfalfa hay v/as baled 
in the field with a baler mounted on a tractor and with 
a hay loader attached. This baler moved across the field, 
picking the hay up out of the windrow and baling it as 
it went. 
Experinient Number I. 
The hay was cut on August 22 and 23, 1927. Hay 
v/as baled with the moisture content ranging from 20 to 
36 per cent. Three bales were tagged for each lot of 
hay baled and stored in a cool somewhat humid room. Tem­
perature readings in each bale were made by the use of a 
potentiometer and thermocouples. 
The highest temperature recorded was 60°C. The 
detailed record of temperatures in this series was lost. 
The "bales were graded at the end of the teat and hay 
with 22, 22,5 and 20 per cont moisture graded No. 2 
green hay, although the outside of the bales was heavily 
molded. Hay v;ifch 2G, 29, 32 and 36 x>®r cent of moisture 
had lost all green color and was classed as sample grade. 
One bale with 27 per cont of moisture had some green 
color and was graded No. 3. There was not the definite 
line of demarkation that tiriis classification might 
indicate. Hay with 20 per cent of moisture made an 
excellent, clean, brovm hay free from "dustiness." 
Experiment Number II, 
In 1928, hay grown on rich bottom land was baled 
on August 17, at moisture contents varying from 16.07 to 
30.3 per cent. Twelve bales were arranged in a barn for 
temperature studies. Thermocouples were placed in each 
bale. Some of the bales were salted at the time of 
baling by sprinkling salt into the hay as it went into the 
press. The temperatures and the grade of the hay produced 
is given in Table XLVI. The grading' was done by Prof. 
C. S. Dorchester. 
The heating in the bales of hay was not excessive. 
The extreme variations in the temperatures cannot be 
accounted for other than to suggest that the changes in 
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Table XLVI. 
The Ijrfluonce of the moisture content of alfalfa hay 
and of adding one per cent salt on the temperature de­
veloped In baL es of hay» 1928, 
Moisture Per Cent 
Bale l:Bale 2:Bale 3:Bale 4:Bale StBale 6 
19.2 : 19.2 : 23.55: 16.07: 23.55: 50.3 
Month ; Day Salted: ;6alted: 
« ' :Salted 
0° : CO : CO : Q
 0 • •
 
flO : CO 
August 17 12 7 14 16 19 19 
18 11 IS 11 6 5 15 
19 20 21 25 23 12 16 
20 15 13 14 13 17 16 
21 9 15 6 7 5 16 
22 13 7 28 10 5 7 
23 16 4 9 18 15 12 
24 7 5 7 14 12 7 
25 6 4 22 10 7 10 
26 14 3 16 19 11 18 
27 6 1 26 24 23 16 
28 12 14 20 14 20 22 
29 20 20 18 16 16 17 
30 13 14 16 14 14 16 
31 14 16 14 12 9 11 
Sept# 1 12 14 16 12 12 12 
2 14 18 16 14 15 15 
S 11 12 14 11 15 14 
6 16 14 15 12 15 12 
10 25 23 20 19 21 20 
Bale Wei^t 
XT, S. Grade 
70 70 57 50 57 56 
No, 2 No. 3 No. 3 No. 2 No. 2 No. 1 
Leafy 
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Table XLVI. (Cont'd.) 
Moisture Per Cent 
:Bale 7:Bale 6:Bale 9:Bale 10:Bale 11 Bale 12 
: 30»3 : 16.07 : 16.07; 30,3 : 30.3 S3,55 
Month * 
• 
Day 
• 
: C® 
• 
: CO 
:Salted:Salted 
: 
• 
; CO CO 
A-uguat 17 17 16 19 16 21 
18 12 11 7 14 25 12 
19 21 17 22 15 32 20 
20 32 20 19 19 34 16 
21 31 18 17 15 30 12 
2S 30 11 9 11 25 10 
23 34 14 14 18 31 25 
24 25 7 3 6 30 28 
25 16 10 4 7 28 15 
26 17 21 8 14 25 20 
27 26 15 22 16 25 
28 29 19 12 13 22 
29 23 18 15 19 17 
30 23 16 9 12 20 
31 16 19 3 8 15 
Sept. 1 12 12 9 16 
2 15 16 9 7 15 
3 13 12 7 9 13 
6 15 15 5 4 13 
10 25 21 16 18 23 
Bale Wei^t 
XJ« S, Grade 
74 55 53 58 92 
Sample No, 2 No. £ Ho# 1 No. 2 
48 
No. 3 
Leafy 
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tho conditions for evaporation of the moistxire from the 
hay may be responsible. The behavior of these bales 
also was somewhat erratic from the standpoint of the 
quality of the hay produced. Hay baled with 16.07 per 
cent of moisture produced bales grading U, S. No. 2, 
and with 19.2 per cent of moisture 'J. S. ^ ^o. 2 in the 
salted hay and U. S. No. 3 in that not salted. Hay with 
2'6.55 per cent of moisture produced U. S» Ko. 2 in the 
not salted and U. S. No. 3, leafy in the salted hay. Hay 
with 30.3 per cent of moisture when salted produced two 
bales grading U. S. No# 1 and that not salted produced 
a U. S. No. 2 and a sample grade bale. 
Hay with 23.85 per cent of moisture or less 
appeared perfectly safe to bale. 
Experiment No. III. 
Hay at the ^ gricultxxral Engineering farm was baled 
with varying moisture contents. When the hay was about 
one-half cured, the baler v/as used to make two bales. 
This was repeated at intervals of two hours until the 
entire field was fully cured. These bales were tagged 
and the temperature determined daily until it became con­
stant. The temperatures recoiled and the grade of hay 
produced in these bales are aa shown in Table XLVII, 
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Table XLVII 
Influence of noisturo content of alfalfa 
hay on the temperature developed in bales of 
the hay, 1988 
: One : Tvro 
Moisture per cent; 57»4 : 3^ ,4 
:Three : Pour: Five: Six 
gS.4 55.5 
¥emp~; Temp ; Temp : Temp; Temp; Temp 
Month;Day : Hour : CO : CO : CO ; CO ; CO : C® 
Aug. 21 3 PM 50 48 
25 12 N 56 60 50 50 29 28 
26 58 60 58 55 39 42 
27 56 57 57 55 44 44 
28 53 54 55 52 46 45 
29 53 55 57 56 49 48 
30 52 49 55 52 53 45 
31 53 54 53 54 50 48 
Sept. 1 52 53 48 51 49 49 
2 50 52 45 50 48 52 
3 50 51 49 55 49 52 
4 45 45 38 48 39 45 
6 33 34 28 43 30 38 
6 25 23 23 30 22 27 
7 23 22 20 27 20 21 
9 27 22 22 23 21 21 
10 21 18 19 20 IB 18 
11 19 16 17 20 17 18 
12 21 19 18 26 18 19 
14 15 15 16 16 16 16 
U. S. Grade fj ample Sample Sample Sample 0 • 01
 
No.3 
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It will be seen that hay v.'ith 5£ per cent of 
moisture, or mox'e, did not produce good hay* The 
highest temperature produced waa found in bale No, 2 
on the second day of the test. The temperature in each 
of the first four bales sxceoded 55®C» and the green 
color waa destroyed in the centers of the bales. In 
bales 5 and 6 considerable heating occurred and the 
bales did not have full iivcen color. 
Experiment Number IV. 
Hay was baled on June 29, 1929, on the Agricul­
tural Engineering farm. The hay was three-fourths field 
cured when the first three bales were made. At intervals 
of tvio hours, additional sets of three bales were made 
until the hay was cxired. The last set of bales was aiade 
after the general field had been baled. The temperatures 
developed in the bales and the grade of hay produced are 
given in Table XLVIII. 
Two bales of each moisture content v/ere used for 
the temperature determinations. In each of the tv/o D 
bales, the temperature went above 50®C. and they vrero 
brown inside. 
The datQ would indicate that hay with over 30 per 
cent of moisture cannot be baled wltii safety. Hay with 
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Table XLVIII 
The Influence of moisture content of alfalfa 
hay on the temperature developed in bales of 
the hay. 1929, 
Moisture when baled 
: Bales 
: A 
: Bales 
B 
: Bales 
C 
: Bales 
: D 
: Bales 
I E 
: 32.02 : 57.67 : 22.71 ; 17.64 : 15.00 
Date baled :June 29 tj'une 29 :Jtine 29 :June S9 
Month : Day : flO : CO C" : flo : (3" 
June 29 42 41 
30 42 50 40 37 
July 1 46 38 34 33 
2 48 41 31 35 
3 51 43 30 39 
6 50 51 39 51 35 
9 46 50 42 40 42 
10 41 42 40 34 34 
11 48 48 46 41 42 
15 34 31 33 30 30 
16 30 31 33 29 28 
17 30 28 28 30 29 
18 29 25 27 27 26 
20 23 21 22 23 21 
21 30 29 28 29 29 
26 33 34 36 32 32 
Aug. 4 23 23 24 23 22 
U. S, Grade Sample Sample No, 2 Sample Ho. 2 
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below 22 per cent would ordinarily be considered aafe 
although the D bales in this test with 17.64 per cent 
of moisture lost their green color and wore graded as 
sample. Sample grade hay was produced In the A, B, 
and r bales, with a temperature of above 50®C. The 
degree of compression and the freedom with which the 
carbon dioxide may escape from the bale are probably 
important factors accounting for these results. 
Discussion. 
The need of more infomation on the cause of 
heating and of spontaneous combiistlon becomes evident in 
a review of the literature on the subject. The Initial 
heating, up to 40-45°C., has been credited (1) to the 
respiration of living cells in the plant, (2) to the 
growth of microorganisms, (3) to a purely chemical oxi­
dation, and (4) to the action of plant enzymes released 
from the cells* 
In none of the rather extensive experiments, of 
Hlldebrandt (27) and of Miehe (53), has sterilized hay 
heated. This would tend to discredit all of the theories 
advanced to account for the preliminary heating stage 
except that relating to the microorganisms. On the other 
hand, the sterilization may have killed the plant cells. 
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destroy©d the enzymes, and disturbed the chemical 
relationships, thus inhibiting their normal work. Both 
bacteria and molds have been found capable of bringing 
on the preliminary heating stage when sterilized hay 
was inoculated with the microorganisms. If the actions 
of microorganisms is given credit for this preliminary 
stage of heating, the means by which it has been brought 
about is still questionable. Is the heating duo to the 
heat of respiration of these thermophlles or are they, 
as Browne (8) suggests, merely the means of preparing 
unstable, unsaturated compounds for the chemical 
oxidation process which causes the heating? 
llie heating between 40-50°C. Is credited to the 
same causes as that between air ten?)erature and 40-45®C. 
with the exception of the living plant cell. Thermo­
philic fungi are supposedly the ones which work moat in 
the range between 40 and 60®C. While Mlehe, In particu­
lar, credits thermophilic bacteria, particularly, B. 
Calfactor with the heating from 50 to 650C.,Hlldebrandt 
(27) believes that the Fungi may be much more responsible 
for the higher temperatures than has been thought in the 
past. 
The presence of life In the cells of cured hay 
plants was demonstrated, further work will be necessary 
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before the presence of this life in the cells can be 
shown to be or not to be the cause of the heating of 
the hay. Practically all writers agree that both the 
living plant cell and the microorganisms are not directly 
responsible for the heating from 70®C. to the ignition 
point. 
Laupoer's (40) views of the formation of 
pyrophoric iron, and Ranke's pyrophoric carbon theory, 
which involve high temperatures or long periods of heat­
ing, certainly do not hold true in all cases. 
Truninger used an apparatus to determine the 
ignition point of hay and found the ignition point to 
vary from 190®C« to 226°C. 'I'his apparatus was tested in 
the laboratory and a sample of normally cured hay was 
found to ignite at 190®C. The apparatus consisted essen­
tially of tv/o flasks in an oven, one flask held the hay 
sample to be ignited the other was filled with glass 
beads. The tv/o flasks v/ere so connected that a stream 
of air could be heated as it passed through the glass 
beads and then the warm air delivered into the bottom of 
the flask containing the hay. Thermometers in each flask 
indicated their respective temperattires. Heat was applied 
to the oven enclosing the flasks until both thermometers 
registered 160®C. at ?;hich time the heat was checked and 
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maintained at this point. The rise in temperature in 
both thermometers stopped for a short time then while 
the thermometer in the glass beads registered 160°C. 
the one in the hay rose quickly to 190°C. at which point 
the hay ignited with explosive violence. 
After witnessing the rapid rise in temperature 
in the hay flask one v;ould be led to credit chemical 
oxidation with the greater portion of the responsibility 
for spontaneous heating and ignition of hay» 
In practically all of the mowing experiments 
there was a rather striking agreement with the two periods 
of heating reported by Miehe and Cohn. The hay which 
heated rapidly soon after being mowed, after a brief rise 
in temperature cooled somewhat, then slowly heated again. 
The highest temperature in the mows of practically cured 
hay was generally reached betv/een the sixth and tenth 
day after the hay was put in the mow. After a period of 
six weeks the hay in the sroall mows had generally cooled 
to air temperature. 
'•'•'he localized heating center la indicated by the 
fact that in any of the mows in the early part of the heat­
ing period, the temperatures in the bottom of the mow were 
often higher than in the top, although later on the reverse 
was generally true. In the experiment whore cold air was 
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blown through ths heating hny dfii'inlte centers of 
he£ii,lng could be observed by changing tlie location of 
the tliermometer tY^o or three inches. This observation 
of small intensively hot areas, surrounded closely by 
cooler layers of liay, is in line with the observations 
of Hanke (64), Laupper (40), and James (32). 
One other observation that would tend to place 
the emphasis of the lieating on chemical oxidations is 
the sudden heating of stacks of hay which occurred a 
few years ago in a flooded region in Vermont. There was 
no noticeable heating of this hay prior to the flood. 
The water rose on the stacks to a depth of 17 feet on 
Friday morning. Heating was noticed on Sunday morning 
and the liay burned on Monday, Unless the microorganisins 
had prepared the hay previously they could scarcely be 
credited with this fire. 
It would seem that microorganisins are important 
in the early stages of the lieating of hay, the fungi in 
the early ranges of heating and the bacteria in the 
entire range, from air temperatures up to 70°C. Chemical 
oxidations probably enter at a very early period, if not 
at the start of the heating, and such oxidations prob­
ably play an increasing part as the temperature is 
raised. The part which respiration of the living cells 
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of the plant may have in producing the temperaturea 
observed in the early stages of the heating period can 
not be ignored. Observations have shovra that when hay 
is cured out rapidly and then packed into a mow, there 
often is an accxnnulatioh of heat within a fev:' hours, 
while hay cured out slowly, perhaps with a larger 
per cent of the cells dead, heats more slov/ly at first. 
It would seem that there should be as many, if not 
more, microorganisms present in the slowly cured hay 
and that it should therefore heat more rapidly if the 
microorganisms alone were responsible for the early 
heating. 
Fungi are thought to be more important in the 
lower ranges of heating, due to the fact that hay which 
heats slowly is usually moldy, while hay which has more 
moisture beats quickly to a higher range and cures out 
to a mold-free brown hay. v'i'hen hay heats slowly, v/ith 
the developement of molds, and then later rises to the 
higher range of 55*^0# and above, the molds that v;ere 
present are killed and the hay is "dusty". 
The green color in hay seems to be destroyed with 
a temperature of 50 to SS^C. and above. The temperature 
is not thought to cause the brown color in hay but it is 
believed to be instriJinental in checking molds# The 
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temperature is a result of the respiratory activities 
of the mi croorganisms and of the chemical oxidations in 
the lower ranges, Tho elevation of the temperature 
stimulates the chemical oxidation. Without an accumu­
lation of other products, particularly carbon dioxide, 
the high temperatures could be encoimtered by the hay 
without a loss of its green color. 
In no case did hay which ixad heated abovo 55*^C. 
have a full greon color and in many cases the color was 
destroyed when the temperature did not reach 50®^. But 
in many cases groon hay was produced in the bale and in 
containers with tenporatures approximately 50OC« 'i'he 
real brown hay is formed at temperatures above 50 to 
550c. Rapid heating of the hay seems essential in tlie 
production of brown hay. Hay which had heated to 40®C. 
in the experimental raovjs was brown or gray in color but 
it was not the desired soft, aromatic, brov.n hay. Black 
hay has never been produced in our mowing studies, al­
though in 1929 hay waa produced v;hich had very dark brown 
areas in it. 
nay with 32 per cent of moisture when placed in 
the mow retained its full greon color and made excellent 
hay in the 1930 mowing test. This represents tho maxi­
mum molature content at which the hay retained its green 
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color In any of the tests. In no case did dangerously 
hlgli temperatures result wlrien the hay had less than 
35 per cent of moisture. Hay with 56.87 per cent of 
moisture heated to 670C. The most radical heating 
occarred in hay having 58.27 per cent of moisture at 
the time it was placed in the mow. The highest temper­
ature reached in this hay ws 8S®C., vfhich is the 
hi(;^est temperature observed in any of the hay curing 
studies. Accompanying tliis extre^iie hoatins, the carbon 
dioxide, produced was the highest in any of the mowing 
tests, reaching 9 per cent of the air in the mo?/. 
In general, hay my be expectod to be safe from 
dangerous overheating v.hen it contains less than 30 per 
cent of moisture. Hay with 25,89 per cent of moisture 
lost its green color in the mow in one trial, although 
firom other tests one v;ould not expect this. 
The loss of color occurs under conditions which 
favor the collection of the carbon dioxide. In every 
case where even slight heating occurred in the small 
containers but v;ith the formation of carbon dioxide 
the hay lost its green color. This is probably due to 
the production of weak carbonic acid by the solution 
of carbon dioxide in water which, according to Onslow 
(52), transforms the ciilorophyll to phaeophytin. 
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The same brown color resiJ-ts in hay which softens, 
ij-ecomes sticJcy and is pressed into a coinpact layer in 
tiiQ mow thus loading to the accumulation of carbon 
dioxide. 
Carbon dioxide evolved in heating hay is gener­
ally highsat in those mows with the liigher inoisture 
contents and in which the higher temperatures occiir. 
record of the carbon dioxide produced inhiy might be 
used to indicate the loss of nutrients in the material. 
In 1930 hay with 33 per cent of moisture produced 
brovm hay v.'hile hay with 32.5 per cent moistiire produced 
good green hay. The hay with 33 per cent of moisture 
produced a much greater amount of carbon dioxide tlirough 
out the teat. Hay might loso its color due to a rapid 
accumulation of carbon dioxide and a sudden rise in 
temperature and not have as much of the carbohydrate 
material consumed as hay of equally brovm color ivhich 
had gone through a protracted heating period. 
The general belief that brovm hay la as good as 
normal green hay for feeding purposes and that black hay 
is but sllglitly inferior needs some revision and some 
further investigation. The suggestion of GrasemannC21) 
that the inferior feeding value has been hidden 
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in ordinary feeding of the hay due to the eroater 
conauffiption of the brov."n hay seems juatifiec' by v;hat 
little evidence there is avrdlable on the subject. 
Tlie salting of hay nt the time of stacking; or 
of p.lacinc in the mow is an old pr&ctlce. Kany farmers 
still make it a prnctice to salt their hay though it 
is not believed to be so comtnon as formerly. Price (9) 
states thc'.f, the old-time custom of saltin^r hny in t?ie 
mow has Icrgely disappeared. He rcgcrded this as unfor-
timste as salting has been an accepted means of guarding 
against combustion. 
In the raov/ing studies the use of salt, varying 
from ^  to 2 per cent, has been t-ested in ei^^bt tests. 
Markedly beneficial results v/ith the i'.s3 of salt v/ere 
obtained in one test and slightly beneficial results in 
a second, while no appreciable differences v;cre noted 
in six others. In five of tlie six tests which showed no 
marked differences the heating of the hay was very slight 
in both the salted and the unsalted hay. 
The most beneficial results v;ere secured in 1928 
In which two mows with P;5,89 per cent of moisture \vr>re 
compared, one of v.hich was salted at the rate of 2 per 
cent of salt and the other not salted. In the first 
five days there was very little difference in the 
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temperatures but starting on the fifth day the differ­
ences were rather marked. The greatest difference 
occurred on the 8th day after mowing, at which time the 
salted hay was 21®C, cooler than that not salted. Tho 
salted hay was free from mold and green in color while 
that not salted was brown in color and had molded. 
In the 1930 test, hay that was salted at the 
rate of 1 per cent did not heat quite so much, did not 
have quite so much carbon dioxide produced and was 
distinctly less moldy than hay of the same moisture con­
tent that was not salted. The hay in each mow was brown 
when the experiment was discontinued. 
In one test in 1930 in which hay was packed in 
insulated containers, the hay with 1 per cent salt did 
not have quite so much carbon dioxide present as hay 
with tho same moistTire content but without the salt. 
The temperatures of the tv/o were practically the same. 
The influence of salt on the heating and on the 
quality of hay produced when baled from the field was 
tested. The hay was all field cured and did not heat 
excessively. No effect that could be credited to the 
presence of salt was observed in hay baled with 16,07, 
19,2 or 23,55 per cent of moistuire. In hay baled rather 
loosely with 30,3 per cent of moisture, two bales had 1 
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per cent salt sprinkled in as the hay went into the 
press box. The salted bales cxired out a good green 
color and were graded as U, S. Eo. 1 by Prof. C. S. 
Dorchester, of two bales not salted one was brovm in­
side and graded as Sample Grade, while the other, v/hich 
had been stored separately, was graded Ho. 2. 
While this evidence on the value of salt in hay 
curing is inconclusive, tho facts wouM certainly seem 
to warrant the further investigation o f this problem 
and the recommendation to farmers that they use salt on 
hay not thoroughly cured. 
Tests on the effect of baling hay with varying 
moisture content have been made in four series. For 
each of the four series the highest moisture content 
that the hay could have at the time of baling and still 
produce green hay after the heating period was 27 per 
cent, 26.S per cent, 50.3 per cent and 22,7 per cent. 
In practically every test hay v/ith less than 25 per 
cent of moisture cured out without damage to tho color 
of the hay when stored in a dry place, v/ith the bales 
properly spaced for air circulation. Thirty per cent 
moisture was the maximum moisture content at which the 
hay was baled without the loss of the green color. 
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It would appear that hay with leas than 25 per 
cent moisture may be baled if precautions are taken to 
provide ventilation when in storage. The work on 
baling hay should be continued with so^ae attention 
given to the method of storage after baling for beat 
results. The influence of the density of the bale on 
the keeping qUc:.lities has not been tested. Apparently 
the temperatures developed in bales of hay correspond 
to those in the mow when the hay has the same moisture 
content. 
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SUMMARY. 
A review of the literature on methods of curing 
hay shows that very little experimental work iias been 
done on this subject, A review of the literatU3?e on 
storage of hay reveals a great many theories with but 
very little experimental evidence on practical storage 
problems, 
'•^he great difficulty in measuring the progress 
of the curing process has largely been overcome in these 
studies by the perfection of a weif^ing device which 
enables the operator to determine the moistiire content 
of the hay while it is curing in the field. 
In connection v;ith the moisture content and bhe 
moisture loss from the plant in curing; the variation 
in the moisture content of the plant was shown to be a 
minor factor-in determining the time of day to cut hay. 
The stomata were observed to close promptly when the 
plant v/as cut and to open slightly by the time the plant 
was cured. The leaf was found to be imimportant as a 
moans of removing moisture from the curing stems. 
Alfalfa hay was found to cure out more rapidly 
in the awath than in the windrow and more rapidly in 
the windrow than vthen cocked. 
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Hay that was i, ^  and f cured In the sv;ai:h 
prior to wind rowing cured out more rapidly than the 
hay T/lndrowed at once, and the longer the hay was 
allowed to remain in the swath the sooner it was cured. 
Cocking hay, either at once or after partial 
sv/ath or windrow curing, delayed the curinf- process. 
Green hay In large coclcs heats and loses Its color. 
Good quality hay is made hy cocking after partial 
sv/ath or windrow curing. 
Turning average sized v/indrows vdth the rake 
in good curing weather was found to he slightly detri­
mental as no appreciable time was gained and the quality 
of the hay was slightly lowered. Turning large wind­
rows or windrows wet by rains caused them to cure out 
more rapidly and gave a better quality of hay. 
Tedding hay was not fo^md to be advantageous 
in any way In these experi:n©nts and was detrimental to 
the quality of the hay. The tedder may be valuable in 
extremely hea\'y swaths of hay. 
Complete swath curing resulted in the greatest 
loss of leaves; and -g swath curing were next In amount 
of leaves lost, Wlndrowlng at once, and swath curing 
followed by wlndrowlng, resulted in the least loss of 
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leaves. Tho leaf loss in swauh ciiring hay was in­
creased by tho use of the tedder. The turning of the 
windrow with the rake caused an additional leaf loss 
in windrow cured hay. 
The color of the hay produced was best in hay 
cocked after ^  swath curing, followed in ordor by com­
plete windrow curing, ^ swath cured then windrowed, 
cocked after ^  swath curing, swath cured then wind-
rowed, cocked after sv/ath curing, f swath cured then 
v;lndrowed, and last, hay swath cured completely. 
The evidence and theories on heating of hay 
indicate that heating, from the temperature of the 
plant to the point of Ignition, is due to chemical 
oxidation processes. These processes may be helped by 
respiration of the living colls in the plant up to 
40-45®C. and by the work of microorganisms in producing 
unstable, unsaturated compounds from air temperattire up 
to 70®C. Beyond this point the heating is due entirely 
to chemical processes. 
The presence of living cells in the stems and 
leaves of field cured hay plants has been shown during 
the course of these studies. 
During these experiments hay was placed in the 
moT/ with as low as 20 per cent and as high as 58.7 per 
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cent of moisture» The degree of heating was not foiuid 
to be directly proportional to the xoolsture content of 
the hay. Hay with below 30 per cent of moisture ordin­
arily may be considered safe from heating to a destruc­
tive or dangerous degree. Hay with less than 27 per cent 
of moisture may be expected to retain Its green color* 
The hay generally heats somewhat Immediately on being 
mowed, then cools; this Is followed by a second heating 
period In which the highest tenqperature Is reached In 8 
to 10 days after mowing, after which the hay cools grad­
ually. 
The amomt of carbon dioxide present in the mow is 
a falp Indication of the degree of heating of the hay In 
the mow. The accumolation of carbon dioxide In the pres­
ence of moist, hot material resi^lts in a transformation 
of the chlorophyl accompanied ty a change in coloa? from 
green to l?ro«n. 
The green color of hay was usually destroyed when 
the heating exceeded 50®C. Clean brown hay is formed at 
temperatures above 55®C. and below 70®C, Generally 
moldy, grayish-brown hay is formed when hay discolors 
between 40 and 50®C. 
Clean browi hay is formed by heating quickly to 
550c., vhlle if the heating is prolonged at 50® C., or 
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less, and later heats to above 55°C. the hay is dusty. 
'i'he value of salting hay in the mow was tested 
8 ti: es, with a distinctly beneficial effect once, 
slightly beneficial once, and apparently of no benefit 
in six trials. 
When hay baled fromihe field with 23 per cent 
of moisture was carefully stored there was no detri­
mental heating. 
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COHCLUSIONS 
The results oecured in the studies by the 
author and reported here would seem to Justify the 
following concluaions. 
1, The moisture content of the plant in the 
field la not an important factor In determining the 
time of day to cut alfalfa for hay in Iowa. 
2, Alfalfa hay dried out more rapidly when 
left spread out in the swath than when exposed in any 
other manner, 
3, Alfalfa hay retains its leaves and color bet­
ter when dried in tiie windrow or in the cock than when 
spread in the sv/ath. 
4, The beat color of hay is obtained by curing 
in the cock after one fburth swath curing, 
5, The \ase of the tedder ordinarily is detri­
mental to the quality of alfalfa hay. 
6, Alfalfa can be cured beat by windrowing the 
hay after one fourth swath curing, 
7, There are living cells in the leaves and 
stems of field cured alfalfa hay, 
8, Hay put in the mow with below 30 per cent of 
moistui»e may be considered safe from excessive heating. 
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9* Hay put In the mow with 25 per oent of moisture 
or lesa can be expected to retain Its color and quality. 
10. The green color of hay Is destroyed In mows 
when there Is an aocunralatlon of israter vapor and car"bon 
dioxide at temperatures between 40 and 60®C, 
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